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Resumo

O uso crescente de sistemas complexos exige cada vez mais um maior investimento
de recursos no desenvolvimento de software para garantir a confiabilidade dos mesmos.
Para lidar com esta complexidade, abordagens composicionais podem ser utilizadas no
desenvolvimento de sistemas de software, possibilitando a integração e a reutilização
de componentes existentes. Entretanto, a fim de garantir o sucesso desta abordagem, é
essencial confiar no comportamento dos componentes e, além disso, nos sistemas que são
desenvolvidos utilizando essa estratégia, uma vez que falhas podem ser introduzidas se a
composição não assegurar propriedades importantes. Problemas podem surgir quando dois
ou mais componentes são integrados pela primeira vez. Esta situação é ainda mais relevante
quando um grupo de componentes trabalha em conjunto a fim de executar determinadas
tarefas, especialmente em aplicações críticas, onde podem surgir problemas clássicos, como
livelock. Esta tese de doutorado apresenta uma estratégia local para garantir ausência de
livelock, por construção, em sistemas síncronos modelados com a notação padrão de CSP.
A nossa técnica é baseada na análise local das mínimas sequências que levam o processo
CSP ao seu estado inicial. O uso de técnicas locais evita a explosão do espaço de estados
gerado pela integração dos componentes. A verificação destas condições locais utilizam
metadados que permitem armazenar resultados parciais das verificações, reduzindo o
esforço durante a análise. A abordagem proposta também pode ser aplicada para verificar
ausência de livelock em modelos que realizam comunicações assíncronas. Neste caso,
analisamos o modelo de componentes BR I C , cujo comportamento dos componentes
é representado por um processo CSP. A fim de realizar esta verificação, consideramos
duas versões para BR I C : BR I C ∗, o qual realiza composições assíncronas através de
buffers finitos, e BR I C ∞ no qual a assincronicidade é realizada através de buffers infinitos.
Estas duas abordagens foram analisadas porque a possibilidade de introduzir livelock em
sistemas assíncronos depende diretamente da finitude do buffer. As técnicas propostas para
garantir ausência de livelock em CSP e BR I C foram avaliadas através de três estudos
de caso: o escalonador de Milner e duas variações do jantar dos filósofos. Uma versão
apresenta um sistema livre de livelock, e a outra apresenta um sistema com livelock. Neste
estudo, avaliamos a nossa abordagem em comparação com outras duas técnicas para
verificação de ausência de livelock, a análise global tradicional do FDR e a análise estática
de livelock do SLAP. Este estudo comparativo demonstra que a nossa estratégia pode
ser aplicada como uma alternativa para a verificação de ausência de livelock em grandes
sistemas.

Palavras-chave: Desenvolvimento baseado em componentes; Métodos Formais; Ausên-
cia de livelock, Análise local.
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Abstract

The use of increasingly complex applications is demanding a greater investment of
resources in software development to ensure that applications are safe. For mastering
this complexity, compositional approaches can be used in the development of software
by integrating and reusing existing reliable components. The correct application of such
strategies, however, relies on the trust in the behaviour of the components and in the emer-
gent behaviour of the composed components because failures may arise if the composition
does not preserve essential properties. Problems may be introduced when two or more
error-free components are integrated for the first time. This concern is even more relevant
when a group of components is put together in order to perform certain tasks, especially in
safety-critical applications, during which classical problems can arise, such as livelock.

In this thesis, we present a local strategy that guarantees, by construction, the absence
of livelock in synchronous systems as modelled using the standard CSP notation. Our
method is based solely on the local analysis of the minimum sequences that lead the CSP
model back to its initial state. Locality provides an alternative to circumvent the state
explosion generated by the interaction of components and allows us to identify livelock
before composition. The verification of these conditions use metadata that allow us to
record partial results of verification, decreasing the overall analysis effort. In addition, our
work can also be applied to check livelock freedom in models that perform asynchronous
communications. In this case, we carry out livelock analysis in the context of a component
model, BR I C , whose behaviour of the components is described as a CSP process. Finally,
we introduce three case studies to evaluate our livelock analysis technique in practice: the
Milner’s scheduler and two variations of the dining philosophers, a livelock-free version
and a version in which we have deliberately included livelock. For each case study, we
also present a comparative analysis of the performance of our strategy with two other
techniques for livelock freedom verification, the traditional global analysis of FDR and the
static livelock analysis of SLAP. This comparative study demonstrates that our strategy
can be used in practice and that it might be a useful alternative for establishing livelock
freedom in large systems.

Keywords: Component-based systems; Formal Methods; Livelock Freedom, Local
Analysis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The use of increasingly complex applications is demanding a greater investment of
resources in software development processes. The task of ensuring that a system is
reliable is becoming progressively more complex. With this concern, new techniques,
methodologies and tools are being used in order to enhance quality and safety in computer
systems development [37, 70, 29, 30].

Component-based System Development (CBSD) [60, 83, 37] has been widely used to
deal with the increasing complexity of software. The distinguishing feature of this paradigm
is the replacement of traditional programming with the composition and configuration of
independent parts, called components. This strategy fosters the combination of existing
pieces of software (components) to produce a final complex system much more rapidly
(and efficiently) than the traditional build-from-scratch techniques that still dominate most
software production. Besides this, some desired non-functional requirements such as
maintainability, reliability, and flexibility can be potentially improved using compositional
techniques [10]. Furthermore, CBSD emphasises the reuse of reliable components in
order to build high-quality software applications [13]. Consequently, the reduction in
development costs due to reusability is another potential advantage of this approach [37].

Despite all of these great benefits, there are some relevant problems that may arise in
this paradigm. For instance, a component may perform infinite internal actions forever,
excluding any other components, with no control of the external environment. This means
that a component only consumes unbounded computing resources without achieving any
relevant progress in the system. Such a behaviour is problematic if the external environment
is not able to identify it. This problem may be introduced when part of the external interface
of a component is encapsulated from its environment.

Another crucial issue in CBSD is related to how the components are connected [10],
since, generally, such systems are typically made out of distinct components that are
individually well known providing different services. Another challenging task, mainly in
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

a constructive development, is to ensure that a composition of components should itself be
composable in further compositions, and, furthermore, that the original functional services
of its constituents that are not directly involved in the composition should be still available
after composition.

In CBSD, it is not hard to introduce failures when two or more error-free components
are integrated for the first time. This concern is even more relevant when a group of
components is put together in order to perform certain tasks, especially in critical applica-
tions [56], such as trains and avionics systems, computer security, medical devices, and
nuclear systems [85, 49], which, in most cases, must remain operational under the possi-
bility of failure. Undetected errors in these applications may have serious consequences,
such as endanger human life, lead to substantial economic loss, or even cause extensive
environmental damage. Therefore, to ensure the success of critical component-based
systems, preventing such situations due to software failures, these systems, before their
deployment, must be carefully designed, systematised and verified when components are
being integrated, since failures are often caused by dysfunctional communications between
working components [10].

In this context, informal approaches to CBSD are not usually adequate to ensure that
a system is safe. Formal Methods [29], which is a branch of Software Engineering that
uses mathematical models for analysis and verification of systems, have increasingly
been used to achieve a precise and correct way to improve the quality of software and
hardware systems development [93]. They can be applied in several phases of the software
construction process, from the earlier stages of specification and design to the evolution
phase, improving the understanding and the reasoning about the systems by revealing
ambiguities and inconsistencies that might otherwise go undetected in informal system
specifications [90, 15]. Furthermore, they provide techniques and tools to formally specify
and verify desired properties of a system despite its inherent complexity.

CBSD and Formal Methods are techniques which may complement each other. While
CBSD is a paradigm to deal with the ever increasing need for mastering complexity,
evolution and reuse in the design of computer-based systems [10], Formal Methods provide
a framework for specifying, developing and verifying systems using sound mathematically
based mechanisms to reason about them, especially before their implementation [90].
Therefore, to ensure that systems based on CBSD are reliable, it is essential to perform a
thorough verification in the behaviour of the components, and more importantly, in the
emergent behaviour of the composed components.

There are some works in the literature that have applied formal techniques to ensure the
correctness of CBSD [3, 12, 95, 71], most of them focusing on the architectural description
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of systems. For instance, [95] proposes a formal approach for modelling component-based
systems in view of interaction among components. In [3], the authors propose a formal
basis for specifying both the structure and behaviour of architectural descriptions. Another
formal approach of the architecture of the resulting component-based software system is
presented in [12]. This work checks the compatibility between two components due to a
single interaction, the compatibility between two components due to the combination of
several interactions, and the interoperability among a set of components forming a cyclic
topology.

Formal techniques are often divided into three different steps: (i) modelling, in which
informal requirements are translated to a formal language; (ii) specification, which de-
scribes some particular aspects of a system, such as data structures, and concurrency,
real-time, and its desired properties, and (iii) verification, which consists of checking if a
model satisfies a given property.

A formal specification of a system represents an unambiguous, precise and concise
description of a software or hardware that uses mathematical based languages with a well-
defined syntax and semantic to describe what the system should do, and not necessarily
how it should do it. For that, however, it is essential to choose the most appropriate
specification language. For instance, B [2] and Z [92] are formal notations that support a
precise and elegant way to describe abstract data structures of a system using mathematical
objects such as sets, relations, and functions as the basis of such formalisms. On the other
hand, languages like Calculus of Communicating Systems (CCS) [62], Communicating
Sequential Processes (CSP) [78], π-calculus [65], among others, are concerned with
modelling behavioural aspects of a system, providing a rich set of constructs that can
be used to describe a system in a structured way. One can also find in the literature
some formalisms that capture both data structures and behavioural aspects of a system.
ZCCS [38], which combines Z with CCS, and Circus [91], which is a combination of Z
with CSP, are some examples of the combination of concepts and notations that cover
different aspects of a system in a common framework.

Concerning formal verification of a system, the main techniques used to date are model
checking [9, 27] and theorem proving [44]. The former provides an automatic verification
strategy that exhaustively searches the state space of a finite-state system represented by
some formal notation. This technique has been successfully applied by both academia
and industry due to its high level of automation; there is no user interaction during the
verification. Nevertheless, there is a well-know technical limitation of this strategy: the
exponential state explosion problem. This is due to fact that the overall number of global
states that needs to be checked may grow exponentially with the number of component
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in the system. On the other hand, theorem proving allows precise description with less
compromise on the state representation, dealing with both finite and infinite systems. In
this technique, the system is represented as formulas in some mathematical logic, using
symbols and quantifiers rather than actual values. However, it is usually not fully automatic
and demands a higher level of expertise and interactivity.

In general, concurrent systems can be considered more difficult to verify (and to
understand) than sequential ones, since concurrency introduces some correctness issues
that may arise due to the interactions between components that execute in parallel, making
progress at the same time [75]. Besides this, the complexity of such systems comes from
the combinations of ways in which their parts can interact, that is, independent states of
each component. Therefore, it is essential a carefully design and verification of concurrent
systems for keeping such interactions under control.

CSP [46, 75, 78] is perhaps one of the most well established formalisms for describing
and analysing such systems. This process algebra is used to model concurrent and reactive
applications where independent components called processes interact with each other and
with the outer world exchanging atomic, instantaneous and synchronous messages. CSP
offers, in addition to a formal definition of refinement, consolidated semantic models that
support a wide range of process verifications, and capture different types of behaviours,
recording information about a process. Besides this, over the years, CSP tools have been
widely used in industry, research and teaching for analysis and verification of safety-critical
systems [16, 22, 21]. These tools can be used for refinement checking CSP specifications
such as FDR [59, 40] and PAT [87], and also for process animators such as Probe [58] and
Prob [23]. Finally, one can also find several extensions of CSP such as timed CSP [73, 8],
shared-variable CSP [86, 76], and probabilistic CSP [57, 43].

Within the scope of formal verification of concurrent systems, important (and classical)
additional behavioural challenges may arise such as nondeterminism, deadlock and livelock
(divergence) [78]. Nondeterminism arises when a component may behave differently when
given exactly the same inputs (i.e. outside the control of the environment). Deadlock
causes a component-based system to be unable to respond to any interaction with the
environment or even among its components. Finally, livelock is a state of a system from
which it may compute infinite internal actions forever, excluding any other components,
with no control of the external environment. Such a state may arise when part of the
external interface of a system is hidden from its environment. Due to the complexity
behind such behavioural properties, the majority of the literature work focuses on a specific
property at a time, providing an in-depth study for dealing with concurrency properties in
isolation.
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It is important to mention that when modelling and verifying concurrent systems in
practice, besides the preservation of the behavioural properties, which is the focus of this
thesis, specific properties of the system should be also taken into consideration. Both
behavioural and functional (and extra-functional) properties are important for ensuring
system trustworthiness. The latter, for instance, includes a more formal specification of the
requirements of the systems, and the relation between such requirements with the classical
behavioural concurrent properties.

Among the three classical phenomena that are exclusive to the concurrent world, non-
determinism is the only one that may arise naturally in such systems [78], that is, no
interaction of components is required for introducing such behaviour. Furthermore, in
some cases, it may not be considered as a problem, and it can be seen as a positive aspect of
the system. For instance, a component can be defined as an autonomous entity that is able
to take internal decisions based on its inputs. The component model proposed in [71] is an
example that has followed this concept. In addition, considering nonconflicting nondeter-
ministic choices, is also possible to put tasks in parallel, increasing the performance of the
system [88]. In the context of CSP, relatively little research has gone into nondeterminism
analysis. To be more precise, as far as we are aware, there is only one strategy to check the
absence of nondeterminism for a CSP system, which performs a global analysis [78].

Differently from nondeterminism, deadlock and livelock arise in CBSD not from
individual components but emerge from the interactions among them. Furthermore, com-
ponents that present either a deadlock or a livelock are normally a consequence of a mistake
and are treated as a serious sort of misbehaviour since they result in a lack of progress in
the system.

Much work has been dedicated to deadlock analysis [18, 17, 66, 79, 5, 31, 71, 53,
42, 4, 21]. Among them, compositional approaches for guaranteeing deadlock-free CSP
models have been proposed. For instance, [71] presents a component model, BR I C , that
allows the systematic design of deadlock-free component-based systems, by integrating
components via asynchronous compositions, mediated by buffers. Furthermore, in order to
improve the problem of efficiency and usability for checking the absence of deadlock, [5]
provides a formalisation of design patterns that can be used for locally establishing deadlock
freedom, by construction, in CSP systems. In this work, promising results have been
achieved by using local analysis instead of performing the traditional global deadlock
analysis.

On the other hand, despite the importance of verifying absence of livelock, there are
few approaches that deal with this undesirable behaviour in the context of CSP [78, 68],
and even in other process algebras such as π-calculus [50]. Moreover, to the best of our
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knowledge, there is no established compositional and local strategy to ensure that a CSP
system is livelock-free.

The lack of research on livelock analysis is possibly due to the confusion about the term
itself or because to the fact that, sometimes, it is not possible to distinguish a divergent from
a deadlocked system from a practical point of view, and they might be considered as the
same problem [45], especially using informal testing approaches [25, 24]. However, from
a formal point of view, these two undesirable behaviours are used to refer to two different
kinds of non-progress. Thus, the techniques used to check such problems are totally
different. Besides this, in the literature, a system with livelock is described as even worse
than a deadlocked one [46], since an endless loop may consume unbounded computing
resources without achieving any progress in the system, which can be considered less
obvious to identify from a simple external observation, that is, the environment can never
detect it.

This thesis focuses on livelock analysis in the context of the process algebra CSP. The
traditional approach to ensure that a CSP system is livelock-free performs a global analysis
of an internal representation of a model as a labelled transition system (LTS) [78]. The
states of the transition systems are process nodes and the labels represent visible events or
invisible actions (τ). Livelock is identified if the system performs an infinite path whose
actions are exclusively τ’s. This strategy is fully automated, for instance, by FDR3 [40],
standing for Failures Divergence Refinement, which is the best-known model checker
supporting CSP.

An alternative way for establishing livelock freedom in CSP is to make a static analysis
of the syntactic structure of a system, rather than explicit state exploration analysis [68].
This strategy presents a collection of rules on the inductive syntactic structure of a subset of
CSP process either to safely classify a system as livelock-free or to report an inconclusive
result. This is due to the fact that a static analysis of a system is performed without
running or considering a specific input that makes a state of the system reachable or
not. This approach also has a tool support, SLAP [68], which is now integrated in
FDR2 [7]. Experiments presented in [68] indicated that the static analyser method, besides
its incompleteness, is substantially more efficient than the traditional explicit state-space
exploration method adopted by FDR2.

Another promising strategy for checking desired properties of a system is to perform
a local analysis [94], which is the basis of some existing approaches to compositional
analysis [1, 28, 11]. As already mentioned, these methods have been applied for estab-
lishing deadlock freedom with promising results [5, 18, 79, 4]. Instead of verifying the
entire system, these strategies allow one to check only some parts of a given system. Using
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such approaches, one can identify problems when compositions are being performed,
predicting, by construction, global properties based solely on known local properties of
system components [28, 1]. As a consequence, this strategy potentially requires less
calculation, and, consequently, it is possible to reduce time and effort in this verification.
Furthermore, locality provides an alternative to avoid the state explosion problem generated
by the interaction of components and allows one to identify problems before integrating
components.

These benefits, however, are not achieved by current approaches for ensuring livelock
freedom in the context of CSP [68, 78], since such approaches do not consider properties
of individual components before their integration, and, furthermore, do not reuse previous
verifications performing a constructive development. As a result, they normally present
scalability issues.

1.1 Objectives

The aim of this thesis is the development of a novel formal strategy that guarantees
livelock freedom, by construction, of CSP-based models. An important step towards
this goal is that we integrate three different techniques: local, compositional, and static
analysis, which can be used together for reducing the complexity of verifying the absence
of divergence in large systems.

Firstly, we propose a set of side conditions that comprise a constructive method for
establishing the absence of divergence in synchronous systems as modelled using the
standard CSP notation. Such conditions are based solely on the local analysis of the
minimum sequences that lead the CSP model back to its initial state. Considering only
these finite sequences, we are capable of performing our livelock analysis technique
locally, instead of the traditional explicit state-space exploration method; this represents
an important asset of the proposed approach. Furthermore, the verification of such side
conditions use metadata throughout compositions, which allow us to record partial results
of verification. The metadata of a composition is directly derived from the metadata of its
constituting components. As a result, the effort of verification is potentially reduced. Our
strategy supports a systematic development that reveals and prevents livelock compositions
during system construction, ruling out designs with livelock.

In addition, our work can also be applied for establishing divergence freedom in models
that perform asynchronous communications. In this case, we carry out livelock analysis
in the context of a component model, BR I C [71, 72], which describes the behaviour of
the components as CSP processes. In this context, we propose a correct-by-construction
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approach for building livelock-free BR I C compositions. We provide local conditions
that guarantee that the composition rules in BR I C , which ensure deadlock freedom, also
preserve the absence of livelock.

Another objective of this work is the development of a tool that implements the
verification of our livelock analysis technique for synchronous compositions of CSP
models, which does not interact with any further external model checking for CSP systems.
In addition to this, our work provides a new module in a tool that supports the development
and compositions of BR I C components. This new module automates the livelock analysis
for asynchronous compositions in BR I C .

Our approaches to livelock freedom verification in CSP and BR I C are similar. The
validation of our results have followed two different lines of work. In a first line of action,
we introduce three case studies, the Milner’s scheduler and two variations of the dining
philosophers: a livelock-free version and a version in which we have deliberately included
livelock, in order to demonstrate that our method can be used in practice. We also provide
a performance comparison of these case studies within three different scenarios: (1) the
traditional global analysis of FDR (we used FDR2 and FDR3), (2) the static livelock
analysis of SLAP, and (3) our local livelock analysis. In a second line of action, we also
demonstrate the validity of our strategy proving soundness for asynchronous compositions
in BR I C .

In summary, by the end of this thesis, we intend to have provided enough support for
the following thesis proposition:

Thesis Proposition

Livelock analysis for component-based models can be achieved in a scalable, efficient,
sound, compositional, and local manner.

1.2 Strategy Overview

In this section, we discuss the basic intuitions that underlie our strategy. Particularly,
we provide an overview that takes into consideration the possible causes of livelock in
synchronous and asynchronous concurrent systems.

In each section that follows, we focus on a different perspective to analyse livelock.
Section 1.2.1 describes how this problem can be addressed in CSP-based models, consider-
ing only synchronous communications. Section 1.2.2 discusses livelock in asynchronous
systems. For this case, we analyse the BR I C [72, 71] component model, which imposes
some constraints on the components and how they interact with each other. This approach
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performs asynchronous compositions, mediated by buffers, to build systems in a compo-
sitional way. For this analysis, we have to take into consideration the finiteness of the
buffer due to the fact that the possibility of introducing livelock is directly related to the
finiteness of the buffer. In this context, we consider two versions of BR I C : BR I C ∗, in
which asynchronicity is achieved by using finite buffers, and BR I C ∞, which represents
asynchronous compositions via infinite buffers.

1.2.1 Livelock in CSP

According to Roscoe [78], when composing divergence-free CSP processes, divergent
behaviour can arise from the use of hiding, which converts visible actions into internal
(or invisible) ones. This transformation may yield an infinite loop of internal events. For
instance, we consider the following process.

P = a→ P

In the above CSP notation, we use the prefix operator,→, which specifies that the simple
event a can be communicated by P, and upon its occurrence the process behaves as the
process P. In CSP, an event describes a particular action that can be performed by the
process. In our example, the event a is recursively offered by the process P. Let us suppose
that one wants to encapsulate the visible event a within the process P. This operation is
achieved in CSP using the hiding operator, which provides a way of abstracting part of
the external interface of a process. The notation P \ X, where P is a CSP process and X a
set of events, defines a process that behaves like P but with all events in the set X hidden,
that is, turned into internal actions that are themselves not detectable or controllable by
the environment. In our example, we have the following process that represents a hiding
operation.

P = (a→ P) \ {a}

In this case, the process P converts the visible event a into an invisible action. As a
consequence, P indefinitely performs the internal event a, which leads to a divergence.
Therefore, in CSP, the only problematic operator for livelock analysis of divergence-free
processes is hiding [78], which is also internally used in a form of parallelism (whose
operator is called linked parallel) that will be discussed later in this section. Hence, livelock
verification is required when we either apply hiding or compose two processes in parallel
using linked parallel. In what follows, we briefly discuss the relevant notions of our
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constructive strategy to preserve the absence of divergence when using these operators.
In the case of hiding, P \ X, we have to take into consideration the possible infinite

behaviours of the process P, since livelock may be introduced if we hide a set of events that
can occur uninterruptedly and infinitely without communicating with its environment. In
this way, we consider the interaction patterns of a process, which consist of finite sequences
of events that, when performed, lead the process back to its initial state. Therefore, the
process repeatedly offers these sequences of events.

Livelock can be identified with the analysis of the paths that lead the process to its
first recursion, which are called the minimal interaction patterns, (henceforth called mip),
since if a minimal path is hidden, an infinite sequence of invisible events is introduced,
configuring a divergence. By way of illustration, we consider the following livelock-free
CSP process.

P = (a→ b→ P)

2 (c→ d→ P)

In this example, P offers two choices deterministically (2); after performing either the
events a and b or c and d, the process P goes back to its initial state. Hence, the mip of P are
the sequences 〈a,b〉 and 〈c,d〉. As we can observe, by hiding either the sets of events {a,b}
or {c,d} from P, we introduce divergence because there exists a minimal interaction pattern

of P that only has events in such sets. On the other hand, if we either hide {a}, {b}, {c},
{d}, {a,c}, {a,d}, {b,c} or {b,d} we do not introduce livelock. For instance, P \ {a,c}
behaves like P = (b→ P)2 (d→ P), and, consequently, P does not indefinitely performs
internal actions, since it is still able to communicate with its environment. Therefore, based
solely on the mip of P, we may infer which sets of events of P can be hidden without
introducing livelock. In our approach, these sets are captured by the set Allowed. Hence, in
our example, the sets {a},{b},{c},{d},{a,c},{a,d},{b,c},{b,d} belong to Allowed(P).

Informally, a set of events is in Allowed if all mip that contain these events have, at
least, one further communication on a different event. In other words, if we hide one of
these sets of events, the process is still able to communicate with its environment, and,
consequently, no infinite path of invisible events is introduced. Therefore, a way to locally
ensure livelock freedom in P \ X is if the set of events X is in the set of Allowed(P).

Livelock may also be introduced using the linked parallel operator, which internally
uses the hiding operator. Linked parallel synchronises events of one process with correspon-
ding (linked) events of the other. After the synchronisation, the linked events are hidden.
The ones that are not linked can occur independently of the other process.
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The CSP notation P[a↔ b]Q represents a parallel composition of the processes P

and Q, forcing them to synchronise on the linked events, a and b, and then hides the
synchronised events. For instance, let us consider the following CSP processes.

P1 = a→ c→ P1

Q1 = b→ Q1

In the linked parallel composition P1[a↔ b]Q1 both processes initially synchronise on
the linked pair, a and b, which are turned in to internal actions. Afterwards, P1 performs
the event c, and the composition returns to its initial state.

In the example above, the result of the linked parallel composition P1[a↔ b]Q1 is a
livelock-free process. This is due to the fact that the processes synchronise on the events
a and b at every cycle. After hiding these events, the actions of Q1 will not be seen by
the environment. However, after every synchronisation, P1 necessarily has to engage on
c, which is visible to the environment, before offering a again. So the visible behaviour
of this composition is the process PQ1 = c→ PQ1, which recursively communicates the
event c. We can observe that the set {a} is in the set of Allowed events of P1. The fact that
{b} is not in the set of Allowed events of Q1 is irrelevant in this case.

As suggested by this example, one way to perform livelock-free linked parallel compo-
sitions is to ensure that, at least, one event continues to be offered to the environment after
hiding the synchronised (linked) events. In other words, it is required that, at least one
event of the connecting pair of events is in the set of Allowed events of the corresponding
process to ensure divergence freedom. This analysis can be made locally considering one
process at a time. This avoids the need for global livelock analysis for the resulting process,
which may have a considerable larger state space.

Obviously, there are cases in which neither of the connecting events are in the set of
Allowed events of the corresponding processes. In such cases, called complex compositions,
we have local possibilities of divergence. This, however, does not necessarily introduces
livelock because the composition only diverges if both processes synchronise indefinitely
on the composed events. By way of illustration, we consider the following livelock-free
CSP processes.

P2 = a→ a→ a→ P2

Q2 = b→ Q2

In this example, the minimal interaction pattern of P2 is the sequence 〈a,a,a〉 and the
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minimal interaction pattern of Q2 is the sequence 〈b〉. In this case, the result of the
linked parallel composition P2[a↔ b]Q2 is not livelock-free because P2 and Q2 are able
to infinitely communicate by continuously synchronising on a and b: every cycle of P2

corresponds to three cycles of Q2. For such compositions, we have to take the combinations
of mip into consideration. Only with this consideration, we are able to identify the fact that
the previous linked parallel composition is not livelock-free. Such patterns of interactions
may become very complex and not easily identifiable. There are, however, cases in which
the synchronisation is not possible. For instance, let us consider the following livelock-free
processes.

P3 = n.1→ n.2→ P3

Q3 = s.2→ s.1→ Q3

In this example, processes are performing compound events, which communicate a specific
value. For instance, the event n.1 is composed by the channel name n and the value 1.

A linked parallel composition can be applied to link any number of pairs of events of
two processes. For instance, using our example above, the linked parallel composition
P3[n↔ s]Q3, which is equivalent to P3[n.1↔ s.1,n.2↔ s.2]Q3, is livelock-free. This
is because, despite that fact that if we hide the set {n.1,n.2} in P3, and {s.1,s.2} in Q3

we introduce livelock locally, the processes P3 and Q3 are not able to synchronise on the
linked pairs of events. Therefore, another way to locally ensure livelock freedom is to
check if no infinite internal behaviour may be reached due to the synchronisation solely on
the linked events.

The examples presented give us an overview to understand how livelock can be intro-
duced in different situations that are relevant for our local and compositional analysis in
CSP-based models. However, in the previous examples, we consider only synchronous
processes. In the next section, we focus on the interoperation of asynchronous systems.

1.2.2 Livelock in BR I C

In this section, we focus on communication of processes that do not interact directly
with each other, but exchange messages via buffers. For this approach, we analyse the
BR I C [72] component model, which provides a systematic design of deadlock-free
component-based systems by integrating components via asynchronous compositions,
mediated either by finite or by infinite buffers. In BR I C , each component is represented
by a contract, which describes the dynamic behaviour B of the system (represented as a
restricted form of CSP process), a function R that, given a channel of this contract, yields
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the data type used by it, a set I containing the data types, and a set C of channels of the
contract, which are available for compositions.

This strategy is based on a set of safe composition rules. The systematic application
of these rules can be used to develop systems, and ensures, by construction, the absence
of deadlock. This is a direct consequence of the conditions imposed by the rules as
demonstrated in [71]. Using the rules, developers may synchronise two channels of
two components, or even of the same component. Such rules generate more complex
components, whose resulting behaviour is a combination of the behaviours of the composed
contracts. Furthermore, such rules guarantee that services not directly involved in the
composition are preserved in the resulting contract.

The composition rules presented in [71] do not introduce divergence in the resulting
contract behaviour because the behaviour of basic components are, by definition, livelock-
free, and they do not hide the composed communication channels after a composition, but
simply remove them from the communication channel set C , preventing further composi-
tions on such channels. This gives us a grey-box style of abstraction [20, 19], in which
services that cannot be accessed for other components remain visible to the environment,
providing a high level view of internal functionalities of the components. However, we
extend the possibilities of performing compositions in BR I C , providing a constructive
strategy to perform black-box compositions [84, 48].

The concept of black-box compositions in CBSD is a key idea for abstraction [48].
In fact, this style of composition defines a component notion that seems better aligned to
the component-based philosophy, since internal services provided by the component are
encapsulated, increasing the abstraction level of the system. From the reuse point of view,
this style provides some advantages. For instance, software engineers do not need to be
concerned about internal services of the components to perform compositions. Instead,
they only need to know how components can be integrated by observing their interface
published as part of the component’s contract. Also, components can be implemented in
different implementation languages (as long as they share a compatible interface).

In our work, we consider livelock freedom of BR I C components in the context of
black-boxes compositions rather than grey-boxes compositions adopted in [71]. In this
way, the analysis in BR I C is performed on the behaviour of the component resulting
from hiding the communication channels that are not in the component’s set C of visible
channels. Therefore, the compositions may diverge even considering that the constituents
to be composed are livelock-free.

In the sequel, we describe an overview of our livelock analysis technique in the context
of BR I C , considering a black-box composition style. To perform this analysis, since
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BR I C provides an asynchronous semantics in which the compositions can be mediated
by either finite or infinite buffers, we differentiate two versions of BR I C : BR I C ∗,
which represents asynchronous compositions via finite buffers, and BR I C ∞, in which
asynchronicity is achieved by using infinite buffers. These two approaches are discussed
because the finiteness of the buffer in asynchronous systems is relevant for livelock analysis.

BR I C ∗

In BR I C ∗, the connection Ctr1[a↔ b]∗Ctr2 is achieved by connecting the behaviours
of the contracts Ctr1 and Ctr2, which are described as CSP processes, using a finite
buffer of arbitrary size, which is indicated by the symbol ∗. Roughly speaking, this
operator of BR I C ∗, which represents the behaviour of a communication composition rule
that connects two communication channels from two distinct components [71], can be
characterised by the following CSP definition.

Ctr1[a↔ b]∗Ctr2 = ((P1 ||| P2) ‖{|a,b|} BUFFER∗(a,b))

In this case, Ctr1 and Ctr2 are two distinct component contracts, and P1 and P2 represent
their behaviours, respectively. The CSP notation P1 ||| P2 runs the processes P1 and P2

completely independent of each other. These processes are put in parallel with the process
BUFFER∗(a,b), forcing them to synchronise on events in the set {| a,b |}. The operator
{| ch |} stands for all events represented by a channel ch; for instance, if ch communicates
values of the set {1,2}; the set {| ch |} is equal to {ch.1,ch.2}.

Informally, BUFFER∗(a,b) is a CSP process with two channels: one input (a) and one
output (b) of the same type. It copies information from its input channel (a) to its output
channel (b), preserving order and without loss.

As we consider black-boxes compositions, the composed communication channels must
be hidden from the resulting behaviour of the composition. Therefore, the behaviour of the
black-box composition Ctr1[a↔ b]∗Ctr2 is similar to CSP’s linked parallel composition,
which was discussed in the previous section. However, the communication between the
CSP processes is achieved using a finite buffer. In this way, the values of the behaviour
of the contract Ctr1 are asynchronously forwarded to the behaviour of the contract Ctr2

through this internal finite buffer.
The finiteness of the buffer takes us back to the considerations made for CSP in the

previous section. However, in BR I C we connect communication channels, instead of
events. In this context, the Allowed set for BR I C contains all communication channels
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that can be hidden without introducing livelock. By way of illustration, let us consider the
CSP processes P1 and P2 as the behaviours of the contracts Ctr1 and Ctr2, respectively.

P1 = a.1→ c.2→ P1

P2 = b.1→ P2

In this case, the result of the black-box communication composition Ctr1[a↔ b]∗Ctr2 is
still livelock-free, just like the linked parallel composition P1[a↔ b]P2. This is due to
the fact that, although the processes P1 and P2 are not required to synchronise on a.1 and
b.1 events at every cycle, the finiteness of the buffer restricts the maximum number of b.1
events that can take place before an a.1 occurs. This forces the occurrence of c.2, which
is visible to the environment, before offering a.1 again. For example, if we consider a
buffer of size one, after sending b.1 to the buffer, P2 is not allowed to perform another b.1.
Instead, P1 has to consume a.1. After this consumption, P2 may even produce another b.1
but again, another b.1 can only occur after P1 has consumed an a.1. This, however, will
only happen after c.2 occurs. We observe that the communication channel a is in the set
of Allowed channels of P1. The fact that b is not in the set of Allowed channels of P2 is,
again, irrelevant in this case.

We now turn out attention to the cases in which neither of the connecting channels are
allowed (complex compositions), but the composition does not cause a divergence due to
the fact that the synchronisation on the mip is not feasible. For instance, let us consider
the following CSP processes P3 and P4 as the behaviour of the contracts Ctr3 and Ctr4,
respectively.

P3 = n.1→ n.2→ P3

P4 = s.2→ s.1→ P4

Here, the CSP linked parallel composition P3[n↔ s]P4 is livelock-free because the linked
processes are not able to synchronise on the linked events. However, the BR I C communi-
cation rule requires that, in the composition Ctr3[n↔ s]∗Ctr4, the protocols of n in P3 and
s in P4, which are characterised by restricting the analysis to communications via these
channels in P3 and P4, are strong compatible. Roughly speaking, this guarantees that at
every state of the protocol of n in P3, if n.x is offered then s.x is also offered in the protocol
of s in P4, and vice-versa.

In this example, the protocols of n in P3 and s in P4 are not strong protocol compatible.
Initially, P3 offers n.1 and P4 offers s.2. In this case, these events are incompatible and do
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not satisfy the strong protocol compatibility requirement. This forbids the composition.
As a consequence of the strong protocol compatibility requirement, complex compo-

sitions in which the synchronisation in not feasible cannot exist in a valid composition
in BR I C . It is, therefore, unnecessary to check for these compositions as they simply
do not exist. In other words, there is no case in which neither n nor s are allowed and the
composition is livelock-free. The reason for this is that BR I C enforces that components
resulting from compositions are deadlock-free by construction. This is not the case when
we use the CSP linked parallel operator.

In BR I C , a successful communication composition results in a new component
contract, which behaves as the combination of the behaviours of the two composed
contracts. In this context, due to the asynchronicity of the BR I C compositions, it is
possible to perform a composition using two channels of the same component (process),
which is not possible in synchronous communications. Hence, in addition to binary
compositions, BR I C also allows one to perform unary compositions, which assemble
two channels of the same component.

For unary compositions, the main operator is described by the following construct.

Ctr[a ↪→ b]∗ = (P ‖{|a,b|} BUFFER∗(a,b))

In this case, the channels a and b belong to the same CSP process, P, which is put in parallel
with the BUFFER∗(a,b). Using this operator, we are able to build complex systems with
cycles of dependencies in the topology of the system structure.

By way of illustration, let us consider the component contract Ctr5 whose behaviour is
described by the CSP process P5.

P1 = a.1→ c.2→ P1

P2 = b.1→ P2

P5 = P1 ||| P2

In this example, the result of the black-box unary composition Ctr5[a ↪→ b]∗ is livelock-
free. This is due the finiteness of the buffer, as we explained earlier in this section. In
summary, livelock is not introduced because the visible event c.2 must be offered, ensuring
that the process P5 interacts with its environment after hiding the events of the channels a

and b. As we can observe, only the channel a is allowed in P5, which is enough to ensure
a livelock-free unary composition with a finite buffer.

For reasons similar to those explained earlier, there are no complex composition in a
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valid unary composition in BR I C , due to the strong protocol compatibility requirement.
Therefore, it is unnecessary to perform a verification in which neither of the connecting
channels are allowed.

BR I C ∞

We now analyse the case of BR I C ∞, in which we consider infinite buffers to connect
the components. In this approach, the connection Ctr1[a↔ b]∞Ctr2 is achieved by con-
necting the behaviours of both contracts using infinite buffers. The operator that connects
two channels from different components can be similarly defined as follows.

Ctr1[a↔ b]∞Ctr2 = ((P1 ||| P2) ‖{|a,b|} BUFFER∞(a,b))

Here, the only difference from the corresponding BR I C ∗ operator is that the buffer is
infinite. This has consequences in livelock verification, as we will explain in the sequel.
Once again, we return to the following example.

P1 = a.1→ c.2→ P1

P2 = b.1→ P2

In this case, the result of the black-box communication composition Ctr1[a↔ b]∞Ctr2

may introduce divergence. This is due to the fact that no handshaking is necessary, that is,
the synchronicity is no longer guaranteed on a and b at every cycle. Instead, P2 is allowed
to indefinitely send its message b.1 to the buffer and recurse. There is no guarantee that P1

will ever consume any message and the divergence of P2 affects the overall composition.
We observe, however, that if the communication channel b were also in the Allowed set

of P2, the composition would be livelock-free. For example, let us consider the following
process as the behaviour of the contract Ctr3.

P3 = b.1→ d.2→ P3

Since we now require both to be in the corresponding sets of Allowed channels, the black-
box communication composition Ctr1[a↔ b]∞Ctr3 is divergence-free because after hiding
the composed channels, both behaviours continue communicating with its environment.
As a consequence of the infiniteness of the buffers between the components, a stronger
requirement is needed to guarantee livelock freedom after composition.

Moreover, as exemplified earlier, we consider cases in which neither of the connect-
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ing channels are in the set of allowed channels of the corresponding processes (complex

compositions), but the composition does not cause a divergence due to the fact that the
synchronisation is not feasible. However, for the same reasons discussed in the context
of BR I C ∗, there is no case when both channels are not allowed and the composition is
livelock-free, since the communication composition requires the protocols of the connect-
ing channels to be strong compatible.

Regarding unary compositions, we also take into consideration that both channels can
indefinitely send messages to the buffer and recurse, and, consequently, livelock can be
introduced. For instance, let us recall the following example presented in the previous
section.

P1 = a.1→ c.2→ P1

P2 = b.1→ P2

P5 = P1 ||| P2

In this case, the black-box unary composition of Ctr5[a ↪→ b]∞ may introduce divergence.
However, if b is also in the Allowed set of P5, this unary composition is livelock-free. For
example, we consider the following processes, where P6 is the behaviour of the contract
Ctr6.

P1 = a.1→ c.2→ P1

P3 = b.1→ d.2→ P3

P6 = P1 ||| P3

As we can observe, the black-box unary composition Ctr6[a ↪→ b]∞ is divergence-free.
This is only possible due to the fact that the pair (a,b) can be hidden without introducing
livelock. As a result, in order to ensure a livelock-free black-box unary composition in
BR I C ∞, we have to take into consideration the pair (a,b) and the set of Allowed channels
of P6.

Regarding complex compositions, due to the infiniteness of the buffer, if one of the
connecting channels is not allowed, livelock can be introduced. In this context, we do
not need to perform any verification in unary compositions in BR I C ∞ if the pair of the
connecting channels is not in Allowed.
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1.3 Thesis Outline

This section provides a reading guideline for this thesis. Chapter 2 presents the back-
ground knowledge that is fundamental in this work. In this chapter, we first introduce
the formalism that underlines our approach, the CSP process algebra. We describe its
notation and three of its semantic models with which we are concerned: traces, failures
and failures-divergences. Finally, in the second part of this chapter, we present the BR I C
component model [71, 72], which integrates components via asynchronous compositions,
and is underpinned by the CSP process algebra. Furthermore, we describe its set of com-
position rules, which can be used to systematically develop a wide variety of trustworthy
systems, guaranteeing, by construction, the absence of deadlock.

Chapter 3 presents the main contribution of this thesis. We formalise our strategy
that ensures, by construction, the development of livelock-free component-based systems
using local analysis. First, we focus on synchronous systems as modelled using the
process algebra CSP. We introduce a set of side conditions that are based solely on the
local analysis of the minimum paths that lead the CSP model back to its first recursion.
Afterwards, we start our livelock verification for asynchronous systems. In this context,
we analyse the component model BR I C and present a technique for constructing livelock
free systems in BR I C using local analysis based on constructive rules similar to those that
ensure deadlock freedom, but with additional side conditions. In this context, we consider
two versions of BR I C : BR I C ∗, which represents asynchronous compositions via finite
buffers, and BR I C ∞, in which asynchronicity is achieved using infinite buffers.

In Chapter 4, we introduce three case studies and analyse them using the strategy
presented in this work, considering both synchronous and asynchronous compositions. We
evaluate our strategy using the Milner’s task scheduler and two variations of the dining
philosophers: a livelock-free version and a version in which we have deliberately included
livelock. We also provide a performance comparison of our results with respect to those
implemented by two other techniques for livelock freedom verification: FDR (we use
FDR2 [59] and FDR3 [40]) and SLAP [68].

Finally, Chapter 5 presents our final considerations, pointing out the main contributions
of this thesis. Additionally, we provide a comparative overview with related works in the
literature and propose some ideas for future research.



Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter, we describe the technical background of this work. Section 2.1 presents
the process algebra CSP, which is the basis of our approach, and describes a subset of
its notation, and some of its semantic models. In Section 2.2, we present the BR I C
component model, which is an approach for compositional development of asynchronous
systems. It is an algebra that has component contracts as operands and composition rules
as operators, which are the only way to compose components. These rules provide a
systematic method to preserve deadlock freedom by construction.

2.1 CSP

CSP was initially described by Tony Hoare, in 1978 [46], and, since them, it has been
widely used in different contexts [80, 34, 23, 33, 67, 81]. It is one of the most notable
formalisms for modelling and verifying concurrent reactive systems. This process algebra
can be used to describe systems that are composed by interacting components, which
are independent entities called processes, that can be combined using high level parallel
operators to create complex concurrent systems. An advantage of CSP is that it offers
well-developed syntax and consolidated semantic models, as well as a formal theory of
refinement and verification. In what follows, we describe the CSP constructs that we use
in this work and we briefly present some of its denotational models. Further information
concerning CSP can be found in [75, 78].

2.1.1 CSP Syntax

In CSP, processes are defined in terms of atomic, instantaneous and synchronous events
in the a set Σ, which are used to interact with the environment or with other processes. The
alphabet of a CSP process P, denoted by αP , with αP ⊆ Σ, is the set of events on which it

20
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can engage.
The CSP language contains a large number of operators for building specifications

(which are also processes) from already defined processes, which are constructed according
to the abstract syntax:

P ::= SKIP Terminating process
| STOP Deadlock process
| div Divergent process
| a→ P Prefix
| g & P Guard
| P 2 P External choice
| P u P Internal choice
| P o

9 P Sequential composition
| P[[R]] Renaming
| P \ X Hiding
| P ||| P Interleaving
| P ‖X P Generalised parallel
| P |[X || Y ]|P Alphabetised parallel
| P[a↔ b]P Linked parallel

CSP has two primitive processes: SKIP and STOP. The former does nothing and commu-
nicates the special eventX, which is a visible event that indicates successful termination
of a process. This event cannot be controlled by the environment and its occurrence is
always the last event in the life cycle of any process. The process STOP represents a broken
process (deadlock); it is not capable of communicating any event. Besides these processes,
another atomic process is the intrinsically divergent process div.

The most fundamental operator of CSP is the prefix operator,→, which is composed
by an event, a, and a process, P, and yields a process a→ P. It is initially able to perform
the simple event a, and upon its occurrence the process behaves as P. Using this operator,
one can model compound events, which consist of a channel name and a finite sequence of
data components from predefined types. For instance, b?x→ P(x) allows one to input any
value x on the channel b and then the behaviour of P(x) is determined by the value x that
it receives as input. Similarly, the process c!x→ P outputs the value x via the channel c

and then behaves like P. Another way to represent an event is via the notation c.x. If we
assume that the type of c is the rather small set {1,2} then we have the events c.1 and c.2.

The CSP notation g & P, where g is a predicate and P is a process, denotes the process
that behaves as P if the predicate g is true. Otherwise, it behaves like STOP.

There are two operators for defining a choice in CSP: external choice and internal
choice. The former, P = Q 2 R, represents a deterministic choice, which is made by the
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environment. In this case, the process P is initially ready to perform the events that either
process Q or R can initially perform. However, only one of the behaviours is chosen. This
means that P can behave either as the process Q or as the process R, depending on the
event that was performed.

The external choice operator has a replicated version: 2x : A • P(x), where x ranges
over the values in the set A, and P(x) is any process expression involving x. This construc-
tion behaves as the process P(x1)2 . . .2 P(xk), for A = {x1, . . . ,xk}. As this operator is
associative, the parenthesis can be omitted.

Differently from the external choice, in the internal choice, P = Q u R, the envi-
ronment has no control over the choice between Q and R. The process P internally
(non-deterministically) resolves the choice between them. Similarly to the external choice,
this operator can also be generalized to an internal choice between any finite number of
processes.

In CSP, processes can be composed in sequence using the sequential composition
operator. In P = Q o

9 R, the process P behaves initially as the process Q until it terminates
successfully, and, then it behaves as the process R.

The renaming operator P[[R]] takes a process P and R is a renaming relation that
contains a list of pairs a← b. The process P[[a← b]] behaves like the process P, but
occurrences of the event a are replaced by occurrences of the event b. For example, given
a process P = a→ SKIP, the process P[[a← b]] initially offers the event b and then
terminates.

The hiding operator is a powerful mechanism for abstraction. It is used to encapsulate
some events of the behaviour of a process. The CSP notation, P \ X, where P is a process
and X a set of events, defines a process that behaves like P, but the events from X are
removed from the interface of P, which become no longer visible to the environment.

In order to illustrate some CSP constructs presented so far, we use a classical example
of a concurrent system, the dining philosophers [75], which is used as a running example in
this chapter and in the next one, and, furthermore, is used to evaluate our livelock analysis
technique in practice, as presented in Chapter 4. This system consists of philosophers that
try to acquire a pair of shared forks in order to eat. The philosophers are sat at a round
table that is set in a way that a philosopher, when sat, has access to two forks, one on his
left-hand side, and another on his right-hand side. Each philosopher must pick up both
forks before eating.
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datatypeEV = up | down

datatypeLF = thinks | eats

channel fk1, fk2,pfk1,pfk2 : EV

channel life : LF

Fork = (fk1.up→ fk1.down→ Fork)

2 (fk2.up→ fk2.down→ Fork)

Phil = life.thinks→ pfk1.up→ pfk2.up→ life.eats→
pfk1.down→ pfk2.down→ Phil

All events associated to forks are represented by the channels fk1 and fk2 of type EV , each
one specific for the interactions with each philosopher. Similarly, the channels pfk1, pfk2
and life represent events associated to fork manipulations and other philosopher activities.
The type of pfk1 and pfk2 are the same to the type of to fk1 and fk2, and are used to pick
up and put down forks. The process Fork ensures that two philosophers cannot hold a fork
simultaneously. For that, it offers a deterministic choice (2): it engages either on fk1.up

and fk2.up. The prefix operator (→) states that the corresponding down event is offered
afterwards. The process recurses after the down event. The process Phil represents the life
cycle of a philosopher: before eating, the philosopher thinks and picks the forks up. After
eating, the philosopher puts the forks down.

In order to perform concurrent compositions, CSP offers some operators to compose
processes in parallel. The interleaving operator allows processes to run completely in-
dependent of each other. For instance, P = Q ||| R, represents an interleave composition
between the processes Q and R. In this composition, both processes run in parallel and do
not interact with each other.

The generalised parallel composition Q ‖X R, runs Q and R independently when
performing events outside the set X. However, the processes must synchronise on events
that belong to X. Such a composition terminates successfully if, and only if, the left- and
the right-hand side processes terminate.

Another way to perform a parallel composition is via the alphabetised parallel operator
Q |[X || Y ]|R in which the processes are executed in parallel, but the process Q only
performs events from the set of events X and R from the set of events Y . Furthermore, they
synchronise on the events that are in the intersection of X and Y; events that are not in
this intersection occur independently. A replicated version is also available for all parallel
operators.

In a real parallel context, a possible way to model systems is to have processes synchro-
nising pairwise on some communications, and with these communications hidden [78].
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CSP provides the linked parallel operator, which allows one to create such systems in a
more convenient way. Considering that a and b are both simple events, or are channels
along which the same type flows, that is, a.x is an event if, and only if, b.x is, the CSP
notation P[a↔ b]Q is the process in which the communications on a in P are synchronised
with the communications on b in Q, and then hidden.

This operator can be expressed in terms of renaming, parallel and hiding as follows [78]:

P[a↔ b]Q = (P[[a← mid]] ‖{|mid|} Q[[b← mid]]) \ {| mid |}

assuming that mid is a fresh (i.e., not used in P or Q) channel name of the same type as a

and b.
It is also possible to extend this definition so that it applies to any number of pairs of

channels (ai, bi) of P and Q. In this case, ai and bi have the same type, but not necessarily
the same type as other pairs. For instance, let us consider the following linked parallel
composition.

P[a1↔ b1,a2↔ b2,a3↔ b3]Q

In this case, we need fresh channel names mid1, mid2 and mid3 and rename a1 to mid1,
a2 to mid2, and a3 to mid3 in P, b1 to mid1, b2 to mid2, and b3 to mid3 in Q, before
synchronising them and hiding these events.

CSP also provides some interesting features that are inherited from functional lan-
guages. For instance, one can define alternation expressions using the if− then− else

construct. The process if b then P elseQ behaves as P if the condition b is true and as Q

otherwise. We also use local definition to model systems in CSP using the let−within

construct. For example, let x = e1 within e2 is equivalent to e2 where x is replaced by e1.

2.1.2 CSP semantic models

CSP provides consolidated semantic models that describe ways of understanding
the language in terms of how processes can behave and also provide foundations for
specification and verification techniques.

The operational semantics allows one to describe any CSP process as a LTS that repre-
sents its possible executions. A LTS consists of a non-empty set of states and transitions
between them. Such a transition may or may not be observable by the environment. An
occurrence of an invisible (or silent) state is described by a special symbol τ (tau). In the
context of livelock, a process diverges if it has an infinite path in its LTS whose actions
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are exclusively τ’s. A process is considered livelock-free if it never reaches a point from
which it diverges. This verification is implemented, for instance, by FDR3 [40].

Despite the fact that the operational semantics captures divergent behaviours precisely,
this verification may become infeasible, since the state space of the system may grow
exponentially, and can easily become too large to handle efficiently.

The denotational semantics, which is traditionally considered the primary means of
understanding CSP processes, defines a collection of mathematical models that capture dif-
ferent types of behaviours such as determinism, deadlock and livelock-freedom, recording
different sorts of information about a process. All denotational models are compositional,
since the set of possible behaviours of a process can be calculated in terms of the denota-
tional values of its subcomponents. Since these models are of particular interest for our
work, in what follows we briefly describe the three classical denotational models of CSP:
traces, failures and failures-divergences [78].

Traces
In the simplest denotational model, the traces model T , a CSP process is represented
according to its traces, which are the set of all possible sequences of events in which the
process may engage.

The set of traces of a process P, traces(P), is calculated by induction on the structure
of P. Definition 2.1 presents the traces for some CSP processes. The complete list for all
CSP operators can be found in [78].

Definition 2.1 (Traces semantics of processes). Let P and Q be CSP processes and ΣX the
set of all possible events, including the special termination eventX.
traces(SKIP) = {〈〉,〈X〉}
traces(STOP) = {〈〉}
traces(a→ P) = {〈〉}∪{〈a〉a s | s ∈ traces(P)}
traces(P 2 Q) = traces(P)∪ traces(Q)

traces(P u Q) = traces(P)∪ traces(Q)

traces(P o
9 Q) = (traces(P)∩Σ∗)∪{sa t | sa 〈X〉 ∈ traces(P) ∧

t ∈ traces(Q)}
traces(P \ X) = {s \ X | s ∈ traces(P)}
traces(PJRK) = {t | ∃s ∈ traces(P) • sR∗ t}
traces(P ‖X Q) =

⋃
{s ‖X t | s ∈ traces(P) ∧ t ∈ traces(Q)}

where s1
a s2 stands for the concatenation of sequences s1 and s2. Σ∗ is the set with all

possible finite sequences of events in Σ. The notation s \ X yields the subsequence of s
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resulting from removing the events from the set X.
According to the definition above, the traces of SKIP are the empty trace and the

termination event X. There is only one trace associated with the process STOP, which
is the empty trace, 〈〉, since this process never communicates anything. The traces of
the prefix process a→ P are the traces of the prefixed process P, each prefixed with the
event a first communicated and the empty trace added. Internal and external choices are
not distinguished in the traces model. Both result in the union of the traces of the two
operands. The traces of the sequential composition of P and Q are the ones of P, but
removingX from the traces of P (traces(P)∩Σ∗), and those formed by the concatenation
of the terminating traces of P (also removingX) with the ones produced by the process Q.
The traces resulting from hiding a set of events is given by preserving only those events
that are not in X. The traces of PJRK are those of P renamed according to the relation R∗,
which is the extension of the relation R to traces, that is, sR∗ t relates each event of a trace
s with its renamed version (t) according to R. Finally, the traces of a parallel composition
P ‖X Q take into account the combinations of traces of P and Q where actions in X are
shared and all others occur independently. This uses an operator ‖X on traces that caters
for all relevant combinations of the traces of P and Q; a formal definition of this operator
is omitted, but can be found in [78].

We can observe that the calculation of the traces for the linked parallel operator, as
in P[a↔ b]Q, is not in Definition 2.1. The reason for that is because it is a combination
of parallelism, renaming and hiding. Hence, its set of traces is calculated based on the
calculation for these three operators.

As an example, let us consider the process Fork presented in the last section. The trace
set of Fork includes the following sequences.

〈〉,〈fk1.up〉,〈fk1.up, fk1.down〉,
〈fk2.up〉,〈fk2.up, fk2.down〉,
〈fk1.up, fk1.down, fk2.up〉,
〈fk1.up, fk1.down, fk2.up, fk2.down〉
...

The set of traces of a process P, traces(P), must contain the empty trace, 〈〉. It is also
prefix-closed: if a process can perform a sequence of events, then it can also be observed
to perform any prefix of that sequence. Formally, traces(P) has the following healthiness
conditions:

T1. traces(P) is non-empty and prefix-closed. This means that if sa t ∈ traces(P) then
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s ∈ traces(P).

It is possible to compare the traces semantics of two processes using refinement. A process
P is a trace refinement of Q if, and only if, all sequences of events that P can communicate
are also possible for Q. This definition is formally defined as follows.

Definition 2.2 (Traces refinement). Let P and Q be two CSP processes. P is a trace
refinement of Q, written as QvT P, if, and only if, traces(P)⊆ traces(Q).

The process STOP is the most refined process in the traces model, i.e., P vT STOP for
all processes P. Processes are equivalent when they have exactly the same traces. The
processes P and Q are trace-equivalent, P≡T Q, if, and only if, PvT Q and QvT P, i.e.,
traces(P) = traces(Q).

The traces model describes what a process may do, but not what a process must do. It,
therefore, does not distinguish between the internal and external choices. For example, the
processes P = a→ STOP 2 b→ STOP and Q = a→ STOP u b→ STOP have the same
traces {〈〉,〈a〉,〈b〉}. However, initially, P is not able to refuse neither a nor b, and accepts
both of them. On the other hand, the process Q initially refuses either a (and accepts b)
or b (and accepts a), but not both. As a consequence, the traces model is not enough for
detecting the presence or absence of nondeterminism.

Stable failures
The second denotational model of CSP, the stable-failures model F , provides a finer
distinction between CSP processes by extending the previous model with the set of stable
failures of a process P, denoted by failures(P). This set comprises all possible behaviours
(t,X), where t is a finite trace and X is a set of events that the process can refuse to do after
performing the trace t.

Differently from the previous model, in the stable-failures model we can distinguish
external and internal behaviours.

For instance, let us consider the following CSP processes over the alphabet {a,b}:

P = a→ STOP 2 b→ STOP

Q = a→ STOP u b→ STOP

As we can observe, both processes have the same traces. However, the stable failure sets
of P and Q are different. Initially, P can neither refuse a nor b, since the choice is made by
the environment. On the other hand, the process Q can initially refuse either a or b because
the choice is made internally by the process.
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failures(P) = {(〈〉,{X})}
∪ {(〈a〉,X) | X ⊆ {a,b,X}}
∪ {(〈b〉,X) | X ⊆ {a,b,X}}

failures(Q) = {(〈〉,X) | X ⊆ {a,X}}
∪ {(〈〉,X) | X ⊆ {b,X}}
∪ {(〈a〉,X) | X ⊆ {a,b,X}}
∪ {(〈b〉,X) | X ⊆ {a,b,X}}

Formally, in this model, any CSP process P is modelled by a pair (T,F), where T =

traces(P) and F = failures(P). This pair is valid if, and only if:

• T ⊆ Σ∗X, where Σ∗X denotes the set of finite sequences of elements from Σ which
may end withX;
• F ⊆ Σ∗X × P(Σ∗X)

and the following healthiness conditions are satisfied:

T1. T is non-empty and prefix closed.
T2. (t,X) ∈ F⇒ t ∈ T . This asserts that all traces of a stable failure is recorded in the

traces component T .
F1. (t,X) ∈ F ∧ Y ⊆ X ⇒ (t,Y) ∈ F. This asserts that, in a stable state, if a set X is

refused, then any subset of X should also be refused.
F2. (t,X) ∈ F ∧ ∀a : Y • ta 〈a〉 /∈ T ⇒ (t,X ∪Y) ∈ F. This asserts that if a process

refuses the set X after the trace t, then all events that the process can never perform
after the same trace are also refused.

F3. ta 〈X〉 ∈ T⇒ (ta 〈X〉,ΣX) ∈ F. If a process terminates successfully by producing
X, then it can refuse ΣX after ta 〈X〉.

The set failures(P) is calculated inductively based on the constructs of CSP. Table 2.1
presents the clauses for calculating the failures of a CSP process. The complete list of
clauses can be found in [78].

As we can observe in Table 2.1, for instance, the process SKIP initially cannot refuse
the termination eventX. However, all events will be refused after termination. The process
STOP initially refuses to communicate anything. After the empty trace, the prefix process
a→ P cannot refuse the prefixing event a. Furthermore, once the event a has occurred,
the rest of the stable failure derives from process P. The stable states of P \ X correspond
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failures(SKIP) = {(〈〉,X) | X ⊆ Σ}∪{(〈X〉,X) | X ⊆ Σ
X}

failures(STOP) = {(〈〉,X) | X ⊆ Σ
X}

failures(a→ P) = {(〈〉,X) | a /∈ X}∪{(〈a〉a s,X) | (s,X) ∈ failures(P)}
failures(P 2 Q) = {(〈〉,X) | (〈〉,X) ∈ failures(P)∩ failures(Q)}∪

{(t,X) | (t,X) ∈ failures(P)∪ failures(Q) ∧ t 6= 〈〉}∪
{(〈〉,X) | X ⊆ Σ ∧ 〈X〉 ∈ traces(P)∪ traces(Q)}

failures(P u Q) = failures(P)∪ failures(Q)

failures(P o
9 Q) = {(s,X) | s ∈ Σ

∗ ∧ (s,X∪〈X〉) ∈ failures(P)}∪
{(sa t,X) | sa 〈X〉 ∈ traces(P) ∧ (t,X) ∈ failures(Q)}

failures(P \ X) = {(t \ X,Y) | (t,Y ∪X) ∈ failures(P)}

failures(P ‖X Q) =
⋃
{(s ‖X t,Y ∪Z) | Y \ (X∪〈X〉) = Z \ (X∪〈X〉) ∧

(s,Y) ∈ failures(P) ∧ (t,Z) ∈ failures(Q)

}

Table 2.1: Failures semantics of processes

precisely to states of P that cannot perform any element of X, which is equivalent to saying
that they can refuse the whole of X. Details about the other constructors are presented
in [78].

This model also has an associated refinement relation denoted byvF , which is formally
defined as follows.

Definition 2.3 (Stable failure refinement relation). Let P and Q be two CSP processes.

QvF P⇔ traces(P)⊆ traces(Q) ∧ failures(P)⊆ failures(Q)

According to the definition above, the process P is a stable failures refinement of Q if, and
only if, the traces of P is a subset of the traces of Q and the stable failures of P is a subset
of the stable failures of Q.

In terms of equivalence, the processes P and Q are equivalent in the stable failures
model, denoted by P≡F Q, if, and only if, PvF Q and QvF P, i.e., traces(P) = traces(Q)

and failures(P) = failures(Q).
The stable-failures model allows one to capture liveness properties, such as deadlock

freedom. Deadlock arises when two processes cannot agree to communicate with each
other nor with any other process. The simplest example of a deadlocked process in CSP
is the process STOP. In this context, a process P is deadlock-free if P after performing a
trace t it never becomes equivalent to STOP.
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The stable-failures model is effective in contexts where process divergence (infinite
execution of internal actions) is not relevant. When divergence is a possibility then this
model is not enough, since it completely ignores any divergent behaviour that a process
might have. The analysis of divergence requires a richer model, which we described next.

Failures-Divergences
The last denotational model, the failures-divergences model F D, is the most satisfactory
model for analysing liveness and safety properties of a CSP process. The most relevant
contribution of this model is the possibility of identifying divergent processes, which may
perform an infinite sequence of internal events with no control of the environment. This is
clearly a highly undesirable behaviour in safety-critical applications.

In CSP, a livelock process may arise from two constructs: hiding and recursion [78].
As we have already discussed, a process may livelock if hiding a set of events that can
occur uninterruptedly and infinitely without communicating with its environment. The
second possibility comes from the presence of an unguarded recursion, which represents a
process that may recur without communicating a visible event. For instance, we consider
the processes P = (a→ P) \ {a} and Q = Q, which are examples of these two constructs,
respectively. The process P converts the external event a into an internal action τ. In
this case, P indefinitely performs the internal event, configuring a divergence. As a
consequence, P and Q have the same behaviour in F D. In CSP, the process div, which
is similar to the process Q, represents a divergent process. The process div immediately
refuses every event, and it diverges after any trace. In our approach, however, we only
need to be concerned about the hiding operator because we assume that the processes are
initially livelock-free.

In F D , a CSP process P is represented by a pair (failures⊥(P),divergences(P)), where:

• divergences(P) is the set of traces t after which P diverges.
• failures⊥(P) is the set of stable failures of P, with an extension allowing a process

to refuse anything after diverging:

failures⊥(P) = failures(P)∪{(t,X) | t ∈ divergences(P)}

The pairs representing valid processes in the failures-divergences model must respect a set
of conditions. A pair (failures⊥(P),divergences(P)) is a valid representation of a process
P in this model if, and only if, failures⊥(P)⊆ Σ∗X × P(Σ∗X), and divergences(P)⊆ Σ∗X,
and the following healthiness conditions are satisfied, where F = failures⊥(P) and D =

divergences(P).
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F.1. traces⊥(P) = traces(P) ∪ divergences(P) is non-empty and prefix closed.
F.2. (s,X) ∈ F ∧ Y ⊆ X⇒ (s,Y) ∈ F.
F.3. (s,X) ∈ F ∧ (∀a ∈ Y • sa 〈a〉 /∈ traces⊥(P))⇒ (s,X∪Y) ∈ F.
F.4. sa 〈X〉 ∈ traces⊥(P)⇒ (s,Σ) ∈ F.
D.1. s ∈ D∩Σ∗ ∧ t ∈ Σ∗X⇒ sa t ∈ D.
D.2. s ∈ D⇒ (s,X) ∈ F.
D.3. sa 〈X〉 ∈ D⇒ s ∈ D.

The condition F.1. is similar to T.1. that was discussed in the context of the traces model.
However, here, all traces that P can perform also include those after which P can diverge.
The healthiness conditions F.2., F.3. and F.4. were presented in the previous model. D.1.
states that any trace which contains a divergent trace as a prefix will also be in the set of
possible divergences. D.2. states that any possible divergence can be associated with any
refusal set X. Finally, D.3. states that if a process diverges after termination, then this is
because it was already divergent.

The refinement relation in F D is defined as follows.

Definition 2.4 (Failures/divergences refinement). Let P and Q be two CSP processes. P is
a failures-divergences refinement of Q, written as QvF D P, if, and only if,

failures⊥(P)⊆ failures⊥(Q) ∧ divergences(P)⊆ divergences(Q).

In terms of equivalence, the processes P and Q are failures-divergences equivalent, denoted
by P ≡F D Q if, and only if, P vF D Q and Q vF D P, i.e., failures⊥(P) = failures⊥(Q)

and divergences(P) = divergences(Q).
This standard denotational model for capturing divergent behaviours takes into con-

sideration the pair (failures⊥(P),divergences(P)). However, for our concerns, we only
need to focus on the second element of this pair, since the calculation of divergences
of a process is independent of its failures, as we will see in the next definition. In this
context, a process P over an alphabet of events is considered divergence-free in F D only
if divergences(P) = /0. The set of divergences of a CSP process P is also calculated by
induction on the structure of P. Definition 2.5 presents the calculation of divergence for
the most relevant CSP processes used in this thesis.

As the process SKIP only communicates the event X, it has no infinite traces, and,
consequently, it cannot diverge. Similarly, the process STOP does not diverge because it
is able to perform nothing. The set of traces after which a→ P can diverge are prefixed
by a. The calculation of divergences for external and internal choices are the union of
the divergences of the two operands. The divergences of PJRK are those of P renamed
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according to the relation R, that is, sRt maps each event of a trace t to its renamed
version (s) according to R∗. Divergences in a parallel composition, P ‖X Q, will arise from
divergences of either process (P or Q).

Definition 2.5 (Divergences semantics of processes). Let P and Q be two CSP processes.

divergences(SKIP) = /0

divergences(STOP) = /0

divergences(a→ P) = {〈a〉a s | s ∈ divergences(P)}
divergences(P 2 Q) = divergences(P)∪divergences(Q)

divergences(P u Q) = divergences(P)∪divergences(Q)

divergences(PJRK) = {sau | ∃ t ∈ divergences(P) • t R∗ s}
divergences(P ‖X Q) = {ua v | ∃s ∈ traces⊥(P), t ∈ traces⊥(Q) •

u ∈ (s ‖X t) ∩ Σ
∗

∧ (s ∈ divergences(P) ∨ t ∈ divergences(Q))}
divergences(P \ X) = {(s \ X)a t | s ∈ divergences(P)}

∪{(u \ X)a t | u ∈ Σ
ω ∧ ¬ (u \ X) : Σ

ω

∧ ∀s < u • s ∈ traces⊥(P)}

where Σω is the set of infinite traces, and traces⊥(P) = traces(P)∪divergences(P).
The calculation of divergence for a hiding operation is the most important one, since it

can actually introduce livelock. P \ X may diverge because P does, but the internalisation
of the events from X in P may also result in a divergent behaviour. Hence, the set of
divergence for P \ X is the union of the set of divergence of P with all sequences that can
be performed by P, removing the infinite occurrences of the elements of X. Furthermore,
all prefixes of the infinite traces of P, which were introduced after hiding the events of X,
must belong to traces⊥(P).

We can observe that the calculation of the divergences for the linked parallel operator
is not in the definition above. As we said before, the reason for that is because it is a
combination of parallelism, renaming and hiding. Hence, its set of divergence is calculated
based on the calculation for these three operators.

The failures-divergences model is used as the mathematical basis for ensuring the
correct development of this thesis. For instance, in the context of synchronous compo-
sitions in CSP-based models, we assume that basic processes are divergence-free, and
use F D to ensure that livelock is not introduced in the resulting process formed by such
basic processes. More specifically, we provide a set of local conditions that guarantee a
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divergence-free process after we apply hiding or compose two livelock-free processes in
parallel using the linked parallel operator.

We also use F D to formalise the notion of a livelock-free component in the context of
BR I C , as we will present in the next chapter. Moreover, this model is used to provide the
soundness of our strategy to build livelock-free compositions in BR I C . We prove that
our conditions ensure the absence of divergence in the resulting system formed of BR I C
components using both finite and infinite buffers, even after hiding the communication
channels used in the composition. Such proofs demonstrate that the set of divergences of
the resulting behaviour of the composition is empty. In what follows, we describe the main
relevant notions about the component model used in this work.

2.2 Development of Component-based Systems

In this section, we present an approach that allows the systematic design of component
based systems. It is an algebra that has contracts as operands and composition rules as
operators. This strategy was originally proposed to ensure, by construction, the absence
of deadlock during the compositions. We present the basic definitions that underlie this
approach in Section 2.2.1. The component model BR I C [72, 71], which integrates
components via asynchronous compositions and defines the building blocks of this strategy,
is described in Section 2.2.2. We highlight the main concepts related to the asynchronicity
of this approach in Section 2.2.3. Finally, Section 2.2.4 presents the set of composition
rules for building deadlock-free systems in BR I C .

2.2.1 Basic Definitions

In this section, we focus on the constraints that underlie the definition of I/O processes,
which are used to define the behaviour of the BR I C components. The I/O processes differ
from regular CSP processes by distinguishing input and output events, and establishing
specific constraints on such events. The definition of I/O processes is presented in the end
of this section.

In BR I C , any value communicated though a channel c by a process P is considered
either as an input or as an output of P. These channels are called I/O channels, which are
formally defined as follows.

Definition 2.6 (I/O channels).

We say a channel c is an I/O channel if there exist two functions, inputs(c,P) and
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outputs(c,P), for every process P, such that:

inputs(c,P)∪outputs(c,P)⊆ {| c |} ∧ inputs(c,P)∩outputs(c,P) = /0.

According to the above definition, a channel c is an I/O channel if there is a clear distinction
between input and output communications on it. The process, however, is not obliged to
perform all events of c. Hence, the approach states that inputs(c,P)∪outputs(c,P)⊆ {| c |}
instead of inputs(c,P)∪outputs(c,P) = {| c |}.

In the next definition, we state a constraint related to input events. It states that any
input communication on c, offered by a process P, is a choice to the environment.

Definition 2.7 (Input determinism).

We say that a process P is input deterministic if:

∀s : seqΣX; c : Channel; a : Value | s a 〈c.a〉 ∈ traces(P) ∧ c.a ∈ inputs(c,P)

• (s,{c.a}) /∈ failures(P)

The definition above says that whenever an input is possible, it cannot be refused by the
process. Determinism is established based on the failures semantics: if P can perform a
trace s a 〈c.a〉, where 〈c.a〉 is an input, this event cannot be refused by P after performing
s, ((s,{c.a}) /∈ failures(P)).

Another relevant notion that underlies this approach is related to output events. It states
that if a process P can output, P internally selects one output value without interference
from the environment.

Definition 2.8 (Strong output decisiveness).

We say that a process P is strong output decisive if, and only if:

∀s : seqΣX; c : Channel; b : Value | s a 〈c.b〉 ∈ traces(P) ∧ c.b ∈ outputs(c,P) •

(s,outputs(c,P)) /∈ failures(P) ∧

(s,outputs(c,P)\{c.b}) ∈ failures(P)

According to the above definition, a process P is strongly output decisive if every time
P can perform a trace s a 〈c.b〉, whose last event is an output (c.b ∈ outputs(c,P)),
then the set of outputs of P via channel c cannot be refused by P, after performing s

((s,outputs(c,P)) /∈ failures(P)). However, if the possible output, represented by c.b, is
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removed from the set of outputs, outputs(c,P)\{c.b}, then the process P can refuse the
set of outputs on c, (s,outputs(c,P)\{c.b}) ∈ failures(P).

Based on the definitions above, we are now able to define I/O processes, which represent
the behaviours of the BR I C component model as described in the next section.

Definition 2.9 (I/O process).

We say that a CSP process P is an I/O process if:

• whenever c.x ∈ αP, then c is an I/O channel;
• P has infinite traces (but finite state space);
• P is divergence free;
• P is input deterministic;
• P is strongly output decisive.

Informally, an I/O process only has input or output channels. We also assume that I/O
processes are also non-terminating processes but, for practical purposes in model checking,
they have finite state spaces, and are divergence-free. Furthermore, an I/O process offers
input events to the environment and internally decide on output events. In this way, the
process gives to the environment the full control of inputs, but it takes all decisions about
the generated outputs.

2.2.2 Component Model

The BR I C component model [72, 71] defines the building blocks of our systematic
development approach. This model imposes some constraints on the components and how
they interact with each other. A component contract, whose definition is presented below,
encapsulates a component in BR I C . It is defined in terms of its behaviour (represented
as an I/O process), interaction points (represented as channels) and respective interfaces
(types).

Definition 2.10 (Component contract).

A component contract Ctr comprises an observational behaviour B , a set of communica-
tion channels C , a set of interfaces I , and a total function R : C → I between channels
and interfaces of the contract:

Ctr : 〈B,R ,I ,C 〉

such that
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• B is an I/O process
• domR = C ∧ ranR = I

We use BCtr , RCtr, ICtr and CCtr to denote the elements of the contract Ctr.
In [71], a component contract is defined as an autonomous entity that deterministically

offers its inputs, but nondeterministically decides which outputs it performs. Furthermore,
the behaviour B of the component is not restricted to communicate only events within
{| C |}. The notation {| C |} =

⋃
c:C{| c |} describes the set of all events represented by the

communication channels within C . Channels that are in C are those externally observed,
and used to perform compositions with other components. Other channels, which do not
belong to C , represent communication among subparts (or constituting components) of the
component.

In order to illustrate the compositional development of BR I C , we describe the con-
struction of an asymmetric dining table with 2 philosophers and 2 forks. The behaviour of
each philosopher and each fork is represent as a process Phili or Forki, where i ∈ {1,2}.
The channels fk, pfk, both of type ID.ID.EV , and lf of type ID.LF, where ID : {1,2}, distin-
guish each philosopher and each fork, whose behaviours are described as an instantiation,
using CSP renaming, of Phil and Fork described in the previous section.

Phil1 = Phil [[life← lf .1,pfk1← pfk.1.1,pfk2← pfk.2.1]]
Phil2 = Phil [[life← lf .2,pfk1← pfk.2.2,pfk2← pfk.1.2]]
Fork1 = Fork [[fk1← fk.1.1, fk2← fk.1.2]]
Fork2 = Fork [[fk1← fk.2.2, fk2← fk.2.1]]

As all philosophers and forks are represented by one process with indices on its channels,
there is a separate definition for each component contract. The contracts of the two
philosophers are defined as follows

CtrPhil1 = 〈Phil1,{lf .1→ LF,pfk.1.1→ EV,pfk.2.1→ EV},{LF,EV},
{lf .1,pfk.1.1,pfk.2.1}〉

CtrPhil2 = 〈Phil2,{lf .2→ LF,pfk.2.2→ EV,pfk.1.2→ EV},{LF,EV},
{lf .2,pfk.2.2,pfk.1.2}〉

The contract CtrPhil1 has a behaviour defined by Phil1, and three channels: lf .1 of type LF,
and pfk.1.1 and pfk.2.1 of type EV . The contract CtrPhil2 has a similar definition. In order
to be a valid contract, the contract’s behaviour must be an I/O process (see Definition 2.9).
For instance, we show that Phil1 satisfies the following five conditions:
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1. I/O Channels: Phil1 satisfies this condition since inputs and outputs are disjoint for
each channel.

inputs(pfk.1.1,Phil1) = {pfk.1.1.picksack,pfk.1.1.putsack}
outputs(pfk.1.1,Phil1) = {pfk.1.1.picksup,pfk.1.1.putsdown}
inputs(pfk.1.2,Phil1) = {pfk.1.2.picksack,pfk.1.2.putsack}
outputs(pfk.1.2,Phil1) = {pfk.1.2.picksup,pfk.1.2.putsdown}

2. Infinite traces: the process Phil1 has infinite traces (it does not terminate), since it
recurses and it makes no use of either the STOP or SKIP process.

3. Divergence freedom: The process is guarded and make no use of hiding, hence it is
non-divergent.

4. Input Determinism: The process does not use choice operators, hence the inputs
offered are a full choice.

5. Strong Output Decisive: The process does use choice operators, hence it leaves no
choice to the environment, as required by this property.

Considering the forks, their contracts are quite similar to the previous two, as defined
as follows.

CtrFork1 = 〈Fork1,{fk.1.1→ EV, fk.1.2→ EV},{EV},{fk.1.1, fk.1.2}〉
CtrFork2 = 〈Fork2,{fk.2.2→ EV, fk.2.1→ EV},{EV},{fk.2.2, fk.2.1}〉

Again, the behaviour of the contracts must be an I/O process. They are fortunately the
case, as they satisfy the five conditions. The justifications are very similar to those for the
philosophers contracts.

2.2.3 Compositional Development in BR I C

In BR I C , the focus is on asynchronous compositions to build deadlock-free systems
in a compositional way. To achieve this goal, buffers are used as intermediary elements
of these compositions. In what follows, first, we highlight the main concepts related to
buffers. Furthermore, we describe how compositions are performed in BR I C . Finally, we
present the definition of asynchronous compositions.
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Buffers
The asynchronous communications are achieved with the use of (possibly infinite) buffers
as intermediate elements of the composition. According to [75], a general buffer in CSP is
a process with two channels of the same type: one input and one output. The buffer copies
information from its input channel to its output channel, preserving order and without loss.
The buffer never refuses inputs, considering an infinite buffer. It also never refuses outputs
when it is non-empty.

Buffers could be considered as regular connectors, but, due to their importance, they are
considered as integral part of this strategy. Furthermore, in the original BR I C approach,
the finiteness of the buffer is irrelevant for deadlock analysis. This is achieved using the
notion of buffer tolerance proposed by Roscoe [77], which refers to systems into which
buffers may be introduced onto their channels without introducing any extra error. Such
systems can be analysed in the absence of buffers, considering a synchronous semantics.
From a theoretical point of view, these properties are still valid in analogue systems (with
finite or infinite buffers introduced onto their channels) with asynchronous semantics.
However, for our livelock freedom analysis in BR I C , once we are considering the whole
of its asynchronous semantics, which include finite and infinite communications with a
buffer, the finiteness of the buffer is very important. This is due to fact that the possibility
of introducing livelock is directed related to the finiteness of the buffer, as we discussed in
the previous chapter. Figure 2.1 illustrates how buffers are represented in this work.

Figure 2.1: Buffer Component

In Figure 2.1, we observe a general component, BUFFIO , which includes two internal
buffers that do not interact between themselves. They directly communicate with the
environment (other components) with no interference from each other. These buffers
interact with the environment via two channels, in and out. We use these internal buffers
to perform asynchronous bidirectional communication, which convey information in both
directions. As we illustrate in Figure 2.1, each buffer is used for one direction. Below, we
present the CSP specification of these buffers.
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BUFFIO = BF1 ||| BF2

BF1 =

let B(〈〉) = in?x→ B(〈x〉)
B(s) = (out!head(s)→ B(tail(s)))

2 in?x→ B(sa 〈x〉))
within B(〈〉)

BF2 =

let B(〈〉) = out?x→ B(〈x〉)
B(s) = (in!head(s)→ B(tail(s)))

2 out?x→ B(sa 〈x〉))
within B(〈〉)

In the specification above, BFIOIO is a CSP process with two internal buffers, BF1 and
BF2, that are put in interleave. The functions head(s) and tail(s) return the head and the
tail of a non-empty sequence s, respectively.

Asynchronous Compositions
All compositions in BR I C are performed as asynchronous compositions via (finite or
infinite) buffers, which copy information from one component channel to another. In
this approach, BR I C allows component compositions in two ways: binary composition,
which encompasses two distinct components, and unary compositions, which only involve
one component. First, we present the asynchronous binary composition.

In order to specify an asynchronous binary composition in BR I C , we first present
an auxiliary function AsyncCompBin(P,Q,{ic},{oc}). It takes two I/O processes, P

and Q, which represent the behaviours of component contracts that will be composed.
Furthermore, this function receives two sets of channels, {ic} and {oc}, that are used by
processes P and Q, respectively. These channels can be used as input and output. However,
as we only use I/O Channels, each event on these channels is either an input or an output.
This function is presented below.

AsyncCompBin(P,Q,{ic},{oc}) = (P ||| Q) ‖{ic,oc} (|||i:{ic} BUFFIOJRK)
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The function AsyncCompBin runs the processes P and Q in interleave. They are put
in parallel with BUFFIO forcing them to synchronise on events of the set {ic,oc}. To
make possible this synchronisation, we rename BUFFIO using the renaming relation
R = {(ic← in),(oc← out)}, where ic and oc are the channels that are used to perform a
composition, and in and out are local channels used by the buffers, as we presented in the
specification of the BUFFIO. Figure 2.2 illustrates the function AsyncCompBin.

Figure 2.2: Auxiliary Function (AsyncCompBin(P,Q,{ic},{oc}))

In Figure 2.2, we observe two CSP processes, P and Q. They interact with the
environment via communication channels, which may be used as inputs or outputs. We use
the channels ic and oc to perform a parallel composition between the process P and Q with
the buffers BF1 and BF2. These buffers copy information from ic to oc, and vice-versa.
The channels in and out represent local channels used by the processes BF1 and BF2.

We are now able to present the asynchronous binary composition.

Definition 2.11 (Asynchronous Binary Composition). Let Ctr1 and Ctr2 be two distinct
component contracts, and ic and oc two communication channels within CCtr1 and CCtr2 ,
respectively, with CCtr1 ∩CCtr2 = /0. Then, the asynchronous binary composition of Ctr1

and Ctr2 (namely Ctr1(ic) � (oc)Ctr2) is given by:

Ctr1(ic) � (oc)Ctr2 = (〈AsyncCompBin(BCtr1,BCtr2 ,{ic},{oc}),RCtr3 ,ICtr3,CCtr3〉)

where CCtr3 =(CCtr1∪CCtr2)\{ic,oc},RCtr3 =CCtr3C(RCtr1∪RCtr2), and ICtr3 = ranRCtr3 .
In the definition above, each component has a distinct set of interaction points and their
communication is asynchronous, mediated by buffers. The behaviour of the composition
is defined by the synchronisation of the components (Ctr1 and Ctr2) with a buffer. The
communications used in the composition are not offered to the environment in further
compositions (CCtr3). The operator C stands for domain restriction. It is used to restrict
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the mapping from channels to interfaces (RCtr3) and, furthermore, to restrict the set of
interfaces in the composition contract (ICtr3).

By way of illustration, let us consider two component contracts described as follows.

Ctr1 : 〈B1,{ic→ Tic,o→ To},{Tic,To},{ic,o}〉
Ctr2 : 〈B2,{oc→ Toc, i→ Ti},{Toc,Ti},{i,oc}〉

Figure 2.3 illustrates the asynchronous composition of these two contracts via the channels
ic and oc, namely Ctr1(ic) � (oc)Ctr2. In BR I C , each composition creates a new com-
ponent contract as a result, which includes the original ones. The resulting contract of
this composition, Ctr3, composes both channels asynchronously using two infinite buffers
(depicted as BF1 and BF2 in Figure 2.3), one for each direction. They copy information
from ic to oc, and vice-versa. In the compositions, information is always accepted, despite
the other component being or not ready to input.

Figure 2.3: Asynchronous Binary Composition (Ctr1(ic) � (oc)Ctr2)

Besides the binary composition, one can also perform unary compositions. They
are needed when one wants to assemble two channels of the same component. For this
composition, we use a function AsyncUnaryComp, which is presented below.

AsyncCompUnary(P,{ic},{oc}) = P ‖{ic,oc} BUFFIOJRK

The AsyncCompUnary function has a similar behaviour to the function AsyncCompBin.
However, AsyncCompUnary only receives one process, P, and the communication channels
ic and oc used by P.
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Definition 2.12 (Asynchronous Unary Composition).

Let Ctr be a component contract, and ic and oc be two distinct channels within CCtr. The
asynchronous unary composition of Ctr, namely Ctr �

∣∣(oc)
(ic) , is given by:

Ctr �
∣∣(oc)
(ic) = (〈AsyncCompUnary(BCtr,{ic},{oc}),RCtr∗,ICtr∗,CCtr∗〉)

where CCtr∗ = (CCtr \{ic,oc}), RCtr∗ = CCtr∗CRCtr and ICtr∗ = ranRCtr∗.
Definition 2.12 is similar to the definition of binary asynchronous composition. However,
the definition above allows us to assemble channels of the same component, instead of two
distinct components.

2.2.4 Composition Rules

In [71], composition rules are proposed in order to ensure, by construction, deadlock-
free compositions in BR I C , considering that the behaviour of the basic components are
deadlock-free. The four rules available in the model are: interleave, communication, feed-
back and reflexive compositions, as illustrated in Figure 2.4. Each of these compositions
results in a new component, generating more complex ones, which have as behaviour a
combination of the behaviours of the composed contracts. Furthermore, each of these
rules impose different side conditions that must be satisfied by the contracts and channels
involved in the composition in order to preserve this behavioural property by construction.
For the sake of conciseness, we present only the composition rules and the necessary
constraints imposed by them. The full details and the proofs of this strategy can be found
in [72].

Figure 2.4: Compositional Rules

The interleave composition is the simplest form of composition. It aggregates two inde-
pendent entities such that, after composition, these components do not communicate with
each other. They directly communicate with the environment as before the composition,
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with no interference from each other. The only proviso states that they do not share any
communication channel.

Definition 2.13 (Interleave composition).

Let Ctr1 and Ctr2 be two component contracts, such that:

• CCtr1 ∩ CCtr2 = /0.

Then, the interleave composition of Ctr1 and Ctr2 (namely Ctr1 [|||]Ctr2) is given by:

Ctr1 [|||]Ctr2 = Ctr1〈〉 � 〈〉Ctr2

This rule uses the binary composition operator, � , which provides an asynchronous
interaction (Definition 2.11). However, as the components do not share any channel, no
synchronisation is performed.

In our running example, we can build the entire dining table, by construction, in
several steps, using the composition rules presented here. First, philosophers and forks
can be interleaved separately as presented below. The resulting contracts are illustrated in
Figure 2.5.

Phils = CtrPhil1 [|||]CtrPhil2 Forks = CtrFork1 [|||]CtrFork2

These compositions are valid since the contracts have disjoint channels.

Figure 2.5: Interleaving of Philosophers and Forks

The second composition rule is based on the traditional way to compose two compo-
nents, connecting two communication channels, one from each component. The resulting
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behaviour is defined by the synchronisation of the components via buffers. Before present-
ing the communication composition rule, we describe some relevant notions related to this
rule. The first one is related to the analysis of the behaviour of the process considering
some specific channels.

Definition 2.14 (Projection).

Let P be a process, and Ch a set of communication channels. Then, the projection of P

over Ch (denoted by P � Ch) is defined as:

P � Ch = P \ (Σ \ {| Ch |})

Projections restrict the behaviour of a process to a set of events. It behaves as hiding all
events, except those within Ch.

In component-based systems, protocols represent the whole observable behaviour of
the component. In BR I C approach, it is assumed that protocols are regular I/O processes.
The behaviour associated to a port, called port-protocol, is that observed from one point
of interaction of the component. The next composition rules are based on the notion of
port-protocols. This is due to the fact that the verification using port-protocols is more
efficient since the (whole) behaviour of a component is typically much broader (if we
compare the number of states and transitions) than its port-protocols.

Definition 2.15 (Protocol implementation).

Let P be an I/O process, and c a communication channel. The port-protocol ProtIMP(P,c)

implemented by P over c is a protocol that satisfies the following property:

ProtIMP(P,c)≡F P � c

According to the above definition, the protocol implemented by a component (represented
solely here by a process) is given by the abstraction of its behaviour projection over a
specific channel. In other words, the function ProtIMP(P,c) takes an I/O process (in our
case the component behaviour) and a channel, and returns the port-protocol associated to
them.

Before presenting the next constraints, we need to introduce a notion related to com-
munication protocols. They are commonly associated to specifications of component
behaviours at a specific abstraction level, with an exclusive focus on a portion of the
communicated events. These protocols are also studied to analyse the communications
through a channel.
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Definition 2.16 (Communication Protocols).

Let P be a CSP process. We say P is a communication protocol if:

∃c1,c2 • inputs(P)⊆ {| c1 |} ∧ outputs(P)⊆ {| c2 |}

The definition above says that a process P is a communication protocol if the inputs are
solely by a unique channel (c1, for instance) and outputs are solely by a unique channel
(c2, for instance).

After presenting these concepts, we introduce another important notion that underlies
the communication composition rule, strong protocol compatibility. This notion requires
the outputs of a process to be always accepted by the process it communicates with. Using
the stronger notion of compatibility, no information generated (an output) by a process is
leaked; all of them are understood by its peer in the communication.

Definition 2.17 (Strong Protocol Compatibility).

Let P and Q be two deadlock-free communication protocols. Then, the protocols P and Q

are strongly compatible if, and only if:

∀s : traces(P)∩ traces(Q) • (Os
P 6= /0 ∨ Os

Q 6= /0) ∧ (Os
P ⊆ Is

Q) ∧ (Os
Q ⊆ Is

P)

where Is
P = {a : inputs(P) | sa 〈a〉 ∈ traces(P)} represents the inputs performed by a

process P after a trace s, and, similarly, Os
P = {a : outputs(P) | sa 〈a〉 ∈ traces(P)} the

outputs.
The definition above focuses on the possible traces on which the two processes syn-

chronise. It states that for all traces of both processes P and Q, the outputs of P or the
outputs of Q cannot be empty after they have performed the trace s. Besides, the above
definition says that the outputs of P must be accepted by the inputs of Q and the outputs of
Q must be accepted by the inputs of P.

Besides these definitions, another important concept, which is required in communica-
tion through infinite buffers, is the finite output property (FOP). The definition of FOP is
presented as follows.

Definition 2.18 (Finite Output Property). Let P be an I/O process, and Ch the set of
channels used in P. The process P satisfies the finite output property (FOP) if, and only if,
for all c ∈ Ch the process P \ outputs(P,c) is divergence-free.

The definition above states that a process P cannot perform an infinite number of outputs
without an input. As I/O processes are divergence-free, the absence of divergence after
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hiding the outputs in the original protocol guarantees this definition. Based on this property,
we are able to introduce buffers in a system without blocking the communication. Processes
that do not satisfy FOP may infinitely produce events to the buffers without being able to
consume them.

We are now able to describe the second composition rule, which represents the tradi-
tional way for linking complementary channels of two different components.

Definition 2.19 (Communication composition).

Let Ctr1 and Ctr2 be two component contracts, and ic and oc two communication channels,
such that:

• ic ∈ CCtr1 ∧ oc ∈ CCtr2;
• CCtr1 ∩ CCtr2 = /0, and;
• the port-protocols ProtIMP(BCtr1, ic) and ProtIMP(BCtr2,oc) are strong protocol com-

patible, and satisfy the finite output property.

Then, the communication composition of Ctr1 and Ctr2, namely Ctr1[ic ↔ oc]Ctr2, via ic

and oc is defined as follows:

Ctr1[ic ↔ oc]Ctr2 = Ctr1〈ic〉 � 〈oc〉Ctr2

The communication composition of two components Ctr1 and Ctr2 is performed via
parallel synchronisation with a buffer. The composition operator � implicitly introduces
a buffer that always accepts any communication from Ctr1, and forwards to Ctr2, and
vice-versa.

In our example, we are able to compose the contracts Forks and Phils using the
communication composition, yielding the configuration presented in Figure 2.6.

PComm = Forks[fk.1.1 ↔ pfk.1.1]Phils

The resulting contract includes all philosophers and forks. The remaining connections
that are needed to complete the dining table require the connection of two channels of
the same component. For this reason, besides binary compositions, as already mentioned,
BR I C also provides unary compositions that can be used for such connections and enables
the construction of systems with cyclic topologies, assembling two channels of the same
component. As a result, due to the existence of possible cycles, new conditions are required
to preserve deadlock freedom. The unary compositions rules are: feedback and reflexive.
First, we present some relevant concepts related to these rules.
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Figure 2.6: Result of Communication Composition

Definition 2.20 (Independent Channels). Let P be an I/O process and Ch a set of channels.
Then, the channels within Ch are independent in P if, and only, if:

P � Ch≡F |||z∈Ch ProtIMP(P,z)

According to the definition above, the communication through two channels of a same
process behaves as communications between channels of distinct processes, that is, a
channel c1 is independent of a channel c2 in a process when any communication on c1

does not interfere with the communications on c2, and vice-versa; hence, both channels
are independently offered to the environment. As a result, the communications on one
channel does not interfere on communications on the others, since their communications
are interleaved.

In the next definition, we introduce a notion of buffering self-injection compatibility.
This definition is similar to the previous notion of protocol compatibility, which is usually
used to check the communication between two distinct processes. However, this new
notion of compatibility compare the communication between events of the same process,
probably one that contains other inner components.

Definition 2.21 (Buffering self-injection compatibility).

Let P be a deadlock-free I/O process, and c and z two channels. Then, Pj = P � {c,z} is
buffering self-injection compatible if, and only, if:

1. ∀(s,X) : failures(Pj) | (s ↓ Oc = s ↓ Iz) ∧ (s ↓ Oz = s ↓ Ic) • X∩ (Oc∪Oz) = /0
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2. ∀(s,X) : failures(Pj) | (s ↓ Oc > s ↓ Iz) • (s � z,X∪{| c |}) ∈ failures(Pj � z)

3. ∀(s,X) : failures(Pj) | (s ↓ Oz > s ↓ Ic) • (s � c,X∪{| z |}) ∈ failures(Pj � c)

where Oc = outputs(P,c), Oz = outputs(P,z) and Iz = inputs(P,z), and the operator s ↓ X

returns the cardinality of events within X in the trace s.

The definition above states that if the outputs produced by the process P on the channel
c are totally consumed by the inputs of P and the outputs produced by the process P on
the channel z are totally consumed by the inputs of P, then the process cannot refuse any
output. Furthermore, if the process produces more outputs on c, then the events of z cannot
be refused. The third statement represents the opposite of the previous statement.

After presenting these concepts, we are now able to define the feedback composition,
which represents the simpler unary composition case, where two channels of the same
component are assembled, but do not introduce a new cycle.

Definition 2.22 (Feedback composition). Let Ctr be a component contract, and ic and oc

two communication channels, such that:

• the protocols ProtIMP(BCtr, ic) and ProtIMP(BCtr,oc) are strong protocol compatible
and satisfy the finite output property, and;
• {ic,oc} ⊆ CCtr are independent in Ctr.

Then, the feedback composition Ctr, namely Ctr[oc ↪→ ic], hooking oc to ic, is defined as
follows:

Ctr[oc ↪→ ic] = Ctr �
∣∣〈ic〉
〈oc〉

This rule imposes some conditions that are similar to those in the communication compo-
sition rule: strong protocol compatibility and finite output property. In addition to these
conditions, it imposes that the connecting channels are independent. This requirement
guarantees that no cycles are introduced, since it requires that the communication on
one channel does not interfere on communications on the other (their communications
are interleaved). As a result, the protocols associated to the assembled channels behave
independently of each other, and, furthermore, the new communication does not introduce
deadlocks.

In our constructive example, the previous contract PComm contains all forks and
philosophers. The channels fk.2.2 and pfk.1.2, however, are independent in PComm

because they occur in the interleaved sub-components Forks and Phils, respectively. We
may, therefore, connect these channels using feedback:
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PFeed1 = PComm[pfk.1.2 ↪→ fk.2.2]

The channels fk.2.1 and pfk.2.1 are also independent in PFeed1. Intuitively, their connec-
tion do not introduce a cycle; we may, therefore, connect these channels using the feedback
composition. Figure 2.7 illustrates such compositions.

PFeed2 = PFeed1[pfk.2.1 ↪→ fk.2.1]

Nevertheless, as we explain in the sequel, the communication channels fk.1.2 and pfk.2.2
are not decoupled and the use of the feedback composition is not valid.

Figure 2.7: Result of Feedback Composition

The feedback rule deals with pseudo cyclic topologies, which are behaviourally equivalent
to systems with tree-topologies. It does have some cycles, but none of them introduces
deadlocks. However, it cannot express all possible topologies.

The last unary composition rule, reflexive composition, is more general than the
feedback one. It deals with more complex systems that introduce cycles of dependencies
in the topology of the system structure, some of which may be undesirable because
they introduce deadlock. Similar to the feedback composition, the reflexive composition
assembles two channels of the same component. However, they differ in the relationship
between these channels. The feedback composition assembles independent channels, and
the reflexive composition deals with dependent ones, which intentionally may introduce
undesirable cycles of dependencies among the communication of events in the system. The
reflexive composition provides the possibility of creating safe cycles connecting dependent
channels.
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Definition 2.23 (Reflexive composition).

Let Ctr be a component contract, and ic and oc two communication channels, such that:

• {ic,oc} ⊆ CCtr, and;
• BCtr � {ic,oc} is buffering self-injection compatible and satisfies the finite output

property.

Then, the reflexive composition Ctr (namely Ctr[oc ¯↪→ ic]) hooking oc to ic is defined as
follows:

Ctr[ic ¯↪→oc] = Ctr �
∣∣〈ic〉
〈oc〉

The definition of the reflexive composition is similar to that of the feedback composition.
It, however, has a stronger proviso that requires the projection on the two linked chan-
nels (BCtr � {ic,oc}) to satisfy the finite output property and to be buffering self-injection
compatible. This allows one to assemble two dependent channels of a process via a buffer,
without introducing deadlocks.

In our example, we conclude the design of our dining table using the reflexive compo-
sition to connect channels fk.1.2 and pfk.2.2 (see Figure 2.8).

PSystem = PFeed2[fk.1.2 ¯↪→pfk.2.2].

This connection could not be achieved using feedback because the two channels are not
independent in PFeed2. Intuitively, their connection introduces a cycle that causes the
dependence between these channels.

Figure 2.8: Result of Reflexive Composition
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The composition rules comprise a systematic method to preserve behavioural properties
by construction in component composition, focusing on the preservation of deadlock
freedom in BR I C compositions. However, only this verification is not enough to avoid
further classical problems in the development of concurrent component-based systems. In
some cases, a system may be free of deadlock and yet it makes no progress in executing
its tasks. This situation is referred to as livelock, which can be considered less obvious to
identify from simple external observation. Both deadlock and livelock result in a lack of
progress in the system. Sometimes, they are considered as the same problem. However,
from a formal point of view, these two problems are used to refer to two different kinds
of non-progress. Thus, the techniques used to check these two behavioural properties of
concurrent system are totally different.

The next chapter describes our constructive livelock analysis for both synchronous and
asynchronous communications. In order to achieve this goal, we provide a set of local con-
ditions in order to ensure livelock-free compositions in CSP-based models. Furthermore,
we introduce the notion of livelock at the level of BR I C component contracts, and present
new side conditions that guarantee, by-construction, that the BR I C composition rules,
which ensure deadlock freedom, also ensure the absence of livelock at the contract level.



Chapter 3

Compositional Livelock Analysis

In this chapter, we describe our correct-by-construction strategy for concurrent systems
that ensures the preservation of livelock. A distinguished feature of our method is that we
perform local analysis derived solely from the analysis of the individuals components or
pairs of them to classify compositions as livelock-free.

In Section 3.1, we present a set of local conditions for livelock detection in the context
of synchronous systems modelled using the standard CSP notation. It is important to
mention that if our livelock analysis technique reports that a composition is livelock-free,
then this is ensured to be the case. The same holds when the composition is not livelock-
free, unless in the presence of guarded processes or alternation, which might be a false
negative. In cases in which neither livelock freedom is guaranteed nor the possibility of
livelock is found, our method reports an inconclusive result. This incompleteness, however,
can be seen as the trade-off for achieving scalability.

Our livelock detection is based solely on the local analysis of the minimum sequences
that lead the CSP model back to its first recursion. To the best of our knowledge, this
concept of the minimum paths for ensuring the absence of divergence has not been
studied in the verification literature. In order to identify such sequences, our strategy
performs a static analysis on the syntax of a subset of CSP processes, instead of building
or exploring the whole of the state space of a process. In this way, we circumvent the
state-space explosion problem. Considering only these finite sequences that represent
infinite behaviours, we provide a compositional and systematic development approach that
reveals and prevents livelock compositions during system construction, ruling out designs
with livelock. An important step towards this technique is that we use metadata throughout
compositions, which allow us to carry out partial results of verification, decreasing the
effort to check our side conditions. The metadata of a composition is directly derived from
the metadata of its constituting components.

52
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As a further contribution, Section 3.2 presents our correct-by-construction strategy
for asynchronous concurrent systems mediated by buffers. In this context, we used a
component model, BR I C [71], that was originally proposed to ensure, by construction,
the absence of deadlock. Here, we present a systematic approach for building divergence-
free compositions in BR I C using local analysis. We introduce new side conditions that
guarantee, by-construction, that the composition rules in BR I C , which ensure deadlock
freedom, also preserve divergence-freedom.

In the original BR I C approach, the absence of livelock is trivially ensured since
the basic components are, by definition, livelock-free, and the composition rules do not
hide the composed channels from the resulting behaviour; they are just removed from the
communication channel set C , preventing further compositions on such channels. This
represents a grey-box style of composition [20, 19], in which internal communications
that cannot be accessed by other components remain visible to the environment, providing
a high level view of internal functionalities. However, as the key idea in CBSD is that
a component encapsulates functionality that can only be accessed through its interface
published as part of the component’s contract, we extend the possibilities for performing
compositions in BR I C , providing a systematic strategy that considers a black-box com-
position style [84, 48]. This approach brings more flexibility during the development of
systems, since, in general, it is not desirable to fully expose the internals of a component,
and, furthermore, the level of abstraction is higher than grey-box compositions, increasing
the abstraction level during the development of systems. Using this approach, however,
as internal communications are hidden from outside, divergence can be introduced even
considering that the constituents to be composed are livelock-free.

In order to perform a livelock freedom analysis for BR I C , we have to take into con-
sideration the finiteness of the buffers used in asynchronous compositions. We, therefore,
differentiate two versions of BR I C : BR I C ∗, in which asynchronous compositions is
via finite buffers, and BR I C ∞, in which asynchronicity is achieved using infinite buffers.
As discussed in Chapter 1, these two approaches are provided because the possibility of
introducing livelock is directly related to the finiteness of the buffers, and, consequently,
the conditions for establishing livelock freedom in these approaches are totally different.
This concern, however, was not required in the original approach for deadlock analysis
in BR I C [71], as we discussed in the previous chapter. Therefore, with these new side
conditions, BR I C now allows a systematic development of trustworthy component-based
systems that ensures deadlock and livelock freedom compositions by construction, since the
original conditions for deadlock analysis are preserved in our livelock analysis technique
in BR I C .
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3.1 Local Livelock Analysis for CSP

As discussed in the previous chapter, divergent behaviours in a CSP model can emerge
in three different ways [78]. The first one is through a direct use of the process div, which
denotes a process that does nothing and diverges. The second arises from unguarded
recursions, as in P = P, which represents a process that may recurse without first com-
municating a visible event. The latter comes from the hiding operator, which is also
internally used in the linked parallel operator. Hiding provides a powerful mechanism
of abstracting part of the external interface of a process, converting visible actions into
internal (or invisible) ones. Our constructive approach focuses on the last one because
this is the only CSP construct that actually can introduce this undesirable behaviour when
composing divergence-free processes. Furthermore, we follow the idea from Roscoe [78]
that requires all recursions to be guarded, which means that a process always performs
some visible event prior to recursing. In what follows, we present the basic definition used
in our livelock verification and describe the local conditions to preserve, by construction,
the absence of divergence when we either apply hiding or compose two processes in
parallel using the linked parallel operator.

3.1.1 Basic Definitions

Our major concern in this livelock analysis is with processes that have infinite traces,
since if the processes only perform sequences that are offered a finite number of times,
livelock is never introduced. Regarding infinite traces we mean that the processes have,
at least, one sequence of events that is indefinitely offered by the process. This means
that the set of infinite traces of P as defined by the model in [78], for example, denoted
here by tracesω(P), is not empty. Our strategy for ensuring divergence freedom is based
solely on the minimum finite sequences that are recursively offered by the processes, which
represent the infinite behaviours of the model.

Our constructive approach considers developments of synchronous CSP models that are
initially defined in terms of livelock-free basic processes. These are sequential processes
(possibly with choices) with no hiding.

Definition 3.1 (Basic Processes).

Basic Processes are defined according to the following grammar:

P ::= SKIP | STOP | a→ P | P[[R]] | P o
9 P |

P 2 P | P u P | g & P | if g then P elseP
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Definition 3.1 characterises basic processes for our livelock freedom strategy in CSP. In
our work, parameters can only be considered as global constants rather than local state.
Therefore, they can only be used if they are unchanged throughout the life of the process.
Furthermore, we do not consider channels with infinite communications.

In our approach, concurrent behaviours are achieved by composing basic processes (or
resulting processes from previous compositions) using CSP parallel operators. More
specifically, we focus on concurrent systems in which processes are composed pairwisely
synchronising on some communications that are hidden after the synchronisation. This
gives us a black-box composition style [84], increasing the abstraction level of the system.
We propose a framework intended to guarantee livelock freedom by construction when
processes are being composed pairwisely based on known local properties of the composing
processes. Hence, at each composition, we make sure that the resulting composition is
livelock-free. As a consequence, the complexity for ensuring livelock freedom is potentially
decreased by using local analysis.

In CSP, a livelock-free process never performs an infinite sequence of internal events
without communicating with its environment. Hence, divergence is directly related to
infinite behaviours that can be performed by the processes. Therefore, in our approach
for establishing livelock freedom, the first step identifies such behaviours of a given CSP
process. We define the function IP(P) that returns the traces that lead a given process P to
a recursion.

Definition 3.2 (Interaction Patterns). Let P be a basic livelock-free CSP process. The set
of interaction patterns is defined as:

IP(P) = {t : traces(P) | P≡F D (P/t) ∧ ran(t) 6= /0}

where P/t (pronounced P after t) represents the behaviour of P after the trace t is performed,
for any t ∈ traces(P), and ran(t) is the set of elements of t.

The definition above is characterised in terms of the CSP failures-divergences deno-
tational model. It defines the set of traces of P after which the process (P/t) has the
same failures and divergences of P: they are equivalent in the failures-divergences model.
However, since after the empty trace 〈〉 any process is equivalent to itself by definition, we
remove it from our set by forcing that all interaction patterns to have at least one element.
This is due to the fact that, as we will discuss later, if an interaction pattern is empty, it
means that all elements of this sequence were hidden, configuring a divergence. Hence,
IP(P) gives an infinite set of non-empty traces that leads the process P back to its initial
state.
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In order to exemplify our new concepts, we illustrate the compositional development
of the construction dining table with 2 philosophers and 2 forks, performing synchronous
compositions. The behaviour of each philosopher and each fork is also described as a
process Phili and Forki, respectively, as an instantiation of the process Phil and Fork

presented in the previous chapter. For instance, let us recall the behaviour of Fork1 and
Phil1.

Fork1 = (fk.1.1.up→ fk.1.1.down→ Fork1)

2 (fk.1.2.up→ fk.1.2.down→ Fork1)

Phil1 = lf .1.thinks→ pfk.1.1.up→ pfk.2.1.up→ lf .1.eats→
pfk.1.1.down→ pfk.2.1.down→ Phil1

In this case, their interaction patterns are the following.

IP(Fork1) = {s : traces(Fork1)| (∃n1,n2 : N1 •
s �{fk.1.1.up, fk.1.1.down}= 〈fk.1.1.up, fk.1.1.down〉n1)

∧ s �{fk.1.2.up, fk.1.2.down}= 〈fk.1.2.up, fk1.2.down〉n2)}
IP(Phil1) = {s : traces(Phil1) | (∃n1 : N1 •

s �{lf .1.thinks,pfk.1.1.up,pk.2.1.up, lf .eats,pfk.1.1.down,pfk.2.1.down}
= 〈lf .1.thinks,pfk.1.1.up,pfk.2.1.up, lf .eats,pfk.1.1.down,pfk.2.1.down〉n1)}

where s �X is a sequence which contains just those elements of s which are members of X,
in the same order as in s, and s0 = 〈〉, and sn = sa sn−1.

The sets of interaction patterns are infinite as we can see in the example above.
IP(Fork1), for instance, contains all possible combinations, including repetitions, of
traces 〈fk.1.1.up, fk.1.1.down〉 and 〈fk.1.2.up, fk.1.2.down〉. Although this set is infinite,
our strategy only needs the set of minimal interaction patterns (mip), which only contains
the shortest paths that lead the process to its first recursion. Our local and compositional
livelock freedom method is based solely on these minimal traces, since if all elements of
such sequences are hidden, divergence is introduced. Therefore, only considering such
minimal sequences, we are able to significantly reduce the number of traces that must be
checked for ensuring livelock freedom.

In order to define the set of mip, we use the function S◦, which, given a set of traces
S (in our case, interaction patterns), returns the concatenation closure on S, i.e., the set of
all sequences that can be generated by taking any subset of traces from the original S and
concatenating them together (possibly with repetitions).
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S◦ = {t : Σ∗ | (∃ss : seq(Σ∗) • ran(ss)⊆ S ∧ t =a/ss)}

Here, seq(Σ∗) is the set of finite sequences over Σ∗, a/ss is the distributed concatenation
of all the elements of the sequence of sequences ss.

Using this function, we define the set of mip of a process P, MIP(P), as a set from
which we are able to generate the same traces that can be generated from IP(P), but that
contains only the mip. Formally, it is a subset of any other subset of interaction patterns S

of IP(P), such that S◦ = IP(P).

Definition 3.3 (Minimal Interaction Patterns). Let P be a livelock-free CSP process. The
set of minimal interaction patterns of P, MIP(P), is such that:

(MIP(P))◦ = IP(P)

∧ ∀S : P(Σ∗) | S◦ = IP(P) •MIP(P)⊆ S

The set of MIP(P) contains the shortest finite traces that lead the process P to its first
recursion. In this manner, the process P repeatedly offers these sequences of events. This
means that the infinite traces of P can be generated only by the infinite concatenation of the
traces of MIP(P). In other words, the sequences in MIP(P) provide enough information
for deducing the set of infinite traces of P. The formalisation of this property that we use
for infinite traces is captured in the following definition.

Definition 3.4 (Minimal Interaction Patterns property). Let P be a livelock-free CSP
process.

∀u : Σω • (∀s < u • s ∈ traces(P))⇒ (u ∈ (MIP(P))ω)

where Sω = {t : Σω | ∀s < t • (∃ss : S∗ • s < ss)}

According to the property above, a CSP process P may perform an infinite trace u if, and
only if, P is capable of performing all finite prefixes of u. Furthermore, if u is an infinite
trace of P, then it is generated by the infinite concatenation of the finite sequences in
MIP(P).

To calculate the MIP(P), we use a constructive definition that restricts the set of
processes P that are accepted in our method for livelock detection. For instance, we
consider only tail recursion (and no mutual recursion), in which recursive calls can only
happen after at least one visible event (guarded tail recursions). This restriction is relevant
just to simplify the process of calculating the mip. For processes with non-tail recursion
and mutual recursion it may be more expensive to have their mip calculated. For example,
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processes like the one below.

P = a→ Q

Q = b→ Q

require a more elaborated structure for the calculation of the mip and algorithms in the
analysis. Furthermore, we do not accept parameters that may change throughout the life of
the process, as we can observe in the following process.

P(x) = c!x→ P(x+1)

This restriction is due to the fact that such a process may never return to its initial state,
since the parameter value increases unboundedly. Hence, it is impossible to have its mip

calculated.
We use the following constructive definition to calculate the mip of the basic processes.

An important step towards this calculation is that we perform a static analysis on the syntax
of the processes, rather then build or explore the whole of their state space. Operationally,
the calculation of these mip is based on the calculation of traces proposed by Roscoe [78],
which was presented in the previous chapter. In what follows, we use N to denote the
process name and P to represent the CSP process expression that defines its behaviour. We
also use W1 and W2 to denote CSP behaviours.

Proposition 3.1 (Minimal Interaction Patterns Calculation). Let N be a process name, and

P its behaviour. Then MIP(N) is given by MIPN(P):

MIPN(N) = {〈〉}
MIPN(SKIP) = MIPN(STOP) = {}
MIPN(c→W1) = {〈c〉a t | t ∈MIPN(W1)}
MIPN(W1 2 W2) = MIPN(W1)∪MIPN(W2)

MIPN(W1 uW2) = MIPN(W1)∪MIPN(W2)

MIPN(W1[[R]]) =
⋃
{t : MIPN(W1) • ren(t,R)}

MIPN(W1 o
9 W2) =

{
t1 : traces(W1); t2 : MIPN(W2) | last(t1) =X

• front(t1)a t2

}
MIPN(g & W1) = MIPN(W1)

MIPN(if g then W1 elseW2) = MIPN(W1)∪MIPN(W2)

The sequence front(t) contains all elements of the sequence t but the last one, last(t) returns
the last element of t, and the function ren(t,R), presented below, applies the renaming
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relation on events R to the trace t. For functional renaming, this function returns a singleton
set that contains a trace that corresponds to t but replaces every element in the domain of
the renaming function by its image. However, non-functional renaming needs special care
because it may turn simple prefixing into an external choice. By way of illustration, for
P = a→ P, the process P[[a← b,a← c]] behaves as a→ P 2 c→ P. For this reason, the
function ren presented below returns a set of traces and we need a distributed union (

⋃
) in

the definition of MIPN for renaming (see Proposition 3.1).

ren(〈〉,R) = {〈〉}
ren(〈e〉a t,R) = if e ∈ dom(R) then {e′ : R[{c}]; s : ren(t,R) • 〈e′〉a s}

else {s : ren(t,R) • 〈e〉a s}

In Proposition 3.1, when MIPN is applied to N itself, the result is the empty sequence.
With our assumption that the process is guarded tail recursive, this ensures that at this stage
a minimum path is recorded. SKIP and STOP do not contain any mip because they simply
terminate (either successfully or not). The MIPN of the prefix process c→W1 is formed
by concatenating the sequence 〈c〉 to the front of the sequences of MIPN(W1). The mip

of external and internal choices are the union of the MIPN of the two operands. The mip

of W1[[R]] are those of W1 replacing all occurrences of the events e in the domain of the
renaming relation R by the relational image of {e} in R. The MIPN(W1 o

9 W2) are the ones
of W2 prefixed by the traces of W1 that lead to termination, but removingX.

For conditional operators, we have a specific approach to calculate the mip. The
calculation of the MIPN of a guarded process g & W1 (and alternation if g then W1 else W2)
simply ignores the guard g and takes the interaction patterns MIPN(W1) (and MIPN(W2))
as the result. As a consequence, our approach may find false negatives because we consider
interaction patterns which may not be feasible depending on the evaluation of g. For
instance, if we consider a process P = g & a→ P, our approach indicates the possibility
of divergence in P \ {a} because we do not analyse the value of g, which determines the
existence of either a divergence or a deadlock. Hence, our strategy may find false negatives,
but only if either guarded processes or alternations are used, since we perform a static
analysis when calculating the mip.

In our example, the calculation of the mip for Fork1 and Phil1 yields the following
result.
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MIP(Fork1) = {〈fk.1.1.up, fk.1.1.down〉,〈fk.1.2.up, fk.1.2.down〉}
MIP(Phil1) = {〈lf .1.thinks,pfk.1.1.up,pfk.2.1.up, lf .1.eats,

pfk.1.1.down,pfk.2.1.down〉}

The Proposition 3.1 does not provide the calculation for parallel operators. This is due
to the fact that our strategy does not allow basic processes to have themselves parallel
behaviour, as we discussed earlier. In our approach, we focus on two kinds of parallelism:
interleave and linked parallel. This is because we require the alphabets of the processes to
be disjoint. This restriction allows us to perform a constructive livelock analysis without
considering all possible traces generated by the interleaving, which represents an important
optimisation that is relevant to the scalability of our technique. The calculation of the mip

for these operators will be discussed later in this chapter. Furthermore, it is important
to mention that the operational calculation of the mip (see Proposition 3.1) respect the
Definition 3.3. This proof proceeds by structural induction on the syntax of the subset
of accepted CSP constructs. It can be found in the extended version of this thesis at
goo.gl/mAZWXq.

As we discussed earlier, hiding a set of events X ⊆ Σ from a livelock-free process P

introduces divergence if P is capable of performing an infinite internal sequence of events
from X. Hence, we must ensure that such a set can not be hidden. In this context, once we
have calculated the mip of a process P, we can infer which sets of events can be hidden
without introducing livelock based solely on the MIP(P), ensuring that all elements of
a mip can not be hidden simultaneously. In other words, the finite sequences in MIP(P)

provide enough information for deducing which events can be hidden at the same time
without introducing livelock. We define a function Allowed(P), which characterises all
sets of events of the process P that can be safely hidden.

Definition 3.5 (Allowed). Let P be a livelock-free CSP process. Then, the set of sets of
events of P that can be individually hidden with no introduction of divergence is given by
Allowed(P), which is defined as follows:

Allowed(P) = {cs : PΣ | ¬ ∃s : MIP(P) • ran(s)⊆ cs}

According to the definition above, a set of events cs from P belongs to Allowed only if
there is no MIP(P) composed only by the elements of this set. In other words, by removing
the elements of cs from all traces in MIP(P), none of the resulting sequences are empty.
Therefore, by hiding cs, we do not introduce livelock because every element of MIP(P)

still has at least one further communication on a different event, which means that P is still
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able to communicate with its environment without considering the events from cs.
In our example, hiding either {fk.1.1.up, fk.1.1.down} or {fk.1.2.up, fk.1.2.down} from

Fork1 introduces divergence because there exists a mip that only has events in such
sets. Hence, they do not belong to Allowed(Fork1). On the other hand, for instance, if
we hide {fk.1.1.up}, {fk.1.1.down}, {fk.1.2.up}, {fk.1.2.down}, {fk.1.1.up, fk.1.2.up},
{fk.1.1.up, fk.1.2.down}, {fk.1.1.down, fk.1.2.up} or {fk.1.1.down, fk.1.2.down}, we do
not introduce livelock; these sets are in Allowed(Fork1). Clearly, we can observe that if
we hide one of these sets, divergence is not introduced because at least another event still
communicates with the environment. In other words, it means that after hiding one of
such sets all infinite traces originally performed by Fork1 remain infinite. If, however, after
removing the hidden events from its infinite traces, one of them becomes finite, livelock is
introduced, as described by the denotational semantics for the hiding operation defined by
Roscoe [78]. The following lemma is used to show that hiding a set of events that is in the
set of Allowed events of a process, no original infinite trace becomes finite.

Lemma 3.1. Let P be a livelock-free CSP process, and X a set of events in Allowed(P).

Then,

 X ∈ Allowed(P)

⇒
∀u : Σω • tr∞(u,P)⇒ (u \ X) : Σω


where tr∞(u,P)≡ (∀s < u • s ∈ traces(P)) Definition (D.2).

Proof
The proof of this lemma is a direct consequence of the definition of Allowed. We start

from the left-hand side of the predicate and get the right-hand side.

X ∈ Allowed(P)

⇔ [Definition 3.5]

X ∈ {cs : PΣ | ¬ ∃s : MIP(P) • ran(s)⊆ cs}

⇒ [Predicate Calculus]

¬ ∃m : MIP(P) • ran(m)⊆ X

⇔ [Predicate Calculus]

∀m : MIP(P) • ¬ (ran(m)⊆ X)

⇔ [Property of Sets]
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∀m : MIP(P) • ∃z : ran(m) • z /∈ X

Here, we can observe that all sequences in MIP(P) contain an element that does not belong
to X. Therefore, if the elements of X are removed (hidden) from all sequences in MIP(P),
they do not become empty.

⇒ [Property of hiding for traces]

∀m : MIP(P) • ∃z : ran(m) • z /∈ X ∧ (m \ X) 6= 〈〉

⇒ [Predicate Calculus]

∀m : MIP(P) • (m \ X) 6= 〈〉

At this point, we observe that all sequences in MIP(P) are not empty when the elements
of X are hidden from them. Therefore, if a finite sequence does not become empty after
removing the elements of X, then all infinite sequences that can be generated by the infinite
concatenation of the traces in MIP(P) remain infinite after removing the elements of X.

⇒ [Property of Sequences]

∀u : MIP(P)ω • (u \ X) : Σω

⇒ [Property of MIP(P) (3.4) and Definition of tr∞(u,P) (D.2)]

∀u : MIP(P)ω • (u \ X) : Σω

∧ ∀u : Σω • tr∞(u,P)⇒ u ∈MIP(P)ω

⇒ [Instantiation of ∀]

∀u : Σω • tr∞(u,P)⇒ (u \ X) : Σω

2

From Lemma 3.1, after hiding the elements of any set that belong to Allowed of its process,
no infinite trace becomes a finite one.

We establish below a necessary condition that ensures that livelock is not introduced
when a set of events X is hidden from P.

Theorem 1.

Let P be a livelock-free CSP process and X a set of events in Allowed(P). Then, P \ X is a

livelock-free process.

Proof We need to prove
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 X ∈ Allowed(P)

⇒
divergences(P \ X) = /0


We assume that X ∈ Allowed(P) is true, and prove that

divergences(P \ X) = /0

The proof of this theorem is mainly based on the semantics of the hiding operator, see
Section 2.1.2. Furthermore, its proof uses the previous lemma.

divergences(P \ X)

= [Lemma A.1 and Definition of (tr∞(u,P)) (D.2)]

{(u \ X)a t | u ∈ Σω ∧ ¬ (u \ X) : Σω ∧ tr∞(u,P)}

= [Lemma 3.1 and assumption]

{(u \ X)a t | u ∈ Σω ∧ ¬ (u \ X) : Σω ∧ tr∞(u,P)

∧ (u \ X) : Σω}

= [Property of Sets and Predicate Calculus]

{(u \ X)a t | false}

= [Property of Sets]

/0

2

Theorem 1 ensures that we can hide the set of events X in P without introducing livelock if
X is in the set of Allowed events of P.

The hiding operator is also internally used in a linked parallel composition, as we
discussed earlier. This operator describes a particular model of a parallel system that has
processes synchronising pairwisely on some communications, with these communications
hidden. Our constructive approach to build synchronous concurrent systems follows this
strategy, that may introduce livelock. In the sequel, we describe our livelock analysis
technique in the context of linked parallel compositions.
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3.1.2 Livelock Analysis for Linked Parallel Compositions

In the case of linked parallel, we propose an approach that guarantees, for each use of
this operator, that the resulting composition is livelock-free. It is important to mention that
we perform an optimisation that prunes the alternative behaviours of a composition with
interleaved events, choosing only one of the alternatives. The scalability of our approach
is highly dependent of this optimisation, which is detailed later in this section.

To guarantee this behavioural property, our approach is based on three main verifi-
cations, which are systematically applied (see Figure 3.1): the Simple Verification (SV)
ensures livelock freedom based on the individual analysis of the processes involved in the
composition. The absence of livelock is guaranteed if one of the processes is livelock-free
after hiding its linking events locally. If that fails, the Complex Verification (CV) checks if
the linked processes are able to communicate in an infinite loop via the linked (internal)
events. If they are, we have a livelock. Otherwise, if the optimisation (OP) has not been
applied, the composition is livelock-free. If, however, the optimisation has been applied,
our strategy guarantees livelock freedom only if we have a Safe Multiple Composition
(SMC), which checks if the composition does not link events on a many-to-many fashion.
Otherwise, the mip pruned by our optimisation may lead to divergence. Our strategy is,
therefore, inconclusive in such cases. In what follows, we formally describe these local
verifications.

Figure 3.1: BPM Model of the Livelock Analysis for Linked Parallel Composition

Simple Verification
In order to illustrate when this condition can be applied, we start the development of our
synchronous dining table with the following composition, as illustrated in Figure 3.2.

PComp1 = Phil1[pfk.1.1↔ fk.1.1]Fork1

which is equivalent to Phil1[pfk.1.1.up↔ fk.1.1.up,pfk.1.1.down↔ fk.1.1.down]Fork1.
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Figure 3.2: Linked Parallel Composition PComp1

In this example, the linked parallel composition does not introduce livelock because,
after synchronisation on pfk.1.1 events, Phil1 necessarily has to engage on an independent
visible event, such as lf .1.eats. In this case, we can observe that the set of connecting
events of Phil1, {pfk.1.1.up,pfk.1.1.down}, is in Allowed(Phil1), since there is no element
in MIP(Phil1) that is only composed by the events pfk.1.1.up and pfk.1.1.down. This
analysis is enough to ensure a livelock-free linked parallel composition. The fact that
{fk.1.1.up, fk.1.1.down} is not in Allowed(Fork1) is irrelevant in this case. Similarly, the
linked parallel composition PComp2 = Phil2[pfk.2.2↔ fk.2.2]Fork2 is livelock-free (see
Figure 3.3). Therefore, one way to ensure livelock-free linked parallel compositions locally
is to check if one of the sets of the connecting events is in the set of Allowed events of its
corresponding process. This simple and local analysis allows one to identify the absence
of livelock before performing the composition.

Figure 3.3: Linked Parallel Composition PComp2

We present below our first main result for ensuring livelock-free linked parallel compo-
sitions.

Theorem 3.1 (SV). Let P and Q be two livelock-free CSP processes, and {ic1, . . . , icn}
and {oc1, . . . ,ocn} two sets of events, such that:

• αP∩αQ = /0
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• {ic1, . . . , icn} ⊆ αP

• {oc1, . . . ,ocn} ⊆ αQ

Then, if either {ic1, . . . , icn} ∈ Allowed(P) or {oc1, . . . ,ocn} ∈ Allowed(Q), then the linked

parallel composition P[ic1↔ oc1, . . . , icn↔ ocn]Q is livelock-free.

Proof This theorem establishes that if any of the connecting sets of events used in the
composition belongs to the set of Allowed events of the corresponding process, the set
of divergences of the linked parallel composition is empty, configuring a livelock-free
composition. ({ic1, . . . , icn} ∈ Allowed(P)) ∨ ({oc1, . . . ,ocn} ∈ Allowed(Q))

⇒
divergences(P[ic1↔ oc1, . . . , icn↔ ocn]Q) = /0


≡ [Predicate Calculus] ({ic1, . . . , icn} ∈ Allowed(P))

⇒
divergences(P[ic1↔ oc1, . . . , icn↔ ocn]Q) = /0



∧

 ({oc1, . . . ,ocn} ∈ Allowed(Q))

⇒
divergences(P[ic1↔ oc1, . . . , icn↔ ocn]Q) = /0


At this point, the absence of livelock in the linked parallel composition is ensured based
solely on the individual analysis of the processes involved in the composition. This means
that the set of divergence of the resulting linked parallel composition is empty if the set of
divergence of one of the linked processes is empty after hiding its linking events. This is
justified by Lemma A.2, which can be found in Appendix A.

≡ [Lemma A.2]

true ∧

 ({oc1, . . . ,ocn} ∈ Allowed(Q))

⇒
divergences(P[ic1↔ oc1, . . . , icn↔ ocn]Q) = /0


≡ [Lemma A.2]

true ∧ true

≡ [Predicate Calculus]

true
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2

The verification of the condition above is extremely simple and its implementation is
computationally rather cheap. This analysis can be made locally and efficiently considering
one process at a time, avoiding a global livelock analysis on the resulting process, which
normally has a larger state space. Unfortunately, it is too restrictive since it forbids linked
parallel compositions that might not introduce livelock, although they connect events
that not belong to the set of Allowed events. These compositions require a more careful
verification as we explain in the sequel.

Complex Verification
A set of events is not in the set of Allowed events when there is a mip that contains only
the elements of this set. Such sets are called complex events. In these compositions, we
have local possibilities of livelock. This, however, does not necessarily introduce livelock
because the composition only diverges if both processes synchronise indefinitely on the
composed events.

By way of illustration, we consider the following livelock-free CSP processes.

P2 = a→ b→ P2

Q2 = c→ d→ Q2

In this example, we notice that neither {a,b} is in Allowed(P2) nor {c,d} is in Allowed(Q2).
Therefore, if we hide the set of events {a,b} in P2, livelock is introduced. The same takes
place when we hide the set of events {c,d} in Q2. However, if we perform the linked
parallel composition P2[a↔ d,b↔ c]Q2, livelock is not introduced due to the fact that the
synchronisation on these events is not feasible.

In our running example, we conclude the design of our synchronous dining table with
the following composition, as illustrated in Figure 3.4.

System = PComp1[pfk.2.1↔ fk.2.1, fk.1.2↔ pfk.1.2]PComp2

In this case, despite the fact that the synchronisation is feasible, the composition is livelock-
free because each philosopher continues communicating with its environment through
the lf channel. However, if we remove such communications from the philosophers this
composition diverges. Therefore, we can ensure livelock freedom locally by checking if no
infinite internal behaviour may be reached due to the synchronisation solely on complex

events.
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Figure 3.4: Linked Parallel Composition System

To make this verification, our first step is to capture the mip that contain the events that
are used in a complex composition. We define the function ProjectedMIP(P,cs) that takes
a CSP process P, a set of events cs, and returns the set of mip whose elements are in the
set of events cs.

Definition 3.6 (ProjMIP.). Let P be a livelock-free CSP process, and cs a set of events.
The set of ProjectedMIP(P,cs) is defined as:

ProjMIP(P,cs) = {s : MIP(P) | ran(s)⊆ cs}

The above traces capture only the paths that potentially may cause a livelock if the events
of cs are hidden. We do not need to be concerned about the other sequences because they
interact with at least one event that is not in cs, which is enough to avoid divergence. As a
consequence, we are able to decrease the number of sequences that need to be considered to
ensure the absence of livelock. The reason to capture the projected mip of both processes in
a linked parallel composition is to check if there exists any combination of these sequences
in both sets that internally communicate in an infinite loop.
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By way of illustration, we consider the following livelock-free CSP processes.

P4 = a.1→ a.2→ P4

2 a.3→ a.1→ P4

2 c→ P4

Q4 = b.1→ Q4

2 b.2→ b.3→ Q4

2 d→ Q4

In the linked parallel composition P4[a.1↔ b.1,a.2↔ b.2,a.3↔ b.3]Q4, we observe that

ProjMIP(P4,{a.1,a.2,a.3}) = {〈a.1,a.2〉,〈a.3,a.1〉}
ProjMIP(Q4,{b.1,b.2,b.3}) = {〈b.1〉,〈b.2,b.3〉}

A complex composition introduces divergence if the linked processes are able to com-
municate in an infinite loop via the linked (internal) events. To check for the possibility
of (indefinite) synchronisation between the parallel processes, we need to compare their
projected mip and identify the possibility of matching communications on the linked events.
However, when composing two processes using linked parallel, the original projected

mip of each individual process not necessarily intersect on the connecting events, as we
can observe in the example above. This is because the connecting events are different;
hence, simply comparing them will not identify the synchronisation that takes place in
CSP. We overcome this limitation using the function RenMIP(P, f ) that renames the events
in ProjMIP(P,dom(f )) using a renaming function f .

Definition 3.7 (RenMIP). Let P be a livelock-free CSP process, and f a renaming injective
function for events. Then, the set of renamed projected mip of P is:

RenMIP(P, f ) = {s : ProjMIP(P,dom(f )) • ren(s, f )}

where ren(s, f ) replaces references in s to each event e ∈ dom(f ) by f (e).

Nevertheless, only using RenMIP is not enough to compare individual mip elements. For
example, to analyse the previous composition P4[a.1↔ b.1,a.2↔ b.2,a.3↔ b.3]Q4, only
renaming each linked pair in the projected mip to a same fresh event name, we are not able
to identify the matching between the composing events.

RenMIP(P4, f1) = {〈x1,x2〉,〈x3,x1〉} RenMIP(Q4, f2) = {〈x1〉,〈x2,x3〉}

where f1 : {(a.1,x1),(a.2,x2),(a.3,x3)} and {(b.1,x1),(b.2,x2),(b.3,x3)}
In this case, we have to take the combinations of mip into consideration. Only with

this consideration, we are able to identify the fact that the P4 and Q4 are able to infinitely
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communicate by continuously synchronisation solely on the linked events. So, there is a
potentially infinite number of combinations to consider.

Our strategy actually looks for the Minimum Common Interaction Pattern (MCIP)

because we only need to perform this verification until the first minimum sequence is found.
The function MCIP(S1,S2) = S∗1∩S∗2 receives two sets of renamed mip, S1 and S2, and
returns the set of Minimum Common Interaction Pattern, that is, the sequences of events
resulting from the concatenation of the elements of each set of mip individually, on which
both sets agree. The set S∗, which is defined as follows, contains all sequences that result
from any arbitrary concatenation of elements of the set of S (possibly with repetition).

S∗ = {t : Σ∗ | (∃ss : seq1(Σ
∗) • ran(ss)⊆ S ∧ t =a/ss)}

We now present our second main result for ensuring the absence of divergence for
non-trivial linked parallel compositions.

Theorem 3.2 (CV).

Let P and Q be two livelock-free CSP processes, {ic1, . . . , icn} and {oc1, . . . ,ocn} two sets

of events, {x1, . . . ,xn} a set of fresh event names, and f1 : {ic1, . . . , icn}� {x1, . . . ,xn}
and f2 : {oc1, . . . ,ocn}� {x1, . . .xn} two renaming injective functions from events to fresh

event names, such that:

• αP∩αQ = /0

• {ic1, . . . , icn} ⊆ αP

• {oc1, . . . ,ocn} ⊆ αQ

• {x1, . . . ,xn}∩ (αP∪αQ) = /0

• f1(icn) = f2(ocn)

If MCIP(RenMIP(P, f1),RenMIP(Q, f2)) = /0, then the linked parallel composition P[ic1↔
oc1, . . . , icn↔ ocn]Q is livelock-free; otherwise, there is a livelock.

Proof 2

 MCIP(RenMIP(P, f1),RenMIP(Q, f2)) = /0

⇒
divergences(P[ic1↔ oc1, . . . , in↔ ocn]Q) = /0



We assume that MCIP(RenMIP(P, f1),RenMIP(Q, f2)) = /0 is true, and prove that
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divergences(P[ic1↔ o1, . . . , in↔ ocn]Q) = /0

In this proof, for brevity, we consider

• P′ = P[[ic1← x1, . . . , icn← xn]];

• Q′ = Q[[o1← x1, . . . ,ocn← xn]];

• X = {x1, . . . ,xn};
• PQ = P′ ‖X Q′.

The proof of this theorem is mainly based on the semantics of the hiding operator.

divergences(P[ic1↔ o1, . . . , icn↔ ocn]Q) = /0

≡ [Definition of Linked Parallel]

divergences((P′ ‖{x1,...,xn} Q′) \ {x1, . . . ,xn}) = /0

≡ [Definition 2.5 (divergences(P \ X)) and PQ](
{(s \ X)a t | s ∈ divergences(PQ)}∪ {(u \ X)a t | u : Σω ∧ ¬ (u \ X) : Σω

∧ ∀s < u • s ∈ traces⊥(PQ)}

)
= /0

≡ [Definition 2.5 (traces⊥(P))] {(s \ X)a t | s ∈ divergences(PQ)}∪
{(u \ X)a t | u : Σω ∧ ¬ (u \ X) : Σω

∧ ∀s < u • s ∈ (traces(PQ)∪divergences(PQ))}

= /0

≡ [Lemma A.4 and Lemma A.3] {(s \ X)a t | s ∈ /0}∪
{(u \ X)a t | u : Σω ∧ ¬ (u \ X) : Σω

∧ ∀s < u • s ∈ (traces(PQ)∪ /0)}

= /0

≡ [Property of Sets](
{(s \ X)a t | false}∪ {(u \ X)a t | u : Σω ∧ ¬ (u \ X) : Σω

∧ ∀s < u • s ∈ (traces(PQ)∪ /0)}

)
= /0

≡ [Property of Sets]

{(u \ X)a t | u : Σω ∧ ¬ (u \ X) : Σω ∧ ∀s < u • s ∈ traces(PQ)}= /0

≡ [Predicate Calculus]

¬ ∃σ, t : traces; u : Σω • (¬ (u \ X : Σω) ∧ (∀s < u • s ∈ traces(PQ)) ∧

σ= (u \ X)a t)
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⇒ [Property of Set Comprehension]

¬ ∃u : Σω • ¬ (u \ X : Σω) ∧ (∀s < u • s ∈ traces(PQ))

≡ [Predicate Calculus]

∀u : Σω • ¬ (¬ (u \ X : Σω) ∧ (∀s < u • s ∈ traces(PQ)))

≡ [Predicate Calculus]

∀u : Σω • (u \ X : Σω) ∨ ¬ (∀s < u • s ∈ traces(PQ))

≡ [Predicate Calculus and Definition D.2 (tr∞(u,P))]

∀u : Σω • tr∞(u,PQ)⇒ (u \ X : Σω)

≡ [Lemma A.6 and assumption]

true

Theorem 3.2 ensures that livelock is not introduced if there exists no common sequence
that can be reached by the concatenation of any projected mip of the processes involved in
the composition. Otherwise, besides the possibility of identifying livelock compositions
locally, we also capture the possible traces that lead the composition to divergence.

From the practical point of view, however, the verification of Theorem 3.2 does not
scale for complex and large compositions. This is because, as we perform a constructive
livelock analysis, after every livelock-free linked parallel composition, we calculate the new
mip of the resulting composition. This calculation, however, may be extremely expensive
to compute considering all possible combinations of the interleaved events. In fact, an
explosion on the number of traces was identified in practice when we use the classical
concurrent example of the dining philosophers. For example, in the dining philosophers
example with size 8, the calculation of the new mip considering the interleaved events
consumed all the available memory. Therefore, to overcome this problem, we consider
an optimisation that prunes the alternative behaviours induced by the parallelism, always
choosing one of the alternatives. With this, we loose completeness and need to consider a
more elaborate strategy, but this is the trade-off for scaling the strategy. As a consequence,
if the optimisation has been performed, this verification can only be correctly performed
for specific patterns of composition, as discussed in the sequel.

Safe Multiple Composition

In concurrent systems, another relevant issue is the possible combinations of indepen-
dent (interleaved) events that can be performed after a parallel composition. Therefore,
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besides analysing the synchronisation of the processes, we also have to take into account
such combinations, since we perform a constructive development.

By way of illustration, we consider the following livelock-free CSP processes.

P6 = (a→ b→ P6)2 (c→ P6) Q6 = d→ e→ Q6 R6 = f → g→ R6

After synchronising on a and d, the composition PQ6 = P6[a↔ d]Q6 needs to engage both
in b and in e before it recurses. This can happen in two different ways: 〈b,e〉 or 〈e,b〉. Basi-
cally, we have an interleaving on events that do not require synchronisation, and, therefore,
a potential explosion on the number of possible behaviours. To optimise the verification,
we consider just one of the traces that can arise from the interleaving. As a result, we have,
for instance, MIP(PQ6) = {〈b,e〉,〈c〉}. The analysis of further compositions with R6 may
be negatively impacted by this. By way of illustration, in PQR6 = PQ6[b↔ g,e↔ f ]R6,
there is no divergence, according to our strategy as considered so far; however, if we
had considered the trace 〈e,b〉 as part of MIP(PQ6), then our strategy would identify a
divergence that indeed exists. The optimisation, which is crucial to the scalability of our
approach, may cause the livelock analysis to fail. More details about this optimisation is
described later in this section.

In the previous composition, we notice, however, that the left linked events b and e are
originated from different basic processes (b ∈ αP6 and e ∈ αQ6), which have more than one
possibility of combination of such events to lead the composition to its first recursion.

This problem can be circumvented by imposing restrictions on the composition. Our
strategy requires that, in every composition, each basic process on the left-hand side is
linked with just one basic process on the right-hand side, and vice-versa. The verification
of this requirement uses the notion of Basic Process Alphabet (BPA(P)): a set that contains
the alphabets of the basic processes of a given process P. Each element of BPA(P) is the
alphabet of a distinct basic process of P. In our example, we have:

BPA(P6) = {{a,b,c}} BPA(Q6) = {{d,e}} BPA(R6) = {{f ,g}}

The resulting BPA of a linked parallel composition is the union of the BPAs of the processes
involved in the composition with the linked events removed from them. For example,
BPA(PQ6) = {{b,c},{e}}.

The analysis of compositions that only connect basic processes is not affected by our
optimisation. This is because basic processes are intrinsically sequential, hence, their
mip represent all possible traces that lead the processes to their first recursion. With the
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restriction on BPAs, we ensure that, even with our optimisation, we do consider all possible
mip of the parallel processes. PQR6 does not satisfy the restriction on BPAs. On the other
hand, PQR7 = PQ6[b↔ f ,c↔ g]R6 is accepted because R6 is a basic process and the
composition only connects events from P6, which is also a basic process in PQ6. For such
compositions, the search for an MCIP is correctly performed because all mip that may
lead the composition to divergence are verified because the mip of basic processes are not
optimised.

By way of illustration, to analyse PQR7, we observe that the value of n is 2 (see
the process R6), and FRenCMIP(PQ6, f1)2 = {〈x2〉,〈x2,x2〉} and FRenCMIP(R6, f2)2 =

{〈x1,x2〉}, where f1 : {b,c}� {x1,x2}, and f2 : {f ,g}� {x1,x2}. In this case, since the
intersection is empty, our technique ensures that the composition is livelock-free, which is
indeed true. It is important to reinforce that the ProjectMIP(PQ6) is {〈c〉} because the mip

that contains the linked event b, 〈b,e〉, also contains another event that is not being linked,
since it belong to another basic process. Therefore, by enforcing the restriction on BPAs,
the optimised mip, which may cause the livelock analysis to fail, are not considered to
search for an MCIP, since the analysis only consider the project mip of the linked events.

The composition of PQR7 only connects events of two basic processes. Our restriction,
however, also allows connections of an arbitrary number of basic processes as long as
they are effectively one-to-one connections. In our running example, the last composition
used to define System (see Figure 3.4), which is composed of two non-basic processes,
PComp1 and PComp2, optimises, in the resulting set of mip, the interleaving of events on lf

from PComp1 and PComp2. In this case, however, each basic process of PComp1 is being
linked with only one basic process of PComp2, and vice-versa: Phil1 (events pfk.2.1.up

and pfk.2.1.down) is being linked only with Fork2 (events fk.2.1.up and fk.2.1.down), and
Fork1(events fk.1.2.up and fk.1.2.down) is being linked only with Phil2 (events pfk.1.2.up

and pfk.1.2.down). In such cases, the analysis can be performed considering only the mip

of the basic processes.
The condition for Multiple Basic Processes Composition defined below guarantees that

each basic process in P is being linked with just one basic process in Q, and vice-versa.
The expression R(| S |) is the relational image of the relation R : X↔ Y on the set S⊆ X.

Definition 3.8 (Multiple Basic Processes Composition). Let P and Q be two livelock-free
CSP processes such that α(P)∩α(Q) = /0, and IC = {ic1, ..., icn} and OC = {oc1, ...,ocn}
two disjoint sets of events. Then, the composition P[ic1↔ oc1, ..., icn↔ ocn]Q is a Multiple
Basic Processes Composition if:

MBPC(P,Q) ∧MBPC(Q,P),where
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MBPC(X,Y) =

∀p : BPA(X) •
¬ ∃q1,q2 : BPA(Y) | q1 6= q2 • q1∩L(| p |) 6= /0 ∧ q2∩L(| p |) 6= /0

and L = {(ic1↔ oc1), ...,(icn↔ ocn)}.

This condition is satisfied only if, for every BPA of P, there exists at most one BPA of Q

that is being linked to it, and vice-versa.
Finally, we present our result for ensuring livelock-free linked parallel composition,

considering that an optimisation has been performed.

Theorem 3.3 (SMC). Let P and Q be two livelock-free CSP processes, {ic1, . . . , icn}
and {oc1, . . . ,ocn} two sets of events, {x1, . . . ,xn} a set of fresh event names, and f1 :
{ic1, . . . , icn}� {x1, . . . ,xn} and f2 : {oc1, . . . ,ocn}� {x1, . . .xn} two renaming injective

functions from events to fresh event names, such that:

• αP∩αQ = /0

• {ic1, . . . , icn} ∈ αP

• {oc1, . . . ,ocn} ∈ αQ

• {x1, . . . ,xn}∩ (αP∪αQ) = /0

• f1(icn) = f2(ocn)

If P[ic1↔ oc1, . . . , icn↔ ocn]Q is a Multiple Basic Processes Composition and

MCIP(FRenCMIP(P, f1),FRenCMIP(Q, f2)) = /0, then the linked parallel composition

P[ic1↔ oc1, . . . , icn↔ ocn]Q is livelock free.

Theorem 3.3 ensures livelock freedom in cases in which the optimisation has been applied.
Otherwise, we have communications of basic components on a many-to-many fashion. In
these cases, our strategy is inconclusive.

Our livelock detection for linked parallel compositions is initially based on Theorem 3.1
to ensure livelock freedom performing a very simple verification. If, however, such
verification is not enough, the analysis based on Theorem 3.2 reports a livelock if an MCIP

is found; otherwise it guarantees livelock freedom if the optimisation on the resulting set
of mip described above has not been applied. This, however, may be a false negative in
the presence of guarded processes or alternation because some of the interactions patterns
considered may not be feasible depending on the evaluation of the predicates. If, however,
the optimisation has been applied, our strategy guarantees livelock freedom only if we
have a SMC (Theorem 3.3). Otherwise, we have communications of processes on a many-
to-many fashion. In these cases, the mip pruned by our optimisation may lead the system
to divergence. Our strategy is, therefore, inconclusive.
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3.1.3 Dealing with Metadata

In order to be able to perform further compositions using the resulting livelock-free
processes in an efficient manner, we still have to calculate the set of mip of the resulting
hiding operation and linked parallel composition.

After every successfully hiding operation, we calculate its resulting mip simply by
removing the hidden events from the original mip.

Proposition 3.2 (Hiding MIP Calculation). Let P be a livelock-free CSP process, and X a

set of events. Then, MIP(P \ X) is calculated as follows:

MIP(P \ X) = {s \ X | s ∈MIP(P)}

A strategy to perform the calculation of the mip of a linked parallel composition is
based on the trace merge function proposed by Roscoe [78] and presented in Chapter 2.
The trace semantics for a parallel composition is the combination of the traces of each
process, where the synchronised events are shared and all other events are interleaved. As
we know, the calculation of all possible interleavings of executions of parallel components
amplify the state-space explosion problem. However, our strategy does not actually need
to calculate the interleaving as the trace semantics in [78] does.

By way of illustration, we consider the following two livelock-free CSP processes.

P = a→ b→ P Q = c→ d→ Q

The mip of these processes are.

MIP(P) = {〈a,b〉} MIP(Q) = {〈c,d〉}

If we perform an interleaving composition of P and Q, PQ = P ||| Q using the merge
from [78] to calculate the new mip, we get all possible sequences resulting from merging
MIP(P) and MIP(Q).

{〈a,b,c,d〉,〈a,c,b,d〉,〈a,c,d,b〉,〈c,d,a,b〉,〈c,a,d,b〉,〈c,a,b,d〉, . . .}

This calculation includes a large number of mip that always communicate on the same
events, in this case, with the original mip and with the interleave of both mip, which are the
events a, b, c, and d. The only difference between these sequences is the order that they
happen. This order, however, is not relevant for our strategy because these resulting mip
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will be composed with elements of at least two distinct mip from two distinct processes
that have disjoint alphabets. Hence, livelock is only identified from such mip if we hide the
set that contains the events a, b, c, and d. However, in our analysis, independently of such
mip, we are able to identify all possibilities of introducing livelock only considering the
original mip of both processes (〈a,b〉 and 〈c,d〉). For instance, if we hide {a,b}, {c,d},
or {a,b,c,d} from PQ, livelock is introduced. Our strategy is capable of identifying that
none of the sets can be hidden, that is, they are not in Allowed(PQ), simply because the
sequences 〈a,b〉 and 〈c,d〉, which are the original mip of the processes.

Besides this, further linked parallel compositions of PQ like, for instance, with a
process RS will be a composition between basic processes of PQ with only basic processes
of RS. In this context, the analysis can be performed correctly considering only the original
mip of the basic processes.

Our strategy, therefore, does not need to be concerned with the mip generated by
the interleavings of the original mip. The reason for this is that a livelock can be first
identified if the elements of the original mip of each process were transformed into internal
events. Therefore, we are only interested in the minimum sequences that first introduce
livelock, rather than in the sequences that are formed by the permutation of the mip after
an interleave composition.

Based on this analysis, we provide a variation of the merge function from [78]. This
optimisation is relevant to the scalability of our approach.

Definition 3.9 (Optimised Trace Merge). Let xs be a set of events, x and x′ denote typical
members of xs, and y denote a typical member of Σ \ xs. The optimised trace merge is
defined as follows.

〈〉 ‖〈s0,t0〉
xs 〈〉= {〈〉} (1)

〈x〉a s ‖〈s0,t0〉
xs 〈〉= {u | u ∈ 〈x〉a s ‖〈s0,t0〉

xs t0} (2)
〈〉 ‖〈s0,t0〉

xs 〈x〉a t = {u | u ∈ s0 ‖〈s0,t0〉
xs 〈x〉a t} (3)

〈y〉a s ‖〈s0,t0〉
xs t = {〈y〉au | u ∈ s ‖〈s0,t0〉

xs t} (4)
s ‖〈s0,t0〉

xs 〈y〉a t = {〈y〉au | u ∈ s ‖〈s0,t0〉
xs t} (5)

〈x〉a s ‖〈s0,t0〉
xs 〈x〉a t = {u | u ∈ s ‖〈s0,t0〉

xs t} (6)
〈x〉a s ‖〈s0,t0〉

xs 〈x′〉a t = {} (7)

It is important to notice the main differences between our definition for mip merging and
Roscoe’s definition for trace merging:

1. Our merge function has the initial traces s0 and t0 as arguments. This allows us to
merge n concatenations of s0 with m concatenations of t0;
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2. In the cases in which one side is willing to perform a synchronisation event x and the
other side has finished (lines 2 and 3), we “reset” the side that has finished, enforcing
at least one synchronisation on x and decreasing the size of one of the sequences by
at least one;

3. In the cases in which one side is willing to perform an independent event (lines 4 and
5), we do not take all possible combinations of permuting the independent events
for the reasons previously explained. Here, we identify that the optimisation was
performed;

4. In the cases in which the synchronisation is feasible (line 6), our merge function
does not include the synchronised events in the resulting mip. This is due to the fact
that our approach hides all synchronised events after a composition.

We are now able to define the merge of the mip as follows. Intuitively, the resulting mip

are those in which either of the processes may execute independently and those resulting
from the interaction of both processes.

Definition 3.10 (MergeMIP).

Let P and Q be two livelock-free CSP processes, {ic1, ..., icn} and {oc1, . . . ,ocn} two sets
of events, {x1, . . .xn} a set of fresh events names, and f1 : {ic1, . . . , icn}� {x1, . . . ,xn} and
f2 : {oc1, . . . ,ocn}� {x1, . . . ,xn} two renaming injective functions from events to fresh
events names, such that:

• αP∩αQ = /0

• {ic1, . . . , icn} ⊆ αP

• {oc1, . . . ,ocn} ⊆ αQ

• f1(icn) = f2(ocn)

The minimal interaction patterns merge function is defined as follows.
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MergeMIP(P,Q,{ic1, . . . , icn},{oc1, . . . ,ocn}) =
{s | s ∈MIP(P) ∧ {ic1, . . . , icn}∩ ran(s) = /0}
∪
{t | t ∈MIP(Q) ∧ {oc1, . . . ,ocn}∩ ran(t) = /0}
∪

⋃


s, t,sx, tx

| s ∈MIP(P) ∧ {ic1, . . . , icn}∩ ran(s) 6= /0

∧ t ∈MIP(Q) ∧ {oc1, . . . ,ocn}∩ ran(t) 6= /0

∧ sx = ren(s, f1)

∧ tx = ren(t, f2)

• sx ‖〈sx0,tx0〉
{z1,...,zn} tx


Based on these functions, the mip of the interleave and linked parallel compositions are
presented as follows.

Proposition 3.3 (MIP Parallel Composition). Let P and Q be two livelock-free CSP

processes, and {ic1, . . . , icn} and {oc1, . . . ,ocn} two sets of events, such that:

• αP∩αQ = /0

• {ic1, . . . , icn} ⊆ αP

• {oc1, . . . ,ocn} ⊆ αQ

The mip of the interleave and linked parallel compositions are presented as follows.

MIP(P ||| Q) = MIP(P)∪MIP(Q)

MIP(P[ic1↔ oc1, . . . , icn↔ ocn]Q) = MergeMIP(P,Q,{ic1, . . . , iocn},{oc1, . . . ,ocn})

In summary, as our strategy builds synchronous systems by composing processes pair-
wisely, the resulting set of mip of any interleaving composition is the union of each
individual set of mip of the original processes, since these are the minimum sequences that
may introduce livelock in the new process. The resulting set of mip of a linked parallel
composition is defined in terms of the function MergeMIP that calculates the unique
minimum sequences that lead both processes to a recursion after a composition. This
calculation can be made efficiently considering two processes at a time in a constructive
development. An important asset of our approach is that we also avoid the state-space
explosion.
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3.1.4 Livelock Analysis Algorithm

We have developed an algorithm that automates our livelock verification using these
concepts presented in this chapter. Given a CSP specification written using the well-
known machine-readable language CSPM, we use a parser and type checker that has been
developed in the Federal University of Pernambuco, Brazil. This parser is strongly based
in the visitor design pattern [39]. Our implementation is also based on a small number of
visitors, which collect information about the CSP specification such as types, channels,
and processes.

Once the CSPM specification is parsed, we obtain its concrete tree that is used to
calculate the mip of the basic processes using Proposition 3.1. At the same time, we
also capture their BPA. After these initial calculations, we start our constructive livelock
verification. If a hiding operation is performed, we check if the set of events is in Allowed

of its process (Theorem 1). If the answer is positive, we confirm that the process is
livelock-free. Otherwise, the composition is not livelock-free, unless in the presence of
guarded processes or alternation, in which cases we might have false negatives. Then, we
calculate its resulting mip (Proposition 3.2) and BPA.

In the case of a linked parallel composition, we first check if one of the connecting sets
of events used by the composition belongs to the of Allowed events of its corresponding
process (Theorem 3.1). If it is the case, the composition is livelock-free, and we calculate
the resulting mip (Definition 3.10) and BPA. Otherwise, we then check if there is no MCIP

(Theorem 3.2). If this is the case, we confirm that the composition is livelock-free if the
optimisation has not been applied. If, however, we find an MCIP, the composition not
necessary diverge. This, again, may be a false negative if the specification has guarded
processes or alternation because some of the interaction patterns considered may not be
reachable depending on the evaluation of the predicates. If the optimisation has been
applied, we confirm that the linked parallel composition is livelock-free if the condition on
Multiple Basic Processes Composition (Definition 3.8) is satisfied. Otherwise, we return
an inconclusive result.

Implementation Details The algorithm that implements the calculation of MCIP checks
if there exists a sequence that can be reached by the possible concatenation of the mip in
both sets of project mip of the processes involved in the composition. If such a sequence
exists, the concatenation of these mip generates an infinite sequence of internal events.
We look for the MCIP because we only need to perform this verification until the first
minimum sequence is found, indicating the feasibility of an infinite sequence of internal
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events, that is, a divergent behaviour.

function MCIP(mip1,mip2 : PseqMIP,res : PseqMIP)

ifmip1 = /0 ∧ mip2 = /0 then return res;
else if(mip1 = /0 ∧ mip2 6= /0) ∨ (mip1 6= /0 ∧ mip2 = /0)

then return /0;
else int max1,max2 = maxSize(mip1),maxSize(mip2);

if(max1 > max2)

then MIP ip1 = getMax(mip1); res = res∪ isPrefix(ip1,mip2);
else MIP ip2 = getMax(mip2); res = res∪ isPrefix(ip2,mip1);
return MCIP(mip1,mip2,res);

The recursive function MCIP receives two non-empty sets mip1 and mip2 of mip of two
distinct processes and returns the set of mip (res) that leads to an infinite path of internal
actions (the common mip of mip1 and mip2). Initially, the result is empty. The algorithm
is based on three conditions. The first condition, the base case, checks if both sets are
empty. This only happens when there exists a synchronisation between the concatenation
of all mip in both sets. In this case, the function returns the set with the MCIP that are
found in both processes. The second condition checks if exactly one of the sets is empty, in
which case the function returns an empty set. This happens when it is impossible to have
a concatenation of sequences from both sets leading to an infinite path. Finally, if both
sets are non-empty, the algorithm continues the search for MCIP of both sets. The search
depends on which set of mip has the longest sequence. The function maxSize returns the
size of the largest sequence of a given set of mip. First, we retrieve the longest sequence
using the method getMax. Next, for all elements of the other set, we check if there is a
sequence that is a prefix of the longest sequence retrieved. If a prefix is found, it is removed
from the longest sequence. This is implemented by the method isPrefix, which receives
the longest sequence and the other set of mip, and returns a set with the prefix, if it exists,
which is added to the set res. Otherwise, it returns an empty set.

3.1.5 Final Considerations

In this section, we have presented and implemented an alternative approach for es-
tablishing livelock freedom in synchronous concurrent systems in the context of CSP.
This strategy provides a set of conditions that are based on the minimum traces that are
recursively offered by the CSP model, which represent infinite behaviours of the processes.
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Considering only these finite sequences, we are able to check for absence of livelock
locally, instead of performing a full state-exploration analysis. Our constructive approach
reveals eventual livelock situations during system construction, ruling out designs with
livelock.

In order to reduce the complexity of such side conditions, we use metadata throughout
compositions that allow us to record partial results of verification, decreasing the overall
analysis effort. The metadata of a composition is directly derived from the original
metadata.

Another important issue on concurrent systems is the verification of behavioural
properties of asynchronous systems. Our strategy presented in the previous sections can be
adapted to check livelock freedom in models that perform asynchronous communications.
For this case, we consider a generic component model, BR I C [72, 71], which describes
the behaviour of the components as CSP processes. This verification is presented in the
next section.

3.2 Local Livelock Analysis for BR I C

The BR I C component model [72, 71] has been proposed to provide a systematic
design of deadlock-free component-based systems by integrating components via asyn-
chronous compositions, mediated by buffers. In the original BR I C approach, livelock
is not an issue because the basic components are, by definition, livelock-free, and the
composition rules do not hide the composed channels in the CSP behaviour of the result-
ing contract; they are just removed from the communication channel set C , preventing
further compositions on such channels. This is considered as a grey-box style of compo-
sition [20, 19], in which services that cannot be accessed for other components remain
visible to the environment, providing a high level view of internal functionalities.

In our work, we extend the possibilities for performing compositions in BR I C , pro-
viding a systematic strategy that considers a black-box composition style [84, 48]. In this
approach, a component is seen purely in terms of observable inputs and outputs with the
internal services of components hidden from its environment. However, using this strategy,
due to hiding, divergence can be introduced even considering that the constituents to be
composed are livelock-free.

We are not alone in our support for black-box compositions. One can find in the
literature some works that have used this style of abstraction, such as Reo [6], which
is a paradigm for composition of software components based on mobile channels, and
Knit [74], which is a component model designed for statically composing systems.
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In [71], the concept of livelock is not defined at the component contract level. Here, we
define the notion of livelock-free component contract that considers BR I C components
as black-boxes. Hence, we cannot simply consider the component’s behaviour, but we also
need to consider the channels that are in the component’s set of visible channels, which
are eligible for future compositions. Therefore, we define a component contract Ctr to
be livelock free if the process resulting from hiding all channels that are not in the set of
communication channels CCtr in the behaviour BCtr is divergence free. As a consequence
of hiding channels, BR I C may introduce livelock at the component-contract level. This
new notion is formally defined as follows.

Definition 3.11 (Livelock-free Component Contract).

Let Ctr be a component contract defined as 〈B,R ,I ,C 〉. Ctr is a livelock-free component
contract if, and only if,

divergences(BCtr � CCtr) = /0

In our definition of livelock-free component contract, we hide all channels that are not
identified as a communication channel of the contract in CCtr, namely, the channels
in Σ \ CCtr. The component contract in BR I C does not restrict the behaviour B to
communicate only events within {| C |}. The channels in C are those externally observed,
and used in direct compositions with other components. Channels that are not in C
represent internal communication among subparts (or constituting components) of the
component. This is a relevant notion in a black-box composition style because such
communications never interact with another component, and, consequently, only provide
internal services. In this way, the other components do not need to know about the internal
services provided by them, increasing the abstraction level of the system. This style of
composition defines a component notion that seems better aligned to the component-based
philosophy, since internal services provided by the component are encapsulated.

In order to provide a systematic strategy to build black-box compositions in BR I C ,
we extend the composition rules, adding new side conditions that ensure livelock-free
component contracts locally.

Our approach for establishing livelock freedom at the contract level during BR I C
compositions is very similar to the livelock verification in the context of synchronous
CSP systems, discussed in the previous section. It means that the definition, calculation
and restrictions on the mip of a process are applied in this verification of asynchronous
compositions. In BR I C , the behaviour of a component is given by an I/O process
(Definition 2.9). This restriction on the CSP behaviour of the contract does not interfere in
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our technique. It actually ensures livelock-freedom of the basic components since this is
one of the conditions required for valid contracts. Furthermore, as our constructive strategy
in BR I C is only concerned about livelock at the contract level (black-box compositions),
we can relax the restrictions of the behaviour of the basic components. More specifically,
the condition that the behaviour is livelock-free is directed implied by our definition of
livelock-free component contract (see Definition 3.11). The lemma below shows that if a
component is livelock-free at the contract level, then the behaviour of the component is
also livelock-free.

Lemma 3.2. Let Ctr be a livelock-free component contract. Then, BCtr is a livelock-free

process.

Proof

 divergences(BCtr \ (Σ\CCtr)) = /0

⇒
divergences(BCtr) = /0


This proof is conducted by contradiction

¬ (divergences(BCtr \ (Σ\CCtr)) = /0⇒ divergences(BCtr) = /0)

⇒ [Predicate Calculus]

divergences(BCtr \ (Σ\CCtr)) = /0 ∧ divergences(BCtr) 6= /0

⇒ [Definition 2.5 divergences(P \ X)]

{(s \ (Σ\CCtr))
a t | s ∈ divergences(BCtr)}

∪{(u \ Σ\CCtr)
a t | ¬ (u : Σω) ∧ (u \ Σ\CCtr)finite

∧ ∀s < u • s ∈ traces⊥(BCtr)}= /0

∧ divergences(BCtr) 6= /0

⇒ [Property of Sets]

{(s \ (Σ\CCtr))
a t | s ∈ divergences(BCtr)}= /0 ∧ divergences(BCtr) 6= /0

≡ [Predicate Calculus]

¬ ∃σ,s, t : traces • s ∈ divergences(BCtr) ∧ σ = (s \ (Σ\CCtr))
a t

∧ divergences(BCtr) 6= /0

≡ [Predicate Calculus]

¬ ∃σ,s, t : traces | σ = (s \ (Σ\CCtr))
a t • s ∈ divergences(BCtr)
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∧ divergences(BCtr) 6= /0

≡ [Predicate Calculus]

¬ ∃s : traces • s ∈ divergences(BCtr) ∧ divergences(BCtr) 6= /0

⇒ [Contradiction]

false

2

From Lemma 3.2, we show that if a component is livelock-free, then the absence of
divergence is guaranteed in its original CSP behaviour. Therefore, we only need to be
concerned about livelock at the component contract level.

Our strategy does not allow the basic components to have themselves parallel behaviour,
i.e., the processes that can be used to describe a contract’s behaviour, B , are strictly
sequential (possibly with choices). Parallelism may be achieved by composing contracts
using the BR I C composition rules, which are performed by connecting communication
channels. For this reason, in order to find out which channels can be safely used in a
BR I C composition, we define the function AllowedBric, which is similar to Allowed

defined in the context of CSP. However, instead of identifying the sets of events that can be
hidden, AllowedBric identifies all communication channels that can be individually hidden
without introducing a contract livelock.

Definition 3.12 (AllowedBric). Let Ctr be a livelock-free component contract. Then, the
set of communication channels of CCtr that can be individually hidden with no introduction
of divergence is given by AllowedBric(Ctr) defined below:

AllowedBric(Ctr) =

CCtr \{c : CCtr | ∃s : MIP(BCtr) • ran(s)∩ evs(CCtr)⊆ evs({c})}

where evs(cs) =
⋃
{c : cs • {| c |}} returns the set containing all events produced by the

channels in the channel set cs given as argument.
The set of AllowedBric channels of a given contract Ctr contains all communication

channels c, such that there is no MIP(BCtr) composed only by events on c. Hence, using
these channels on compositions does not introduce a contract livelock because even after
individually hiding the communication on these channels, all MIP(BCtr) still have at least
one further communication on a different channel. That means that the contract is still able
to communicate with its environment.
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By way of illustration, let us recall the contracts CtrFork1 and CtrPhil1 initially presented
in the previous chapter.

CtrFork1 = 〈Fork1,{fk.1.1→ EV, fk.1.2→ EV},{EV},{fk.1.1, fk.1.2}〉
CtrPhil1 = 〈Phil1,{lf .1→ LF,pfk.1.1→ EV,pfk.2.1→ EV},{LF,EV},

{lf .1,pfk.1.1,pfk.2.1}〉

In order to find out the communication channels that can be individually used in composi-
tions, we need to identify the mip of their behaviours.

MIP(Fork1) = {〈fk.1.1.up, fk.1.1.down〉,〈fk.1.2.up, fk.1.2.down〉}
MIP(Phil1) = {〈lf .1.thinks,pfk.1.1.up,pfk.2.1.up, lf .1.eats,

pfk.1.1.down,pfk.2.1.down〉}

Now, we are able to identify the mip that do not contain communications on a single commu-
nication channel. In this case, 〈lf .1.thinks,pfk.1.1.up,pfk.2.1.up, lf .1.eats,pfk.1.1.down,
pfk.2.1.down〉 for Phil1 is the only one that satisfies this constraint. For this reason, since
the set of AllowedBric is composed by the communication channels that are used in this mip,
we obtain AllowedBric(CtrPhil1) = {lf .1,pfk.1.1,pfk.2.1}, and AllowedBric(CtrFork1) = /0.
The latter is empty because every member of MIP(Fork1) either contains only interactions
on fk.1.1 or only interactions on fk.1.2. As a result, if we hide either the communication
channel fk.1.1 or fk.1.2, an infinite path of invisible events is introduced in Fork1, con-
figuring a livelock, since, after removing the communication on fk.1.1 and fk.1.2 from
the original infinite traces that contain those events, they become finite, as defined by the
semantics for hiding in [78]. The lemma below shows that if a communication channel that
belongs to AllowedBric channels of its contract, which is a livelock-free component contract
(see Definition 3.11), is hidden from its behaviour, all infinite traces remain infinite in the
resulting contract behaviour.

Lemma 3.3. Let Ctr be a livelock-free component contract, and ch a communication

channel in AllowedBric(Ctr). Then,

 ch ∈ AllowedBric(Ctr)

⇒
∀u : Σω | tr∞(u,BCtr) • (u \ (Σ\ (evs(CCtr)\{| ch |})) : Σω)


Proof The proof of this lemma is a consequence of the definition of AllowedBric. We start
from the left-hand side of the predicate and get the right-hand side.
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ch ∈ AllowedBric(Ctr)

≡ [Definition 3.12 (AllowedBric(Ctr))]

ch ∈ (CCtr \{c : CCtr | ∃m : MIP(Ctr) • (ran(m)∩ evs(CCtr))⊆ {| c |}})

⇒ [Property of Sets (x ∈ (A\B)⇒ x ∈ A ∧ x /∈ B)]

ch ∈ CCtr ∧ ch /∈ {c : CCtr | ∃m : MIP(Ctr) • (ran(m)∩ evs(CCtr))⊆ {| c |}}

⇒ [Predicate Calculus]

¬ ∃m : MIP(BCtr) • (ran(m)∩ evs(CCtr))⊆ {| ch |}

⇒ [Predicate Calculus]

∀m : MIP(BCtr) • ¬ ((ran(m)∩ evs(CCtr))⊆ {| ch |})

⇒ [Property of Sets]

∀m : MIP(BCtr) • ∃x : ran(m) • x ∈ evs(CCtr) ∧ x /∈ {| ch |}

⇒ [Property of Sets (x ∈ A ∧ x /∈ B⇒ x ∈ (A\B)]

∀m : MIP(BCtr) • ∃x : ran(m) • x ∈ (evs(CCtr)\{| ch |})

⇒ [Property of Sets]

∀m : MIP(BCtr) • (∃x : ran(m) • x ∈ (evs(CCtr)\{| ch |})

∧ x /∈ (Σ\ ({| CCtr |} \{| ch |})))

Here, we can observe that all sequences in MIP(BCtr) have at least one further communica-
tion on a different channel that belongs to CCtr. Therefore, even removing all interactions
on the channel that is being used in the composition, the traces in MIP(BCtr) do not become
empty.

⇒ [Property of hiding for traces]

∀m : MIP(BCtr) • (∃x : ran(m) • x ∈ (evs(CCtr)\{| ch |})

∧ (x /∈ (Σ\ (evs(CCtr)\{| ch |})))

∧ (m \ (Σ\ (evs(CCtr)\{| ch |})) 6= 〈〉))

⇒ [Predicate Calculus]

∀m : MIP(BCtr) • (m \ (Σ\ (evs(CCtr)\{| ch |})) 6= 〈〉)

At this point, we observe that all sequences in MIP(BCtr) are not empty when the elements
of the set Σ\ (evs(CCtr)\{| ch |}) are hidden from them. Therefore, if a finite sequence
does not become empty after removing the elements of the set Σ\ (evs(CCtr)\{| ch |}),
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then all infinite sequences that can be generated by the infinite concatenation of the traces
in MIP(BCtr) remain infinite after removing the elements of Σ\ (evs(CCtr)\{| ch |}).

⇒ [Property of Sequences]

∀u : MIP(BCtr)
ω • (u \ (Σ\ (evs(CCtr)\{| ch |})) : Σω)

⇒ [Property of MIP 3.4]

∀u : MIP(BCtr)
ω • (u \ (Σ\ (evs(CCtr)\{| ch |})) : Σω)

∧ (∀u : Σω • (tr∞(u,BCtr))⇒ (u ∈MIP(BCtr)
ω))

⇒ [Instantiation of ∀]

∀u : Σω • (tr∞(u,BCtr))⇒ (u \ (Σ\ (evs(CCtr)\{| ch |})) : Σω)

⇒ [Predicate Calculus]

∀u : Σω | tr∞(u,BCtr) • (u \ (Σ\ (evs(CCtr)\{| ch |})) : Σω)

2

We now turn to the extra conditions in which we guarantee that the composition
of components in BR I C does not introduce a contract livelock. For that, we make a
clear distinction of asynchronous compositions via a finite and an infinite buffer. This
differentiation is due to the fact that the finiteness of the buffer is relevant for detecting the
possibility of livelock in asynchronous systems. In this context, our strategy considers two
versions of BR I C : BR I C ∗, which represents an asynchronous compositions via a finite
buffer, and BR I C ω, in which asynchronicity is achieved by using infinite buffers.

3.2.1 Conditions for Livelock Freedom in BR I C ∗

As we have described in the previous chapter, Ramos [72] has proposed four composi-
tion rules to build trustworthy systems in a compositional way: interleave, communication,
feedback and reflexive compositions (see Figure 2.4). In the sequel, we present the
additional conditions that we propose to ensure that these rules construct livelock-free
component contracts in BR I C ∗.

The interleave composition Ctr1 [|||]Ctr2 is the most basic form of composition: two
components are composed with no communication between them. They directly communi-
cate with the environment as before, with no interference from each other.

As the behaviour of both composing BR I C components are livelock-free by definition,
and no channel is used in this composition, we do not need to perform any additional
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verification. The remaining rules, however, require further conditions to ensure livelock
freedom in the resulting component contract.

The communication composition Ctr1[ic ↔ oc]∗Ctr2 attaches two components con-
necting two communication channels, one from each component. The resulting behaviour
is defined by the synchronisation of the components (Ctr1 and Ctr2) on these channels. The
remaining events occur independently. As a result, a contract livelock may be introduced
because we hide the synchronised communication channels, since they are removed from
the channel set C of the resulting component. There are, however, conditions under which
this composition is safe.

In BR I C ∗, however, we have to take into consideration the fact that the communica-
tions of these channels are mediated by finite buffers, and, as we described in Chapter 1,
the finiteness of the buffer restricts the maximum number of synchronised events that
can occur, similarly to the behaviour of the linked parallel composition presented in the
previous section.

By way of illustration, let us recall the following communication composition presented
in Section 2.2.4 (see Figure 2.6).

PComm = CtrFork1[fk.1.1 ↔ pfk.1.1]∗CtrPhil1

Since the communication is asynchronous, after sending the events fk.1.1.up and fk.1.1.down

to the buffer, Fork1 recurses and may send such events to the buffer again before the previ-
ous events have been consumed by Phils1 via pfk.1.1.up and pfk.1.1.down. This, however,
may be done only a finite number of times because the buffer is finite and, at some point, the
communications on pfk.1.1.up and pfk.1.1.down will be enforced causing the occurrences,
for instance, of the visible events lf .1.thinks and lf .1.eats. This composition is, therefore,
livelock-free. Along with the finiteness of the buffer, the fact that one of the connecting
channels is in the corresponding set of allowed channels (pfk.1.1 ∈ AllowedBric(CtrPhils1))
guarantees a resulting livelock-free contract, even considering the fact that fk.1.1 is not in
AllowedBric(Fork1).

We establish below our main result in which communication compositions in BR I C ∗

can be performed in order to build livelock-free component contracts. The proofs of the
following theorems are presented in Section 3.2.4.

Theorem 2 (Safe Finite Communication Composition).

Let Ctr1 and Ctr2 be two livelock-free component contracts, and ic and oc two communi-

cation channels in CCtr1 and CCtr2 , respectively. The composition Ctr1[ic ↔ oc]∗Ctr2 is

livelock-free if ic ∈ AllowedBric(Ctr1) or oc ∈ AllowedBric(Ctr2).
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Theorem 2 establishes that the contract resulting from a communication composition in
BR I C ∗ is a livelock-free component contract.

In the context of synchronous compositions in CSP, we have provided conditions to
ensure the absence of livelock for complex compositions (Section 3.1.2), in which neither
of the connecting events are allowed, but the composition does not cause a divergence due
to the fact that the synchronisation on the mip is not feasible. However, this verification is
not necessary for a composition in BR I C because this rule requires that the protocols of
the connecting communication channels are strong compatible (Definition 2.17).

By way of illustration, let us consider three simple livelock-free contracts Ctr1, Ctr2

and Ctr3 defined as follows.

Ctr1 : 〈BCtr1,{a→ N},{N},{a}〉,whereBCtr1 = a.1→ a.2→ BCtr1

Ctr2 : 〈BCtr2,{b→ N},{N},{b}〉,whereBCtr2 = b.2→ b.3→ BCtr2

Ctr3 : 〈BCtr3 ,{c→ N},{N},{c}〉,whereBCtr3 = c.1→ c.2→ BCtr3

The composition Ctr1[a ↔ c]Ctr3 is valid in BR I C , since the channels a and c are strong
compatible. However, neither a or c are allowed in the corresponding contracts; this
composition yields a divergent contract. In general, however, this would not necessarily be
the case. For example, the composition Ctr1[a ↔ b]Ctr2 would not introduce a contract
livelock because the channels would not be able to synchronise. The BR I C rules, however,
requires the connecting channels to be strong compatible, that is, at every state of a in BCtr1

if a.n is offered, then b.n is also offered by BCtr2 . In Ctr1[a ↔ b]Ctr2, the channels a and b

are not strong compatible. Therefore, complex compositions in which the synchronisation
is not feasible cannot exist in a valid composition in BR I C . It means that there is no
case in which neither of the connecting communication channels are in AllowedBric of
their contracts and the communication composition results in a livelock-free component
contract.

We now turn our attention to unary compositions: the feedback composition and the
reflexive composition. A feedback composition Ctr[ic ↪→ oc]∗ assembles two channels,
ic and oc, of a same component, but do not introduce a new cycle (see Definition 2.22).
As these channels must be independent in Ctr, they behave independently of each other,
similarly to the behaviour of a communication composition. In other words, they are
originally from distinct sub-components in Ctr.

In our running example, the resulting component contract PComm (see Figure 2.6)
includes all philosophers and forks. For this reason, the remaining connections that are
needed to complete the dining table require the connection of two channels of the same
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component. Using feedback, we are able to perform the following compositions.

PFeed1 = PComm[pfk.1.2 ↪→ fk.2.2]∗

PFeed2 = PFeed1[pfk.2.1 ↪→ fk.2.1]∗

As we discussed in the previous section, these compositions are valid because the channels
pfk.1.2 and fk.2.2 are independent in PComm, since they occur in the interleaved sub-
components Phils and Forks, respectively (see Figure 2.7). Similarly, the channels fk.2.1
and pfk.2.1 are also independent in PFeed1. These compositions result in livelock-free
component contracts because the communication channels pfk.1.2 and pfk.2.1 belong to
the set of AllowedBric of their contracts. Therefore, for the same reasons discussed in the
communication composition, the finiteness of the buffer ensures a livelock-free component
contract. The fact that fk.2.2 and fk.2.1 are not in AllowedBric of their contract is, again,
irrelevant.

A reflexive composition Ctr[ic ¯↪→oc]∗, differently from the feedback composition, con-
nects two communication channels of the same component that are not independent in Ctr,
that is, they may introduce undesirable cycles of dependencies among the communication
of events in the system. However, internally, both channels are also offered by distinct
sub-components due to the buffering self-injection compatible property imposed by the
rule (Definition 2.23).

In this context, only performing a simple local condition, we can ensure a livelock-free
contract in both unary compositions. In our example, therefore, we conclude the design of
our livelock-free dining table using the reflexive composition to connect channels fk.1.2
and pfk.2.2 (see Figure 2.8), since the latter is in AllowedBric.

PSystem = PFeed2[fk.1.2 ¯↪→pfk.2.2]

In unary compositions, the protocols of the connecting channels are also strong compatible,
as in the communication composition. Therefore, for the same reasons discussed earlier,
complex compositions do not exist in a valid unary composition.

We are now able to establish the result that present the general condition in which the
BR I C ∗ unary compositions do not introduce a contract livelock.

Theorem 3 (Safe Finite Unary Compositions).

Let Ctr be a livelock-free component contract, and ic and oc two communication chan-

nels in CCtr. The compositions Ctr[ic ↪→ oc]∗ and Ctr[ic ¯↪→oc]∗ are livelock-free if

ic ∈ AllowedBric(Ctr) or oc ∈ AllowedBric(Ctr).
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The conditions presented in this section cover all possibilities of introducing a contract
livelock in asynchronous compositions using finite buffers. However, we also have to
take into consideration asynchronous compositions via infinite buffers in BR I C , which
requires different conditions for ensuring livelock freedom in the resulting component
contracts.

3.2.2 Conditions for Livelock Freedom in BR I C ∞

In the presence of infinite buffers, the conditions for safe communication compositions
are necessarily stronger because one of the contracts may indefinitely interact with the
buffer via the connecting channel.

For example, let us revisit the example of Section 3.2.1 replacing the buffer by an infi-
nite one. The communication composition PComm = CtrFork1 [fk.1.1 ↔ pfk.1.1]∞CtrPhil1

remains asynchronous. After sending fk.1.1.up and fk.1.1.down to the buffer, Fork1 still
recurses and may send such events to the buffer again before the first ones has been
consumed by Phils1 via pfk.1.1.up and pfk.1.1.down. This, however, may now be done
indefinitely because the buffer is infinite; there is no guarantee that Phils1 ever consumes
any message on pfk.1.1.up and pfk.1.1.down causing the occurrence, for instance, of the
visible events lf .1.thinks and lf .1.eats. For this reason, the divergence of Fork1 affects
the overall composition. Therefore, we need a stronger requirement to ensure contract
livelock freedom in a communication composition in BR I C ∞, which is established by the
following theorem.

Theorem 4 (Safe Infinite Communication Compositions).

Let Ctr1 and Ctr2 be two livelock-free component contracts, and ic and oc two com-

munication channels in CCtr1 and CCtr2 , respectively. The communication composition

Ctr1[ic ↔ oc]∞Ctr2 is livelock-free if ic ∈ AllowedBric(Ctr1) and oc ∈ AllowedBric(Ctr2).

Theorem 4 ensures a livelock-free contract after performing a communication composition
if both connecting channels are in the set of Allowed channels of corresponding contract.

Regarding the unary compositions in BR I C ∞, similarly to the communication com-
position, a contract livelock is introduced if one of the connecting channels indefinitely
interacts with the infinite buffers. In this case, since the unary compositions connect two
channels of the same component, we have to ensure that the pair of connecting communi-
cation channels can be hidden together. We define the function AllowedBricPair(Ctr), which
is similar to AllowedBric(Ctr), but characterises all pairs of communication channels that
can be used for compositions without generating a contract livelock.
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Definition 3.13 (AllowedBricPair). Let Ctr be a livelock-free component contract. The set
of pairs of communication channels of CCtr that can be hidden with no introduction of
divergence is given by AllowedBricPair(Ctr) defined as:

AllowedBricPair(Ctr) =

{c1,c2 : CCtr | ¬ (∃s : MIP(BCtr) • ran(s)∩ evs(CCtr)⊆ {| c1,c2 |})}

According to the definition above, a pair of communication channels (c1,c2) from CCtr

belongs to AllowedBricPair(Ctr) only if there is no MIP(BCtr) composed only by events
on c1 and c2. Hence, using these channels on unary compositions in BR I C ∞ does not
introduce a contract livelock because, even after hiding these communicating channels,
all MIP(BCtr) still have at least one further communication on a different channel. This
means that the contract is still able to communicate with its environment.

Finally, we also establish the result that identifies the general condition for ensuring
livelock-free component contracts in unary compositions in BR I C ∞.

Theorem 5 (Safe Infinite Unary Compositions).

Let Ctr be a livelock-free component contract, and ic and oc two distinct communication

channels in CCtr. The compositions Ctr[ic ↪→ oc]∞ and Ctr[ic ¯↪→oc]∞ are livelock-free if

(ic,oc) ∈ AllowedBricPair(Ctr).

Theorem 5 establishes that the contract resulting from an unary composition in BR I C ∞ is
livelock-free.

As we can observe, the use of infinite buffers implies that the conditions to ensure
a livelock-free component contract are more restrictive. This is due to the fact that the
possibility for introducing livelock may arise from each communication channel used in a
composition.

3.2.3 Dealing with Metadata

In [72], to improve the practical application of BR I C rules, an architectural style,
called BR I CK , is proposed. In BR I CK , component contracts are enriched with meta-
data to carry additional information useful in composition verifications. The metadata of
the composition is directly derived from the metadata of its constituting components. As a
result, the complexity of compositions is reduced, and the value of the component-based
method is improved. We enriched the contract metadata with the calculation of the resulting
mip after a composition. In other words, the resulting mip is part of the resulting contract’s
metadata and can be used in the verification of future compositions.
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As we discussed in the context of CSP, the first step after a successful composition
consists of calculating the new mip. In BR I C , a composition results in a new component
contract, which encompasses the original ones. Thus, in order to enable the reuse of the
resulting livelock-free component contract, we need to calculate its new mip.

The strategy to calculate the new mip was presented in the previous chapter. We can
apply the same optimisation for the context of BR I C . For instance, using the merge
from [78] to calculate the new mip of the interleaving composition CtrFork1 [|||]CtrFork2 , we
get all possible sequences resulting from merging MIP(Fork1) and MIP(Fork2):

{〈fk.1.1.up, fk.1.1.down, fk.2.2.up, fk.2.2.down〉
〈fk.1.1.up, fk.2.2.up, fk.1.1.down, fk.2.2.down〉,
〈fk.2.2.up, fk.2.2.up, fk.1.1.down, fk.1.1.down〉, . . .}

For any two mip ip1 and ip2 from MIP(Fork1) and MIP(Fork2), respectively, this merge
includes a large number of traces that communicate on the same channels from ip1 and
ip2, which only differ in the order of the events. This order, however, is not relevant for
our strategy because, using BR I C , further compositions like, for instance, with a contract
Ctr3, will be made on a one channel to one channel basis. As a consequence, composing
Ctr3 with CtrFork1 [|||]CtrFork2 will be a communication between Ctr3 with either CtrFork1

or CtrFork2 .
Based on this analysis, we define a function BR I CMergeMIP, which is similar to

MergeMIP (see Definition 3.10) in the context of synchronous compositions. However, in
BR I C , we have to consider that the compositions are performed connecting communica-
tion channels.

Definition 3.14 (BR I CMergeMIP). Let Ctr1 and Ctr2 be two livelock-free component
contracts and ic and oc two communication channels in CCtr1 and CCtr2 , respectively, and x

a fresh channel name. The mip merge function is defined as follows.

BR I CMergeMIP(Ctr1,Ctr2, ic,oc) =

{s : MIP(BCtr1) | {| ic |}∩ ran(s) = /0}
∪ {t : MIP(BCtr2) | {| oc |}∩ ran(t) = /0}

∪
⋃


s : MIP(BCtr1); t : MIP(BCtr2); sx, tx : Σ∗

| {| ic |}∩ ran(s) 6= /0 ∧ {| oc |}∩ ran(t) 6= /0

∧ sx ∈ ren(s,{v : extensions(ic) • (ic.v,x.v)})
∧ tx ∈ ren(t,{v : extensions(ic) • (oc.v,x.v)})
• sx ‖〈sx,tx〉

{|x|} tx
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The resulting merge contains all mip from BCtr1 and BCtr2 that do not have events on the
connecting channels ic and oc, respectively. The remaining mip are merged using the
optimised trace merge presented in Section 3.1.3 (see Definition 3.9). Before the merge,
however, the mip have to be unified on the events of the connecting channels. For that, we
use a fresh channel name x and the function ren to replace for x references to ic and oc

in BCtr1 and BCtr2 , respectively. The function extensions(c) returns the values which will
complete the channel yielding an event [78].

The metadata calculation for the binary operators in BR I C is as follows.

Proposition 3.4 (Binary Composition Metadata). Let Ctr1 and Ctr2 be two livelock-

free component contracts and ic and oc two communication channels in CCtr1 and CCtr2 ,

respectively. The mip of the binary compositions are presented as follows.

MIP(Ctr1 [|||]Ctr2) = MIP(BCtr1)∪MIP(BCtr2)

MIP(Ctr1[ic ↔ oc]Ctr2) = BR I CMergeMIP(Ctr1,Ctr2, ic,oc)

In summary, the resulting set of mip of any interleaving composition is the union of each in-
dividual set of mip of the original behaviour of the component contracts, since these are the
minimum interaction patterns that first introduce livelock in the new contract. The resulting
mip of a communication composition uses the auxiliary function BR I CMergeMIP that
calculates the unique minimum sequences that lead to a recursion after a communication
composition.

Finally, we formalise the calculation for the unary compositions, which simply removes
the composed channels from the original mip.

Proposition 3.5 (Unary Composition Metadata). Let Ctr be a livelock-free component

contract and ic and oc two communication channels in CCtr. The mip of the feedback and

reflexive compositions are presented as follows.

MIP(Ctr[ic ↪→ oc]) = {mip : MIP(BCtr) • mip \ {| ic,oc |}}
MIP(Ctr[ic ¯↪→oc]) = {mip : MIP(BCtr) • mip \ {| ic,oc |}}

After calculating the new mip of a BR I C composition, we are able to continue our
strategy for ensuring livelock freedom of subsequent compositions, which is alleviated by
the results of the previous ones. As a consequence, the costs of these verifications can be
considerably reduced.

We also have implemented our livelock analysis technique in the context of BR I C . We
provide a new module in a tool that supports the development and compositions of BR I C
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components [82]. This new module automates the livelock analysis for asynchronous
compositions in BR I C .

The implementation of this module follows the main ideas of our tool in the context
of synchronous systems in the sense that we use the same parser and type checker to
obtain the abstract syntax tree, which is used for the calculation of mip of the basic
BR I C components. The verification is also performed in a constructive way based on the
condition for each compositional rule, as presented in the previous section. After every
successful BR I C composition, the calculation of the metadata takes place.

3.2.4 Soundness

In this section, we demonstrate that our local conditions for establishing divergence
freedom at the contract level, by construction, for both BR I C ∗ and BR I C ∞ are sound. In
our strategy, we assume that basic components are livelock-free contracts and we use the
failures-divergences model of CSP for ensuring that a contract livelock is not introduced
in the resulting contract after a valid black-box composition in BR I C via both finite and
infinite buffers. First, we present the proofs for BR I C ∗.

BR I C ∗

Regarding interleave composition, as discussed earlier, no synchronisation is required to
perform this composition, and consequently, no channel is removed from the interface of
the contracts after the composition. Therefore, we establish the following theorem that
ensures a livelock-free component contract as result of an interleave composition.

Theorem 6 (Safe Livelock-free Interleave Composition).

Let Ctr1 and Ctr2 be two livelock-free component contracts, then Ctr1 [|||]Ctr2 is a livelock-

free component contract.

Proof
From the Definition 3.11, the following proof shows that the set of divergence of the

resulting behaviour of an interleave composition is empty.

divergences(BCtr1 [|||]Ctr2 � CCtr1 [|||]Ctr2) = /0

divergences(BCtr1 [|||]Ctr2 � CCtr1 [|||]Ctr2)

= [Definition 2.13]
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divergences(BCtr1〈〉� 〈〉Ctr2 � CCtr1〈〉� 〈〉Ctr2)

= [Lemma B.1]

divergences(BCtr1 \ (Σ\ (CCtr1 ∪CCtr2)) ||| BCtr2 \ (Σ\ (CCtr1 ∪CCtr2)))

= [Definition 2.1 (divergences(P ‖{} Q))]

{ua v | ∃s ∈ traces(BCtr1 \ (Σ\CCtr1 ∪CCtr2)), t ∈ traces(BCtr2 \ (Σ\CCtr1 ∪CCtr2))

• u ∈ (s ‖{} t) ∩ Σ∗ ∧

(s ∈ divergences(BCtr1 \ (Σ\CCtr1 ∪CCtr2)) ∨ t ∈ divergences(BCtr2 \ (Σ\CCtr1 ∪CCtr2))}

With our assumption that the composing contracts are livelock-free at the contract level, that
is, (divergences(B \ (Σ\C )) = /0), we can also hide any subset of (Σ\C ) from B without
introducing a contract livelock. This is justified by Lemma B.2 proved in Appendix B.

= [Lemma B.2, divergences(BCtr1 \ (Σ\CCtr1) = /0 and Σ\ (CCtr1 ∪CCtr2)⊆ Σ\CCtr1]

{ua v | ∃s ∈ traces(BCtr1 \ (Σ\CCtr1 ∪CCtr2)), t ∈ traces(BCtr2 \ (Σ\CCtr1 ∪CCtr2))

• u ∈ (s ‖{} t) ∩ Σ∗ ∧

(s ∈ /0 ∨ t ∈ divergences(BCtr2 \ (Σ\CCtr2 ∪CCtr1))}

= [Lemma B.2, divergences(BCtr2 \ (Σ\CCtr2) = /0, and Σ\ (CCtr2 ∪CCtr1)⊆ Σ\CCtr2]

{ua v | ∃s ∈ traces(BCtr1 \ (Σ\CCtr1 ∪CCtr2)), t ∈ traces(BCtr2 \ (Σ\CCtr1 ∪CCtr2))

• u ∈ (s ‖{} t) ∩ Σ∗ ∧ (s ∈ /0 ∨ t ∈ /0)}

= [Property of Sets and Predicate Calculus]

{ua v | false}

= [Property of Sets]

/0

2

This proof for interleave composition in BR I C ∗ is also valid for compositions in BR I C ∞,
since no property on the buffer is used in the composition, and no proviso is required
from the buffer. The remaining rules, however, only ensure a livelock-free contract under
specific conditions.

We now present the proof that a communication composition does not introduce a
contract livelock in BR I C ∗ if one of the communication channels used by the composition
is in AllowedBric of the corresponding contract. For that, we recall Theorem 2.
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Theorem 2 (Safe Finite Communication Composition).

Let Ctr1 and Ctr2 be two livelock-free component contracts, and ic and oc two communi-

cation channels in CCtr1 and CCtr2 , respectively. The composition Ctr1[ic ↔ oc]∗Ctr2 is

livelock-free if ic ∈ AllowedBric(Ctr1) or oc ∈ AllowedBric(Ctr2).

Proof(
(ic ∈ AllowedBric(Ctr1)) ∨ (oc ∈ AllowedBric(Ctr2))

⇒ divergences(BCtr1[ic↔oc]Ctr2 � CCtr1[ic↔oc]Ctr2) = /0

)
≡ [Predicate Calculus](

(ic ∈ AllowedBric(Ctr1))

⇒ divergences(BCtr1[ic↔oc]Ctr2 � CCtr1[ic↔oc]Ctr2) = /0

)
∧(

(oc ∈ AllowedBric(Ctr2))

⇒ divergences(BCtr1[ic↔oc]Ctr2 � CCtr1[ic↔oc]Ctr2) = /0

)

At this point, we can ensure a livelock-free component contract as result of a communica-
tion composition based solely on the individual analysis of the composing livelock-free
component contract. In the next two steps, Lemma B.3 is used for this purpose. The proof
of this lemma can be found in Appendix B.

≡ [Lemma B.3]

true ∧

(
(oc ∈ AllowedBric(Ctr2))

⇒ divergences(BCtr1[ic↔oc]Ctr2 � CCtr1[ic↔oc]Ctr2) = /0

)
≡ [Lemma B.3]

true ∧ true

≡ [Predicate Calculus]

true

2

The proof above shows that if our local condition is satisfied, then the set of divergences of
the resulting contract’s behaviour is empty,

Regarding unary composition in BR I C ∗, we also have to ensure that one of the
connecting communication channels is in AllowedBric. The following proof is used with
this purpose.
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Theorem 3 (Safe Finite Unary Compositions).

Let Ctr be a livelock-free component contract, and ic and oc two communication chan-

nels in CCtr. The compositions Ctr[ic ↪→ oc]∗ and Ctr[ic ¯↪→oc]∗ are livelock-free if

ic ∈ AllowedBric(Ctr) or oc ∈ AllowedBric(Ctr).

Proof
As the condition for ensuring a livelock-free contract in feedback compositions and
reflexive compositions is the same, we only present the proof for a feedback composition
in BR I C ∗.(

(ic ∈ AllowedBric(Ctr)) ∨ (oc ∈ AllowedBric(Ctr))

⇒ divergences(BCtr[oc ↪→ ic] � CCtr[oc ↪→ ic]) = /0

)
≡ [Predicate Calculus](

(ic ∈ AllowedBric(Ctr))

⇒ divergences(BCtr[oc ↪→ ic] � CCtr[oc ↪→ ic]) = /0

)
∧(

(oc ∈ AllowedBric(Ctr))

⇒ divergences(BCtr[oc ↪→ ic] � CCtr[oc ↪→ ic]) = /0

)

In the next two steps, Lemma C.3 is used to show that a unary composition does not
introduce a contract livelock if one of the connecting channels is in the set of AllowedBric.

≡ [Lemma C.3]

true ∧

(
(oc ∈ AllowedBric(Ctr))

⇒ divergences(BCtr[oc ↪→ ic] � CCtr[oc ↪→ ic]) = /0

)
≡ [Lemma C.3]

true ∧ true

≡ [Predicate Calculus]

true

2

The proofs presented in this section demonstrate the correctness of our livelock analysis
technique for establishing livelock freedom for BR I C ∗.
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BR I C ∞

In this section, we demonstrate the validity of our conditions in the context of infinite
buffers in BR I C . We first present the proof that a communication composition does
not introduce a contract livelock in BR I C ∞ if both communication channels used by
the composition are in AllowedBric of the corresponding contract. For that, we recall
Theorem 4.

Theorem 4 (Safe Infinite Communication Compositions).

Let Ctr1 and Ctr2 be two livelock-free component contracts, and ic and oc two com-

munication channels in CCtr1 and CCtr2 , respectively. The communication composition

Ctr1[ic ↔ oc]∞Ctr2 is livelock-free if ic ∈ AllowedBric(Ctr1) and oc ∈ AllowedBric(Ctr2).

Proof(
(ic ∈ AllowedBric(Ctr1)) ∧ (oc ∈ AllowedBric(Ctr2))

⇒ divergences(BCtr1[ic↔oc]Ctr2 � CCtr1[ic↔oc]Ctr2) = /0

)

We assume that ic ∈ AllowedBric(Ctr1) ∧ oc ∈ AllowedBric(Ctr2) is true, and prove that:

divergences(BCtr1[ic↔oc]Ctr2 � CCtr1[ic↔oc]Ctr2) = /0

divergences(BCtr1[ic↔oc]Ctr2 � CCtr1[ic↔oc]Ctr2)

= [Definition 2.19]

divergences(BCtr1〈ic〉� 〈oc〉Ctr2 � CCtr1〈ic〉� 〈oc〉Ctr2)

= [Lemma B.4]

divergences(((BCtr1 ||| BCtr2) ‖{ic,oc} BUFF∞
IO) \ HCBin)

= [Lemma A.1 and Lemma B.5]

{(u \ HCBin)
a t | u ∈ Σω ∧ ¬ (u \ HCBin) : Σω

∧ ∀s < u • s ∈ traces((BCtr1 ||| BCtr2) ‖{ic,oc} BUFF∞
IO)}

= [Lemma B.9 and Definition of tr∞(u,(BCtr1 ||| BCtr2) ‖{ic,oc} BUFF∞
IO) (D.2)]

{(u \ HCBin)
a t | u ∈ Σω ∧ ¬ (u \ HCBin) : Σω

∧ ∀s < u • s ∈ traces((BCtr1 ||| BCtr2) ‖{ic,oc} BUFF∞
IO)

∧ u \ HCBin : Σω}

= [Property of Sets and Predicate Calculus]
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{(u \ HCBin)
a t | false}

= [Property of Sets]

/0

2

After presenting the proofs related to binary compositions rules, we now focus on the
unary composition rules. We demonstrate the validity of our condition for ensuring a
livelock-free unary composition in BR I C ∞ at the contract level. Theorem 5 is used with
this purpose.

Theorem 5 (Safe Infinite Unary Compositions).

Let Ctr be a livelock-free component contract, and ic and oc two distinct communication

channels in CCtr. The compositions Ctr[ic ↪→ oc]∞ and Ctr[ic ¯↪→oc]∞ are livelock-free if

(ic,oc) ∈ AllowedBricPair(Ctr).

Proof
As the condition for ensuring a livelock-free contract in feedback compositions and
reflexive compositions is the same, we only present the proof for a feedback composition
in BR I C ∞.(

(ic,oc) ∈ AllowedBricPair(Ctr)

⇒ divergences(BCtr[oc ↪→ ic]∞ � CCtr[oc ↪→ ic]∞) = /0

)

We assume that (ic,oc) ∈ AllowedBricPair(Ctr) is true, and prove that:

divergences(BCtr[oc ↪→ ic]∞ � CCtr[oc ↪→ ic]∞) = /0

divergences(BCtr[oc ↪→ ic]∞ � CCtr[oc ↪→ ic]∞)

= [Definition 2.22]

divergences(B
Ctr�
∣∣〈ic〉
〈oc〉

� C
Ctr�
∣∣〈ic〉
〈oc〉

)

= [Lemma C.1]

divergences((BCtr ‖{ic,oc} BUFF∞
IO) \ HCUnary)

= [Lemma A.1 and Lemma C.2]

{(u \ HCUnary)
a t | u ∈ Σω ∧ ¬ (u \ HCUnary) : Σω

∧ ∀s < u • s ∈ traces(BCtr ‖{ic,oc} BUFF∞
IO)}
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= [Lemma C.4 and Definition of tr∞(u,(BCtr ‖{ic,oc} BUFF∞
IO) (D.2)]

{(u \ HCUnary)
a t | u ∈ Σω ∧ ¬ (u \ HCUnary) : Σω

∧ ∀s < u • s ∈ traces((BCtr ‖{ic,oc} BUFF∞
IO) ∧ u \ HCUnary : Σω}

= [Property of Sets and Predicate Calculus]

{(u \ HCUnary)
a t | false}

= [Property of Sets]

/0

2

The proofs presented in this section validity of our method for establishing livelock freedom
locally for BR I C ∞.

3.3 Final Considerations

In this chapter, we have proposed an alternative strategy for establishing livelock-free
concurrent synchronous systems in the context of CSP process algebra. We have provided
a set of local conditions that are based solely on the minimum traces that are recursively
offered by the model, representing their infinite behaviours. Only considering these
sequences, we have presented a systematic development of component-based concurrent
systems that reveals eventual livelock situations during system construction. Moreover,
due to the locality of this strategy, we avoid the exploration of the entire state space.

In addition, this chapter has presented a strategy for checking the absence of divergence
for models that perform asynchronous communications. Using the same basic notions,
we have proposed a rigorous development of component-based systems that guarantees
livelock freedom using a local analysis. We use a generic component model, BR I C [72],
which represents systems as contracts and provides rules for composition of systems that
ensure deadlock freedom.

We have formalised the notion of livelock at the level of BR I C component contracts
considering a black-box compositional style of abstraction, in which we analyse the
behaviour B of the component, but we hide the communication channels that are not in the
component’s set of visible channels C . As the channels used in the compositions in BR I C
are removed from the set of visible channels C , we provided additional side conditions
that guarantee that the composition rules in BR I C preserve the absence of livelock at
the contract level. To perform this analysis in asynchronous systems, we differentiate two
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versions of BR I C : BR I C ∗ and BR I C ∞. The former performs compositions mediated
by finite buffers, while the latter uses infinite buffers. These two approaches have been
discussed because the finiteness of the buffer is crucial for establishing livelock freedom in
asynchronous compositions.



Chapter 4

Case Study

In this chapter, we demonstrate the usefulness of our local and composition analysis for
establishing livelock freedom in synchronous and asynchronous concurrent systems in the
context of CSP and BR I C . We analyse the efficiency of our approaches in terms of three
case studies: the Milner’s Scheduler [63] and two variations of the dining philosopher [75]:
a livelock-free version and a version in which we have deliberately included livelock. The
choice of these case studies was based on the possibility to analyse large synchronous and
asynchronous systems in which we are able to put into practice all the concepts discussed
in the previous chapter.

For each case study, we also present a comparative analysis of the performance of our
strategy with respect to those implemented in FDR (we used FDR2 [59] and FDR3 [40]),
which performs a global analysis of an internal representation of a model as a LTS, and in
SLAP [68], which performs a static livelock analysis.

The choice of FDR lies on the fact that it is the best-known model checker supporting
CSP, and it has been widely used in research, teaching and industry for analysing safety-
critical systems. SLAP is also used in this comparative analysis because it is a tool with
the specific purpose of checking the absence of livelock for CSP systems. Furthermore,
experiments indicated that it is substantially more efficient than the exhaustive-search
approach performed by FDR2 [7].

The automation of the comparative analysis required the development of a shell script,
which interacts with the algorithm that implements our strategy, with FDR2, FDR3 as well
as with SLAP. Basically, running the comparative analysis simply requires setting the path
of FDR and SLAP correctly, and executing this script the CSP files are automatically sent
to each tool. After this execution, the verification time required can be found in the log
files1.

1All CSP scripts used in the case studies are available at goo.gl/mAZWXq.
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Regarding the CSP specifications of this performance comparison, it is important to
mention that they only contain the description of the processes and the compositions that
will be performed and checked in each case study, which are modelled in a constructive
way. These scripts are written in CSPM, which is a functional language for defining CSP
processes supported by all tools. Hence, these tools receive the CSP files with exactly
the same parameters. It means that the metadata that are used in our technique, which
include, for instance, the calculation of the mip of the basic processes (components) and
the resulting mip after a composition, are not previously computed. Instead, they are
calculated by our algorithm when compositions are being performed, as we described in
the previous chapter.

Another relevant information is that only FDR3 was not used in the comparative
analysis of asynchronous systems in BR I C ∗. This is due to the fact that at the time
of the BR I C experiments, FDR3 was not yet available. We have, therefore, developed
these case studies using FDR2. Unfortunately, the scripts developed are not accepted by
FDR3 because we have used a specification style (i.e. processes as arguments) that are not
accepted by FDR3.

For such comparative analysis, we used a dedicated server with quad-core AMD
Phenom II, and 8 GB of RAM in an Ubuntu system. In what follows, we describe
these three case studies and present the results of our performance comparison in CSP
synchronous models and in BR I C ∗.

4.1 Milner’s Scheduler Case Study

Our first case study was introduced by Robin Milner [63]. Informally, a scheduler is
required to schedule a number of tasks, task0 to taskn−1, in succession repeatedly, where n

is the number of tasks. So, after taskn−1, task0 begins again and the cycle repeats (either
until stopped by some external intervention or forever). A task may not be restarted until it
has completed its previous invocation. Hence, each task performs its job repeatedly and
the scheduler ensures that the tasks begin in cyclic order, starting with task0.

More formally, considering a number n ∈ N, a scheduler arranges two sets of events
{a0 . . .an−1} and {b0 . . .bn−1} where the an events are offered in a strict rotation, as in
a1,a2, . . . ,an, and there is a bn event between each pair of an events. The Milner’s scheduler
can be modelled as a ring of cell processes synchronised pairwisely, using extra events cn,
and hiding them. Figure 4.1 presents a scheduler of 5 Cells.
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Figure 4.1: The Milner’s Scheduler for N = 5

In order to use the Milner’s scheduler in our approach, we slightly change the specifi-
cation provided by Roscoe [78], since our strategy requires the alphabets of the processes
(Cells) to be disjoint. Furthermore, the parallel compositions were performed using the
linked parallel operator. For that, we had to rewrite the original specification and, us-
ing FDR3, verified that we have indeed refined the original processes. A sketch of this
specification of 3 Cells is presented below.

CELL0 = a.0→ c0.1→ b.0→ c0.0→ CELL0
CELL1 = c1.1→ a.1→ c1.2→ b.1→ CELL1
CELL2 = c2.2→ a.2→ c2.0→ b.2→ CELL2
PCOMP0 = CELL0[c0.1↔ c1.1]CELL1
PSYSTEM = PCOMP0[c1.2↔ c2.2,c0.0↔ c2.0]CELL2

To make it possible to perform this verification in SLAP, we had to rewrite the linked
parallel operator in terms of parallelism, hiding and renaming, since this tool does not
directly support this operator. Furthermore, for checking livelock freedom in BR I C ∗, we
had to model this system considering the BR I C side conditions.

For this case study, we conducted the analysis for different quantities of Cells (3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 20, 100, 1,000, 2,000). Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 present the results
for synchronous compositions in CSP-based models and asynchronous compositions in
BR I C ∗, respectively. The column N contains the number of cells. The column # presents
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N # FDR2 FDR3
SLAP
(BDD)

SLAP
(SAT) LLA

3 2 52 118 81 58 353
4 3 57 156 86 93 371
5 4 67 193 110 153 395
6 5 89 232 142 228 413
7 6 124 295 152 350 435
8 7 213 443 190 524 445
9 8 742 694 301 759 467

10 9 2,133 1,679 391 1,168 484
15 14 * ** 1,756 5,665 571
20 19 * ** 5,740 18,559 648

100 99 * ** * ** 1,483
1,000 999 * ** * ** 6,045
2,000 1,999 * ** * ** 9,031

Table 4.1: Results for the Milner’s Scheduler in CSP (in miliseconds).

the number of compositions performed, and the columns FDR2, FDR3, SLAP and LLA
present the time cost of the traditional global livelock analysis in FDR2 and FDR3, SLAP
Static Livelock Analysis of Processes (using BDD and SAT), and LLA, the local livelock
analysis, respectively. BDD and SAT are two different approaches implemented by SLAP
for checking livelock. Details about them are presented in [68]. Time is in milliseconds, *
indicates one hour timeout, and ** means that the tool failed to provide an answer since it
has consumed the entire memory of the dedicated server.

Figure 4.2: Charts for the Milner’s Scheduler in CSP.
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N # FDR2
SLAP
(BDD)

SLAP
(SAT) LLA

3 3 95 82 572 294
4 4 104 93 779 305
5 5 220 123 4,196 318
6 6 1,457 128 6,381 328
7 7 13,389 148 7,986 342
8 8 129,761 159 10,708 353
9 9 716,925 240 14,725 364

10 10 1316,164 284 16,340 375
15 15 * 821 29,862 432
20 20 * 1,465 53,862 483

100 100 * * ** 976
1,000 1,000 * * ** 3,285
2,000 2,000 * * ** 5,304

Table 4.2: Results for the Milner’s Scheduler in BR I C ∗ (in miliseconds).

Figure 4.3: Charts for the Milner’s Scheduler in BR I C ∗.

From the results presented in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2, one can see that our local
livelock analysis is able to establish the absence of divergence for large systems with
several compositions in a considerably more efficient manner. For synchronous and
asynchronous systems, SLAP (SAT) was not able to check livelock in a system with
100 (or more) Cells. SLAP (BDD) reached the 60 minutes timeout in a model with 100 (or
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more) Cells for . This timeout was reached earlier by the traditional global analysis in
FDR2 with configurations of 15 (or more) Cells. FDR3 is unable to verify a synchronous
network with 15 (or more) Cells. This demonstrates the exponential blow up that parallel
composition can cause and how FDR is heavily affected by it.

On the other hand, our approach was able to check livelock freedom of much larger
networks. For instance, for 2,000 Cells with 1,999 CSP linked parallel compositions the
verification of divergence freedom using our local analysis lasted only 9.031 seconds for
synchronous systems, and for 2,000 BR I C ∗ compositions we lasted only 5.304 seconds,
which is a very promising result. Furthermore, from Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3, one can
observe that our strategy is the only one that has a near-linear behaviour. It is important to
reinforce that the implementation of our strategy does not interact with any other model
checking for CSP. It means that our algorithm is completely independent of FDR and
SLAP.

MIP Conditions Metadata Total Time
Time % Time % Time %

3 165 47% 37 10% 151 43% 353
4 179 48% 40 11% 152 41% 371
5 188 47% 42 10% 165 43% 395
6 202 49% 43 10% 168 41% 413
7 218 50% 45 10% 172 40% 435
8 226 51% 47 10% 173 39% 444
9 240 51% 48 10% 187 39% 467

10 243 50% 53 10% 188 38% 484
15 258 50% 59 10% 254 40% 571
20 316 49% 70 10% 271 41% 648

100 778 52% 156 10% 535 38% 1,483
1,000 2,448 41% 639 10% 2,958 39% 6,045
2,000 4,227 47% 895 9% 3,909 44% 9,031

Table 4.3: Time Details for the Milner’s Scheduler in CSP (in miliseconds).

Regarding our algorithms, Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 present more details about the time
of the three main algorithms based on these case studies. The column MIP represents
the time for calculating the minimal interaction patterns, the second column, Conditions,
shows the time spent for the verification of the Theorem 3.1, in the case of the CSP model,
and Theorems 2, 3, and 6, in the case of the BR I C model. Finally, the colunm Metadata

represents the calculation of the new minimal interaction patterns after a livelock-free
composition.
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MIP Conditions Metadata Total Time
Time % Time % Time %

3 169 56% 21 7% 103 37% 294
4 179 57% 23 7% 104 36% 305
5 188 59% 25 7% 105 36% 318
6 202 60% 27 8% 105 32% 328
7 218 62% 27 7% 106 31% 351
8 226 64% 28 7% 107 30% 353
9 240 65% 28 7% 107 28% 364

10 243 64% 28 7% 107 27% 375
15 258 59% 29 6% 145 35% 432
20 316 65% 33 6% 136 29% 483

100 778 77% 55 6% 163 17% 996
1,000 2,448 74% 68 2% 769 24% 3,285
2,000 4,227 79% 103 2% 974 19% 5,304

Table 4.4: Time Details for the Milner’s Scheduler in BR I C ∗ (in miliseconds).

Figure 4.4: Charts for the Time Details for the Milner’s Scheduler in CSP.

From the data presented in Table 4.3 and in Table 4.4, one can observe that almost
90% of the time spent in our local livelock verification revolves around the generation
and manipulation of sets, that is, the calculation of the minimal interaction patterns of the
basic processes, and the calculation of the minimal interaction patterns after a successful
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Figure 4.5: Charts for the Time Details for the Milner’s Scheduler in BR I C ∗.

composition. Furthermore, from Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5, one can observe that these
algorithms have a near-linear behaviour. More information concerning the implementation
details were described in Section 3.1.4.

4.2 Dining Philosophers Case Study

We now use the classical concurrent example of the dining philosophers to apply our
concepts in order to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed strategy. As we presented
in the previous chapter, each philosopher tries to acquire a pair of shared forks in order
to eat. The philosophers are sat in a round table and there is a fork between each pair of
philosophers. The table is set in a way that a philosopher, when sat, has access to two
forks, one on his left-hand side, and another on his right-hand side. Figure 4.6 presents an
example of a table for 5 philosophers and 5 forks.

The original livelock-free synchronous system in CSP presented in [78] composes
all philosophers in interleave. The same happens with the fork processes. After that,
philosophers and forks are put in parallel. However, for the same reasons discussed in the
previous case study, we had to rewrite the original specification to introduce CSP linked
parallel compositions between philosophers and forks.
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Figure 4.6: Example of 5 philosophers and 5 forks.

In the BR I C ∗ model, we follow the original approach, in which we first compose
the philosophers in interleave, then we compose the forks in interleave. After that, we
compose these two resulting component contracts using the communication rule. Next, we
compose the remaining channels using the feedback rule except in the last composition in
which we use the reflexive rule.

In our experiment, we conducted the verification for an increasing number of philoso-
phers (and forks) (3 - 10, 100, 1,000, 10,000). Table 4.5 and Table 4.6 present the results
of our comparative analysis for a livelock-free system.

From the results presented in Table 4.5 and in Table 4.6, one can observe again that
our local strategy is capable of checking the absence of livelock for large configurations
in a considerably more efficient manner. Furthermore, similarly to the previous case
study, our strategy is the only one that has a linear behaviour (see Figure 4.8). In these
experiments, both implementations in SLAP were not able to check divergence freedom
before 1 hour with tables composed by 100 (or more) philosophers and 100 (or more)
forks designed in a compositional way. FDR3 exceeded the memory capacity of our
experiment environment for a system with 8 (or more) philosophers and 8 (or more)
forks in synchronous compositions. FDR2 was only able to check a system with 3 and
4 philosophers and forks in BR I C ∗. This is due to the fact that BR I C ∗ performs
asynchronous compositions. In synchronous compositions, FDR2 exceeded our time limit
for 9 (or more) philosophers and forks. On the other hand, our local strategy allows
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N # FDR2 FDR3
SLAP
(BDD)

SLAP
(SAT) LLA

3 5 0.087 0.415 0.342 0.422 0.623
4 7 0.093 0.446 1.039 1.031 0.630
5 9 7.810 2.104 2.715 2.196 0.689
6 11 66.426 10.484 5.547 4.261 0.749
7 13 284.466 15.684 10.670 8.193 0.794
8 15 2016.092 ** 18.498 13.708 0.818
9 17 * ** 28.025 25.244 0.840

10 19 * ** 51.708 44.340 0.885
100 199 * ** * * 2.464

1,000 1,999 * ** * * 16.643
10,000 10,999 * ** * * 2030.053

Table 4.5: Results for a livelock-free Dining Philosopher in CSP (in seconds).

Figure 4.7: Charts for the Dining Philosopher in CSP.

one to verify a dining philosopher system with 10,000 philosophers and 10,000 forks
(20,000 CSP processes) and 39,998 compositions in less than 8 minutes for asynchronous
communications in BR I C ∗, and in less than 34 minutes in the synchronous version with
10,999 linked parallel compositions.
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N # FDR2
SLAP
(BDD)

SLAP
(SAT) LLA

3 10 2.884 0.681 5.079 0.392
4 14 366.811 2.719 10.756 0.420
5 18 * 6.403 38.071 0.451
6 22 * 10.026 58.907 0.475
7 26 * 19.936 126.062 0.494
8 30 * 34.357 220.012 0.516
9 34 * 49.603 330.872 0.537

10 38 * 67.812 399.807 0.603
100 398 * * * 1.385

1,000 3,998 * * * 7.010
10,000 39,998 * * * 449.807

Table 4.6: Results for a livelock-free Dining Philosopher in BR I C ∗ (in seconds).

Figure 4.8: Charts for the Dining Philosopher in BR I C ∗.

It is important to mention that our results in BR I C ∗ were faster than in CSP syn-
chronous compositions because we perform several interleave compositions in BR I C ∗,
since we follow the original approach, in which the philosophers and forks are first com-
posed in interleave. As we explained and proved (see Theorem 6) in the previous chapter,
we do not need to perform any verification before an interleave composition to ensure a
livelock-free component contract. As a result, the computational effort is considerable
reduced, as we can observe in Table 4.6.

Similarly to the previous case study, we also provide more details concerning the
time spent by our algorithms in these case studies, as we can observe in Table 4.7 and in
Table 4.8.

As we said, the original version of the dining philosophers does not introduce livelock.
For this reason, our approach has not been completely verified by checking systems with
livelock. The reason is that the original specification of the dining philosophers ensures that
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MIP Conditions Metadata Total Time
Time % Time % Time %

3 0.244 39% 0.115 18% 0.264 43% 0.623
4 0.247 39% 0.118 18% 0.266 43% 0.630
5 0.251 36% 0.125 18% 0.313 46% 0.689
6 0.263 35% 0.129 17% 0.352 48% 0.744
7 0.286 36% 0.135 17% 0.379 47% 0.794
8 0.288 35% 0.145 17% 0.385 48% 0.818
9 0.292 35% 0.148 17% 0,400 48% 0.840

10 0.305 34% 0.152 17% 0,428 49% 0.885
100 0.858 34% 0.480 19% 1.126 47% 2.464

1,000 4.720 28% 3.120 19% 8.803 53% 16.643

Table 4.7: Time Details for the Dining Philosopher in CSP (in seconds).

MIP Conditions Metadata Total Time
Time % Time % Time %

3 0.244 62% 0.025 6% 0.123 32% 0.392
4 0.247 58% 0.026 6% 0.147 36% 0.420
5 0.251 56% 0.029 6% 0.171 38% 0.451
6 0.263 55% 0.032 6% 0.180 39% 0.475
7 0.286 57% 0.032 7% 0.181 36% 0.494
8 0.288 55% 0.034 6% 0.196 39% 0.516
9 0.292 54% 0.037 6% 0,208 40% 0.537

10 0.305 51% 0.038 6% 0,260 43% 0.603
100 0.858 62% 0.115 8% 0.412 30% 1.385

1,000 4.720 67% 0.489 7% 1.802 26% 7.011

Table 4.8: Time Details for the Dining Philosopher in BR I C ∗ (in seconds).

each philosopher communicates with its environment through the lf channel. In the case
of synchronous systems, when we performed our local livelock analysis for linked parallel
compositions, the verification only checks the simple local condition, Theorem 3.1, and
concludes that the resulting composition is livelock-free. As a consequence, the complex
conditions, Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.3, which require a more careful verification to
check if there exists an MCIP, are never used. In order to evaluate performance in systems
with livelock and, furthermore, in synchronous systems when complex compositions are
performed, we changed the original specification, removing the communication on life

from the original philosophers processes to intentionally introduce livelock. A sketch of
this new specification without the channel lf is presented below.
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Figure 4.9: Charts for the Time Details for the Dining Philosopher.

Phil0 = pfk.0.0.picksup→ pfk.0.0.picksack→
pfk.1.0.picksup→ pfk.1.0.picksack→
pfk.0.0.putsdown→ pfk.0.0.putsack→
pfk.1.0.putsdown→ pfk.1.0.putsack→ Phil0

With this new specification, we are able to perform and evaluate asynchronous systems
with livelock and complex compositions in synchronous systems using the more expensive
analysis (MCIP) for ensuring livelock freedom, since we will use the channels pfk.0.0
and pfk.1.0 in compositions, and, consequently, they will be hidden after the composition,
causing a divergence. The results of the application of this third case study to the changed
dining philosopher system with livelock are summarised in Table 4.9 and in Table 4.10.

As we can observe in Table 4.9 and in Table 4.10, a version with livelock and the non-
trivial MCIP verification requires almost the same time as those presented in Table 4.5 and
in Table 4.6, respectively, which are livelock-free and do not perform the MCIP analysis.
Therefore, although we use one example to evaluate our complete approach, we can clearly
observe that our strategy to verify complex and large systems for livelock freedom seems
promising. Similarly to the previous case studies, our local livelock verification has a near
linear behaviour, as we can observe in Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11
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N # FDR2 FDR3
SLAP
(BDD)

SLAP
(SAT) LLA

3 5 0.025 0.158 0.252 0.220 0.485
4 7 0.029 0.207 0.710 0.410 0.490
5 9 0.031 0.280 1.638 0.686 0.507
6 11 0.037 0.320 3.518 1.208 0.559
7 13 0.045 0.329 6.633 1.491 0.592
8 15 0.050 0.440 12.266 1.929 0.640
9 17 0.057 0.443 21.616 4.476 0.681

10 19 0.071 0.549 26.259 6.481 0.709
100 199 3.462 7.799 * ** 2.019

1,000 1,999 * ** * ** 11.976
10,000 10,999 * ** * ** 1341.416

Table 4.9: Results for a Dining Philosopher with Livelock in CSP (in seconds).

N # FDR2
SLAP
BDD

SLAP
SAT LLA

3 10 0.941 1.153 1.224 0.379
4 14 68.057 5.867 3.241 0.407
5 18 * 10.981 7.132 0.430
6 22 * 35.881 15.792 0.452
7 26 * 334.732 28.447 0.475
8 30 * 453.023 49.608 0.490
9 34 * 508.488 85.912 0.512

10 38 * 553.652 149.091 0.523
100 398 * * ** 1.313

1,000 3,998 * * ** 6.350
10,000 39,998 * * ** 363.466

Table 4.10: Results for a Dining Philosopher with Livelock in BR I C ∗ (in seconds).

4.3 Final Considerations

The experiments presented in this chapter demonstrate the efficiency of our local and
compositional strategy for livelock analysis, in contrast to the traditional global analysis
in FDR2 and FDR3, and the static verification in SLAP. The results in the three case
studies are an indicator that our livelock analysis technique seems promising in terms
of scalability in dealing with large systems. We provide evidence that supports this by
applying our strategy to large case studies, as, for instance, the dinning philosophers with
10,000 philosophers and 10,000 forks, and 10,999 CSP linked parallel compositions and
39,998 BR I C ∗ compositions. Our method was able to deal with all instances and all
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Figure 4.10: Charts for a Dining Philosopher with Livelock in CSP.

Figure 4.11: Charts for a Dining Philosopher with Livelock in BR I C ∗.

compositions in a considerably efficient manner. On the other hand, the same verification
cannot be performed in a feasible time using a global and static analysis.

In these case studies we can observe that the CSP processes are very similar, being
differentiated by a single parameter in most of the cases. This means that the components
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are basically homogeneous, their behaviour do not change, that is, we have multiple
instances of a pre-defined component. However, in our strategy, each component (and its
CSP behaviour) is treated as a heterogeneous one in the sense that we check the absence
of livelock for each composition, and, furthermore, we do not use any technique that
makes it possible to identify a pattern in such a model. Therefore, computationally, there
is no difference between a homogeneous and a heterogeneous component in our technique.
Strategies that may reduce the effort for checking homogeneous models are discussed in
the next chapter.

Finally, although these case studies can be considered simple, the results presented
clearly demonstrate that our local and compositional analysis, which is based solely on
the minimum sequences that are recursive offered by the systems, representing infinite
behaviour of the processes, can be efficiently used in practice.



Chapter 5

Conclusion

In this thesis, we have presented an alternative approach for designing livelock-free
systems, by construction, in the context of the CSP process algebra. The development of
this formal strategy is based solely on the minimum sequences that lead the CSP models
to its first recursion, representing their infinite behaviours. Only considering these finite
sequences, we are able to check the absence of livelock locally, instead of performing a full
state exploration analysis, which represents an important asset of the proposed approach.
In cases where livelock freedom cannot be established, our method either identifies the
possibility of divergence or reports an inconclusive result. This incompleteness, however,
can be seen as the trade-off for achieving scalability. Our constructive strategy supports a
systematic development that reveals eventual livelock situations during system construction,
ruling out designs with livelock.

In our work, we have proposed and implemented a set of side conditions that systemati-
cally guarantees, for each use of hiding or linked parallel, livelock freedom by construction.
Our compositional livelock analysis technique can be applied in both homogeneous and
heterogeneous systems with different topologies (tree or cyclic). To alleviate the verifi-
cation of such side conditions in a constructive way, we use metadata that progressively
stores partial results that can be used to reduce the computational effort in our verifications
throughout compositions. The main metadata stored in our approach are the mip of the
basic processes, the resulting mip after a composition, the alphabet of the basic processes,
and the resulting alphabet after a composition.

We also have proposed a correct-by-construction approach for establishing livelock
freedom in asynchronous systems. In this context, we used a generic component model,
BR I C [72], which provides a set of composition rules that can be regarded as safe steps
in the development. The application of the rules can be used to systematically develop
a wide variety of trustworthy component systems. The original approach focuses on
the absence of deadlock. Livelock was not an issue since they only performed grey-box
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compositions; the connecting channels are just removed from the communication channel
set, preventing further compositions on them. However, in this thesis, we consider a
black-box composition style in which the composed channels are hidden from the resulting
process behaviour described in CSP, which may introduce divergence. In this context,
we proposed a notion of livelock-free component contract in BR I C in which we cannot
simply consider the component’s behaviour, but we also need to consider the visibility of
the channels that are in the component’s set of visible channels that are eligible for future
compositions. In this context, we presented a strategy for establishing divergence freedom
at the contract level in BR I C based on constructive rules similar to those that ensure
deadlock freedom, but with additional side conditions. Furthermore, we provided a clear
distinction of asynchronous compositions via finite and infinite buffers. This is due to the
fact that the finiteness of the buffer is relevant for detecting the possibility of livelock in
asynchronous systems. We considered two versions of BR I C : BR I C ∗, which provides
asynchronous compositions via finite buffers, and BR I C ∞ in which asynchronicity is
achieved by using infinite buffers.

After proposing an approach for local analysis of livelock freedom, we have introduced
three case studies to show the proposed strategy in practice. The case studies were: the
Milner’s scheduler and two variations of the dining philosophers: a livelock-free version
and a version in which we have deliberately included livelock. To demonstrate the efficiency
of our technique, we have provided a comparative analysis of three different approaches:
the traditional global analysis of FDR (we used FDR2 and FDR3), the static livelock
analysis of SLAP, and our local and compositional livelock analysis. With the results of
the analysis, we were able to observe that our livelock analysis technique seems promising
in terms of scalability in dealing with large systems involving several compositions in a
considerably more efficient manner, outperforming both FDR and SLAP. For instance, we
are capable for ensuring livelock freedom in a dinning philosopher system with 10,000
philosophers and 10,000 forks (20,000 CSP processes), and 39,998 compositions. With
these configurations, our strategy seems to be the only solution for livelock freedom
assurance, among three approaches that have been considered in our comparative analysis.

Despite the contributions previously mentioned, our livelock analysis technique have
some limitations, as described in the sequel.

• Incompleteness. Our compositional and local strategy for establishing livelock
freedom is far from being complete for some reasons. First, as our technique
performs a static analysis to calculate the minimal interaction patterns of CSP
processes, we are not able to give a positive answer to all livelock free CSP models.
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This is clear when we analyse conditional operators, since our approach may find
false negatives in the presence of guarded processes or alternation because some
of the minimal interaction patterns considered may not be feasible depending on
the evaluation of the respective conditions. Secondly, we refrain from achieving
completeness in our results because we do not consider all possible interleaved
events after a parallel composition. Instead, we have implemented an optimisation
that prunes the alternative behaviours induced by the parallelism, choosing only one
of the alternatives. This incompleteness, however, can be seen as the trade-off for
achieving scalability.
• Subset of CSP models. Our method is able to handle only a subset of CSP models,

as presented in Chapter 3. Among the processes that we do not consider, mutual
recursion is perhaps the most relevant one. This restriction, however, is just to
simplify the calculation of the minimal interaction patterns. For processes with
mutual recursion it may be more expensive to have their minimal interaction patterns

calculated. Hence, a local livelock analysis for such recursions is a vital future
improvement for this livelock analysis technique.

5.1 Related Work

As the focus on this thesis is to provide a novel formal verification of concurrent systems
for the absence of livelock, we analyse and compare some related works concerning formal
detection of livelock of concurrent systems. Nevertheless, livelock freedom analysis
is also a relevant concern in some other contexts, such as Petri-Nets [26], programming
languages like Ada [14] and Java [89], routing and parallel algorithms [32, 61], and parallel
programming for network protocols [52]. In some of them, livelock is mostly mentioned
as a sideline while treating deadlock.

As we already pointed out, relatively little research has gone into livelock analysis
in the context of CSP, or even for other process algebras, considering both synchronous
and asynchronous communications. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, there is
currently no work addressing local and compositional analysis for classifying livelock free
CSP models.

The traditional global livelock analysis [78] for CSP systems provides a complete
strategy for establishing the absence of divergence. This verification is performed con-
sidering the LTS, which represents all possible executions of the system, derived from
the operational semantics of CSP. The states of the transition systems are process nodes
and the labels represent visible events or invisible actions (τ). Livelock is ensured if the
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system does not perform an infinite path whose actions are exclusively τ’s. This approach
is fully implemented, for instance, by FDR3 [40], which is a model checker for CSP able to
verify livelock freedom for every finite state system; it fully expands the state-space of its
processes and visits each state in turn. Considering efficiency, besides its completeness, a
down-side of such a strategy is the fact that it becomes quickly ineffective as systems grow
in complexity of parallel processes, being unable to check relatively small synchronous and
asynchronous models, as we demonstrated with our case studies. Our strategy, on the other
hand, besides the incompleteness, seems to be more efficient when verifying large systems
simply because we use only local analysis, which is performed without exponential growth
of state space.

A more recent work for establishing freedom from livelock in the context of CSP is
presented in [68]. The authors propose a static analysis of the syntax of the CSP processes
to either soundly classify systems as livelock-free or report an inconclusive result, which
might be a false positive. This method is based on reasoning about fixed points in terms of
metric spaces. Hence, the set of rules proposed guarantee that recursive processes have
unique fixed points, and besides this, that those unique fixed points are livelock-free, if this
is the case. This strategy can handle the widest variety of CSP processes, including infinite-
state ones. However, similarly to our strategy, in the presence of guards and if constructs
the evaluation of their predicates is not checked. Besides this, parametrised processes
and the linked parallel operator are not considered in this approach. This static technique
also provides a tool support for finite-state systems, SLAP [68], which is integrated in
FDR2 [7].

Experiments presented in [68] indicate that SLAP is substantially more efficient than
the exhaustive-search approach performed by FDR2. This was also corroborated in our
comparative analysis presented in Chapter 4. Nevertheless, even though its promising
results, SLAP is unable to check large CSP models, as also demonstrated in our case
studies. On the other hand, since we consider properties of individual components before
their integration, and, furthermore, previous results and verifications are taken into account
in further compositions, our method can ensure livelock freedom in a constructive way
using metadata for reducing the effort and complexity in further composition.

Nevertheless, differently from our technique, if a composition clearly diverges, this
static approach does not ensure that is the case. Indeed, it returns potential livelock, which
might be a false positive, and no definite conclusion can be made. On the other hand, our
method is also able to ensure that a composition diverges, and, furthermore, to identify the
sequences that lead the composition to divergence. The only problem in such cases is when
guarded processes or alternations are used. This is because we might find a false negative,
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since we consider minimal interaction patterns which may not be reachable depending on
the evaluation of the predicates.

Differently from the approaches presented so far, the next ones are not in the realm of
CSP. In [50], a livelock analysis is presented for a certain fragment of the π-calculus [64],
which is based on the dynamic construction of events (channels) and their distribution
over pre-existing channels. In this approach, processes can be constructed dynamically
with processes acquiring new connectivity. This strategy uses rich theory of types of the
π-calculus and techniques of logical relations. In this work, the definition of livelock
differs from the usual terminology as, for instance, in CSP. Their definition of livelock is
quite similar to that of a deadlock: a process is said to be deadlock-free or livelock-free
if one of its subprocesses is trying to communicate with some process but never blocks
forever without finding a communication partner. However, the absence of livelock is
seen as a strictly stronger property than deadlock freedom. The difference between such
behavioural properties is that deadlock freedom is guaranteed in the sense that certain
communications will eventually succeed unless the whole process diverges, that is, the
process infinitely delegate communications to other processes. On the order hand, livelock
freedom is ensured if the communication eventually succeed, no matter whether the process
diverges. This strategy has not been implemented so far, and, consequently, no practical
experiment was provided in this work.

Another work that takes livelock freedom analysis into account in the context of
π-calculus is described in [51]. Here, the concept of livelock is directly related to non-
termination, which is introduced only by sending infinite messages to itself or other
replicated processes using a specific operator. This strategy ensures that a process will
terminate if it (and its subprocesses) cannot be an infinite chain of invocations of recursive
processes. Such livelock approaches for π-calculus use static verifications and the notions
of type systems. Similar to the previous work, there is no automated support, then no case
study was presented, and, therefore, it is not possible to measure their scalability.

Few techniques to livelock detection have been proposed for systems modelled using the
Process meta-language (Promela) [47] notation, which is a verification modelling language
that allows dynamic creation of concurrent and distributed systems. In Promela, the concept
of livelock is related to non-progress execution cycles in the model. The best known
tool support for checking behavioural properties for Promela models is Simple Promela
INterpreter (SPIN) [47], which checks livelock freedom by performing an exhaustive
verification of the system state space, searching for non-progress cycles. Static analysis
has also been proposed for establishing the absence of livelock for Promela models.
Leue et al [55, 54] introduced the notion of cycle dependency for control flow analysis.
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Roughly speaking, a cycle dependency is a relation between cycles C1 and C2 such that
C2 continues to execute if C1 is executed repeatedly. The authors presented a livelock
analysis by transforming the input protocol to an integer linear program. The concept of
cycle dependencies often results in better scaling of their exploration for livelock. In [54],
the authors provided a prototype system named aLive, which implements their livelock
freedom method. They also provided a performance comparison between aLive and SPIN
in terms of three case studies. The most interesting one is composed by 7 concurrent
processes. Unsurprisingly, the static analysis outperforms the global verification performed
by SPIN.

5.2 Future Work

In this section, we present some directions for further research in order to improve the
technique described in this thesis. We introduce some new ideas that can help to make our
approach even more efficient and more applicable. Some of the improvements proposed
include:

• Use of data independent induction. In our approach, the constructive livelock anal-
ysis is performed with no concern with the topology of the systems; homogeneous
or heterogeneous topologies. However, there are some concurrent systems that are
modelled with a number of identical process subcomponents, as, for instance, the
dining philosophers table, which was used in the evaluation of our technique. For
such homogeneous systems, an interesting further work is to try to infer and gen-
eralise that an entire class of systems is livelock-free. The use of data independent
induction [36, 35] may be a step towards this goal. Using this strategy, one is able to
check a single instance of a parametrised model, and, from this analysis, ensure that
all other instances, even infinite ones, of such a model have the same property. With
this technique, we would be able to verify, for instance, the absence of livelock for a
system with any number of philosophers and forks, based on a small instance of it.
This would involve analysing homogeneous systems that spawn n subcomponents
for any nondeterministically chosen n.
• Use of Partial-order reductions. We did not consider how our livelock analysis

technique could be affected by the use of partial-order reductions [41, 69]. Basically,
such a technique is built upon the observation that behaviours that differ only in the
order of independent concurrent events can be indistinguishable by the specification
and can therefore be considered equivalent. Hence, only a subset of all possible
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interleavings can be explored. Therefore, another interesting good research direction
would be to conceive how this strategy could be used for also achieving scalability
in our technique even considering more than one minimal interaction pattern of the
interleaved events induced by the parallelism.
• Mutual Recursion. We plan to extend our method to consider mutual recursion.

To do so, we have to propose a more elaborate strategy for the calculation of the
minimal interaction patterns of the basic processes.
• Extend to other formalisms. As a more ambitious future work, we would like to

investigate more closely how we can transfer our livelock analysis technique to other
concurrent formalisms such as other process algebras or maybe even shared-variable
frameworks.
• Deadlock Analysis. Another interesting extension of our work is the possibility

of using the concept of the minimal interaction patterns for classifying a subset of
deadlock free synchronous CSP models. This analysis could be performed after a
linked parallel composition in the sense that if the resulting process is livelock-free
and the resulting set of minimal interaction patterns, based on the calculation of
our merge function, is not empty, then the process is also deadlock-free. By way
of illustration, let us consider the following simple deadlock and livelock-free CSP
processes.

P = (a→ b→ P)2 (c→ P) Q = d→ e→ Q

The composition PQ = P[a↔ e,b↔ d]Q is livelock-free, since the linked processes
are not able to communicate in an infinite loop via the linked (internal) events, that
is, the synchronisation on the composing events is not possible. In this case, the
resulting set of minimal interaction patterns is not empty, MIP(PQ)= {〈c〉}, because
not all paths are blocked. It means that, although the synchronisation is not feasible,
configuring a deadlock in a specific path, PQ is deadlock-free due to the non-blocked
communications on c; PQ can continue to perform further actions. These actions
are represented by the resulting non-empty sequences in MIP(PQ). These systems
represent processes that have a deadlocking subsystem, but are deadlock-free.
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• Tool support. We are planning to develop a friendly interface for our tool that
automates the livelock freedom analysis for synchronous systems in the context
of CSP process algebra. Furthermore, we plan as future work to prove that the
implementation of our tool is a refinement of our formal definitions. For instance,
an interesting proof would be to prove that the implementation of the calculation of
the minimal interaction patterns is, in fact, a refinement of its formal definition. For
that, we may specify the algorithm in Circus [91], which is a concurrent language
that combines the Z and CSP notations, and has a refinement calculus, to allow a
concrete specification to be developed from an abstract Circus specification.
• Complexity of algorithms. Another relevant follow-up of our work is an in-depth

study of the complexity of the algorithms that implement our technique, since all of
them have not been used in the literature. This complexity study is important for
improving the efficiency of our method, helping us to optimize our code. Besides
this, it allows one to identify particular algorithm that may infeasible our livelock
analysis, and, furthermore, the worst-case runtime complexity, the best-case runtime
complexity, and the average case runtime complexity of our algorithms. With these
analysis in hand, we will be able to provide concrete information regarding the crux
of our tool.
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Appendix A

Auxiliary Lemmas

In this appendix, we prove some auxiliary results used to prove the theorems for our
livelock analysis technique for synchronous CSP-based models.

Lemma A.1. Let P be a livelock-free process, and X a set of events. Then,

 divergences(P \ X)

=

{(u \ X)a t | u : Σω ∧ ¬ (u \ X) : Σω ∧ ∀s < u • s ∈ traces(P)}


Proof

divergences(P \ X)

= [Definition 2.5 (divergences(P \ X))]

{(s \ X)a t | s ∈ divergences(P)}∪ {(u \ X)a t | u : Σω ∧ ¬ (u \ X) : Σω

∧ ∀s < u • s ∈ traces⊥(P)}

= [Definition 2.5 (traces⊥(P))]

{(s \ X)a t | s ∈ divergences(P)}∪ {(u \ X)a t | u : Σω ∧ ¬ (u \ X) : Σω

∧ ∀s < u • s ∈ traces(P)∪ divergences(P)}

= [P is a livelock-free process⇒ divergences(P) = /0]

{(s \ X)a t | s ∈ /0}∪ {(u \ X)a t | u : Σω ∧ ¬ (u \ X) : Σω

∧ ∀s < u • s ∈ traces(P)∪ /0}

= [Property of Sets]

{(s \ X)a t | false}∪ {(u \ X)a t | u : Σω ∧ ¬ (u \ X) : Σω

∧ ∀s < u • s ∈ traces(P)∪ /0}

= [Property of Sets]
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/0∪ {(u \ X)a t | u : Σω ∧ ¬ (u \ X) : Σω

∧ ∀s < u • s ∈ traces(P)∪ /0}

= [Property of Sets]

{(u \ X)a t | u : Σω ∧ ¬ (u \ X) : Σω ∧ ∀s < u • s ∈ traces(P)}

2

Lemma A.2.

Let P and Q be two livelock-free CSP processes, {ic1, . . . , icn} and {oc1, . . . ,ocn} two sets

of events in αP and αQ, respectively, {x1, . . . ,xn} a set of fresh events names, and

 P[ic1↔ oc1, . . . , icn↔ ocn]Q

=

(P[[ic1← x1, . . . , icn← xn]] ‖{x1,...,xn} Q[[oc1← x1, . . . ,ocn← xn]]) \ {x1, . . . ,xn}


Then,

 {ic1, . . . , icn} ∈ Allowed(P)

⇒
divergences(P[ic1↔ oc1, . . . , icn↔ ocn]Q) = /0


Proof
We assume that {ic1, . . . , icn} ∈ Allowed(P) is true, and prove that:

divergences(P[ic1↔ oc1, . . . , icn↔ ocn]Q) = /0

In this proof, for brevity, we consider X = {x1, . . . ,xn}, and PQ = P′ ‖X Q′, where

P′ = P[[ic1← x1, . . . , icn← xn]], and Q′ = Q[[oc1← x1, . . . ,ocn← xn]].

divergences(P[ic1↔ oc1, . . . , icn↔ ocn]Q)

⇔ [Rewriting]

divergences((P[[ic1← x1, . . . , icn← xn]] ‖X Q[[oc1← x1, . . . ,ocn← xn]]) \ X)

⇔ [Rewriting]

divergences(PQ \ X)

⇔ [Definition 2.5 (divergences(P \ X))]

{(s \ X)a t | s ∈ divergences(PQ)}∪ {(u \ X)a t | u : Σω ∧ ¬ (u \ X) : Σω
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∧ ∀s < u • s ∈ traces⊥(PQ)}

⇔ [Definition 2.5 (traces⊥(P))]

{(s \ X)a t | s ∈ divergences(PQ)}∪ {(u \ X)a t | u : Σω ∧ ¬ (u \ X) : Σω

∧ ∀s < u • s ∈ (traces(PQ)∪divergences(PQ))}

≡ [Lemma A.3 and Lemma A.4]

{(s \ X)a t | s ∈ /0}∪ {(u \ X)a t | u : Σω ∧ ¬ (u \ X) : Σω

∧ ∀s < u • s ∈ (traces(PQ)∪ /0)}

≡ [Property of Sets]

{(s \ X)a t | false}∪ {(u \ X)a t | u : Σω ∧ ¬ (u \ X) : Σω

∧ ∀s < u • s ∈ (traces(PQ)∪ /0)}

≡ [Property of Sets]

{(u \ X)a t | u : Σω ∧ ¬ (u \ X) : Σω ∧ ∀s < u • s ∈ traces(PQ)}

≡ [Lemma A.5]

{(u \ X)a t | u : Σω ∧ ¬ (u \ X) : Σω ∧ ∀s < u • s ∈ traces(PQ) ∧ (u \ X) : Σω}

≡ [Property of Sets and Predicate Calculus]

{(u \ X)a t | false}

≡ [Property of Sets]

/0

2

Lemma A.3. Let P be a livelock-free CSP process, and R a renaming relation. Then,

 divergences(P) = /0

⇒
divergences(P[[R]]) = /0


Proof by contradiction

¬ (divergences(P) = /0⇒ divergences(P[[R]]) = /0)

⇒ [Predicate Calculus]

divergences(P) = /0 ∧ divergences(P[[R]]) 6= /0

⇒ [Definition 2.5 (divergences(P[[R]]))]
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divergences(P) = /0 ∧ {sau | ∃ t ∈ divergences(P) • t Rs} 6= /0

⇒ [Predicate Calculus]

divergences(P) = /0 ∧ ∃σ,s, t,u : traces • t ∈ divergences(P) ∧ t Rs ∧ σ = (sau)

≡ [Predicate Calculus]

divergences(P) = /0 ∧ ∃s, t : traces • t ∈ divergences(P) ∧ t Rs

⇒ [t Rs and Predicate Calculus]

divergences(P) = /0 ∧ ∃ t : traces • t ∈ divergences(P)

⇒ [Property of Sets]

divergences(P) = /0 ∧ divergences(P) 6= /0

⇒ [Contradiction]

false

2

Lemma A.4. Let P and Q be two livelock-free CSP processes, and X a set of events. Then,

the parallel composition of P and Q, P ‖X Q, is livelock-free, formally

divergences(P ‖X Q) = /0

Proof

divergences(P ‖X Q)

≡ [Definition of divergences(P ‖X Q)]

{ua v | ∃s ∈ traces(P), t ∈ traces(Q) •

u ∈ (s ‖X t) ∩ Σ∗ ∧ (s ∈ divergences(P) ∨ t ∈ divergences(Q))}

≡ [P and Q are livelock-free (divergences(P) = /0 ∧ divergences(Q) = /0)]

{ua v | ∃s ∈ traces(P), t ∈ traces(Q) • u ∈ (s ‖X t) ∩ Σ∗ ∧ (s ∈ /0 ∨ t ∈ /0)}

≡ [Property of Sets and Predicate Calculus]

{ua v | false}

≡ [Property of Sets]

/0

2
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Lemma A.5. Let P and Q be two livelock-free CSP processes, {ic1, . . . , icn}, {oc1, . . . ,ocn},
and {x1, . . . ,xn} three sets of events, such that,

• αP∩αQ = /0;

• {ic1, . . . , icn} ∈ Allowed(P);

• {oc1, . . . ,ocn} ⊆ αQ;

• {x1, . . . ,xn}∩ (αP∪αQ) = /0;

• P′ = P[[ic1← x1, . . . , icn← xn]];

• Q′ = Q[[oc1← x1, . . . ,ocn← xn]];

• (αP′ ∩αQ′) = {x1, . . . ,xn}.

Then,

∀upar : Σω • tr∞(upar,(P′ ‖{x1,...,xn} Q′)⇒ (upar \ {x1, . . . ,xn}) : Σω

Proof We start from the left-hand side of the predicate and get the right-hand side.

tr∞(upar,(P′ ‖{x1,...,xn} Q′)

⇒ [Infinite traces of P′ ‖{x1,...,xn} Q′]

∃u1 : Σω • tr∞(u1,P′) ∧ u1 in∞ upar

∧ ∃u2 : Σω • tr∞(u2,Q′) ∧ u2 in∞ upar

⇒ [Predicate Calculus]

∃u1,u2 : Σω • ((tr∞(u1,P′) ∧ u1 in∞ upar)

∧ (tr∞(u2,Q′) ∧ u2 in∞ upar))

⇒ [Predicate Calculus]

∃u1,u2 : Σω • ((tr∞(u1,BCtr1) ∧ tr∞(u2,BCtr2))

∧ (u1 in∞ upar ∧ u2 in∞ upar))

⇒ [Predicate Calculus]

∃u1,u2 : Σω | ((tr∞(u1,P′) ∧ tr∞(u2,Q′))

• (u1 in∞ upar ∧ u2 in∞ upar))

≡ [Property of Hiding for Sequences]

∃u1,u2 : Σω | ((tr∞(u1,P′) ∧ tr∞(u2,Q′))

• (u1 \ {x1, . . . ,xn} in∞ upar \ {x1, . . . ,xn}

∧ u2 \ {x1, . . . ,xn} in∞ upar \ {x1, . . . ,xn}))
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⇒ [Lemma 3.1 and P′ = P[[ic1← x1, . . . , icn← xn]]]

∃u1,u2 : Σω | ((tr∞(u1,P′) ∧ tr∞(u2,Q′))

• (u1 \ {x1, . . . ,xn} in∞ upar \ {x1, . . . ,xn} ∧ u1 \ {x1, . . . ,xn} : Σω

∧ u2 \ {x1, . . . ,xn} in∞ upar \ {x1, . . . ,xn}))

⇒ [Property of Infinite Sequences (s : Σω ∧ s in∞ t⇒ t : Σω)]

∃u1,u2 : Σω | ((tr∞(u1,P′) ∧ tr∞(u2,Q′))

• (upar \ {x1, . . . ,xn} : Σω ∧ u2 \ {x1, . . . ,xn} in∞ upar \ {x1, . . . ,xn}))

⇒ [Predicate Calculus]

∃u1,u2 : Σω | ((tr∞(u1,P′) ∧ tr∞(u2,Q′))

• (upar \ {x1, . . . ,xn} : Σω)

⇒ [Predicate Calculus]

upar \ {x1, . . . ,xn} : Σω

2

Lemma A.6.

Let P and Q be two livelock-free processes, {ic1, . . . , icn}, {oc1, . . . ,ocn} and {x1, . . . ,xn}
three sets of events, f1 : {ic1, . . . , icn}� {x1, . . . ,xn} and f2 : {oc1, . . . ,ocn}� {x1, . . .xn}
two renaming injective functions from events to fresh events names, such that:

• αP∩αQ = /0;

• {ic1, . . . , icn} ⊆ αP;

• {oc1, . . . ,ocn} ⊆ αQ;

• X = {x1, . . . ,xn};
• X∩ (αP∪αQ) = /0;

• P′ = P[[ic1← x1, . . . , icn← xn]];

• Q′ = Q[[oc1← x1, . . . ,ocn← xn]];

• X = αP′ ∩αQ′;

• f1(icn) = f2(ocn).
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Then,

 MCIP(RenMIP(P, f1),RenMIP(Q, f2)) = /0

⇒
∀upar : Σω • tr∞(upar,P′ ‖X Q′)⇒ (upar \ X : Σω)


Proof We start from the left-hand side of the predicate and get the right-hand side.

MCIP(RenMIP(P, f1),RenMIP(Q, f2)) = /0

≡ [Definition of MCIP (3.1.2)]

RenMIP(P, f1)∗∩RenMIP(Q, f2)∗ = /0

≡ [Definition of RenMIP (3.7)]

{s : ProjMIP(P,{ic1, . . . , icn}) • ren(s, f1)}∗

∩ {s : ProjMIP(Q,{oc1, . . . ,ocn}) • ren(s, f2)}∗ = /0

≡ [Property of Sets]

¬ ∃s : Σ∗ • s ∈ {s : ProjMIP(P,{ic1, . . . , icn}) • ren(s, f1)}∗

∧ s ∈ {s : ProjMIP(Q,{oc1, . . . ,ocn}) • ren(s, f2)}∗

≡ [Definition of ProjMIP (3.6)]

¬ ∃s : Σ∗ • s ∈ {s : {s : MIP(P) | ran(s)⊆ {ic1, . . . , icn}} • ren(s, f1)}∗

∧ s ∈ {s : {s : MIP(Q) | ran(s)⊆ {oc1, . . . ,ocn}} • ren(s, f2)}∗

≡ [Set Comprehension and Set Theory]

¬ ∃s : Σ∗ • s ∈ {s : MIP(P) | ran(s)⊆ {ic1, . . . , icn} • ren(s, f1)}∗

∧ s ∈ {s : MIP(Q) | ran(s)⊆ {oc1, . . . ,ocn} • ren(s, f2)}∗

⇒ [P′ = P[[ic1← x1, . . . , icn← xn]] and ran f1 = {x1, . . . ,xn}]

¬ ∃s : Σ∗ • s ∈ {s : MIP(P′) | ran(s)⊆ {x1, . . . ,xn}}∗

∧ s ∈ {s : MIP(Q) | ran(s)⊆ {oc1, . . . ,ocn} • ren(s, f2)}∗

⇒ [Q′ = Q[[oc1← x1, . . . ,ocn← xn]] and ran f2 = {x1, . . . ,xn}]

¬ ∃s : Σ∗ • s ∈ {s : MIP(P′) | ran(s)⊆ {x1, . . . ,xn}}∗

∧ s ∈ {s : MIP(Q′) | ran(s)⊆ {x1, . . . ,xn}}∗

≡ [Predicate Calculus]

∀s : Σ∗ • ¬ (s ∈ {s : MIP(P′) | ran(s)⊆ {x1, . . . ,xn}}∗

∧ s ∈ {s : MIP(Q′) | ran(s)⊆ {x1, . . . ,xn}}∗)
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≡ [Set Theory]

∀s : Σ∗ • s /∈ {s : MIP(P′) | ran(s)⊆ {x1, . . . ,xn}}∗ ∨ s /∈ {s : MIP(Q′) | ran(s)⊆ {x1, . . . ,xn}}∗

⇒ [Lemma A.7]

∀s : Σ∗ • s /∈ {s : MIP(P′ ‖X Q′) | ran(s)⊆ {x1, . . . ,xn}}

≡ [(∀ t : T • t /∈ {z : Z | P • e(z)})⇔{z : Z | P • e(z)}= /0]

{s : MIP(P′ ‖X Q′) | ran(s)⊆ X}= /0

⇒ [Predicate Calculus]

¬ ∃m : MIP(P′ ‖X Q′) • ran(m)⊆ X

≡ [Predicate Calculus]

∀m : MIP(P′ ‖X Q′) • ¬ (ran(m)⊆ X)

⇔ [Property of Sets]

∀m : MIP(P′ ‖X Q′) • ∃z : ran(m) • z /∈ X

⇒ [Property of hiding for traces]

∀m : MIP(P′ ‖X Q′) • ∃z : ran(m) • z /∈ X ∧ (m \ X) 6= 〈〉

⇒ [Predicate Calculus]

∀m : MIP(P′ ‖X Q′) • (m \ X) 6= 〈〉

⇒ [Property of Sequences]

∀u : MIP(P′ ‖X Q′)ω • (u \ X) : Σω

⇒ [Property of MIP(P) (3.4) and Definition of tr∞(u,P) (D.2)]

∀u : MIP(P′ ‖X Q′)ω • (u \ X) : Σω

∧ ∀u : Σω • tr∞(u,P′ ‖X Q′)⇒ u ∈MIP(P′ ‖X Q′)ω

⇒ [Instantiation of ∀]

∀u : Σω • tr∞(u,P′ ‖X Q′)⇒ (u \ X) : Σω

2

Lemma A.7. Let P and Q be two livelock-free processes, and X a set of events, such that

αP∩αQ = X. Then

 s /∈ {s : MIP(P) | ran(s)⊆ X}∗ ∨ s /∈ {s : MIP(Q) | ran(s)⊆ X}∗

⇒
s /∈ {s : MIP(P ‖X Q) | ran(s)⊆ X}
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Proof s /∈ {s : MIP(P) | ran(s)⊆ X}∗ ∨ s /∈ {s : MIP(Q) | ran(s)⊆ X}∗

⇒
s /∈ {s : MIP(P ‖X Q) | ran(s)⊆ X}


≡ [Predicate Calculus] s ∈ {s : MIP(P ‖X Q) | ran(s)⊆ X}
⇒
(s ∈ {s : MIP(P) | ran(s)⊆ X}∗ ∧ s ∈ {s : MIP(Q) | ran(s)⊆ X}∗)


≡ [Predicate Calculus] s ∈ {s : MIP(P ‖X Q) | ran(s)⊆ X}
⇒
s ∈ {s : MIP(P) | ran(s)⊆ X}∗



∧

 s ∈ {s : MIP(P ‖X Q) | ran(s)⊆ X}
⇒
s ∈ {s : MIP(Q) | ran(s)⊆ X}∗


≡ [Lemma A.8]

true

∧

 s ∈ {s : MIP(P ‖X Q) | ran(s)⊆ X}
⇒
s ∈ {s : MIP(Q) | ran(s)⊆ X}∗


≡ [Lemma A.8]

true ∧ true

≡ [Predicate Calculus]

true

2

Lemma A.8. Let P and Q be two livelock-free processes, and X a set of events, such that

αP∩αQ = X. Then

 {s : MIP(P ‖X Q) | ran(s)⊆ X}
⊆
{s : MIP(P) | ran(s)⊆ X}∗
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Proof
We start from the left-hand side of the predicate and get the right-hand side.

s ∈ {s : MIP(P ‖X Q) | ran(s)⊆ X}

≡ [Definition of MIP(P ‖X Q) 3.10]

s ∈ {s : {s : MIP(P) | X∩ ran(s) = /0}
∪
{s : MIP(Q) | X∩ ran(s) = /0}
∪

⋃
z ‖〈z,t〉X t

| z ∈MIP(P) ∧ X∩ ran(z) 6= /0

∧ t ∈MIP(Q) ∧ X∩ ran(t) 6= /0


| ran(s)⊆ X}


≡ [Set Theory (s ∈ (A∪B∪C)⇔ s ∈ A ∨ s ∈ B ∨ s ∈ C)]

s ∈ {s : {s : MIP(P) | X∩ ran(s) = /0} | ran(s)⊆ X}
∨ s ∈ {s : {s : MIP(Q) | X∩ ran(s) = /0} | ran(s)⊆ X}

∨ s ∈ {s :
⋃

z ‖〈z,t〉X t

| z ∈MIP(P) ∧ X∩ ran(z) 6= /0

∧ t ∈MIP(Q) ∧ X∩ ran(t) 6= /0

 | ran(s)⊆ X}


≡ [Set Comprehension and Set Theory]

s ∈ /0

∨ s ∈ /0

∨ s ∈ {s :
⋃

z ‖〈z,t〉X t

| z ∈MIP(P) ∧ X∩ ran(z) 6= /0

∧ t ∈MIP(Q) ∧ X∩ ran(t) 6= /0

 | ran(s)⊆ X}


≡ [Predicate Calculus and Set Theory]

false

∨ false

∨ s ∈ {s :
⋃

z ‖〈z,t〉X t

| z ∈MIP(P) ∧ X∩ ran(z) 6= /0

∧ t ∈MIP(Q) ∧ X∩ ran(t) 6= /0

 | ran(s)⊆ X}


≡ [Predicate Calculus]
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s ∈ {s :
⋃

z ‖〈z,t〉X t

| z ∈MIP(P) ∧ X∩ ran(z) 6= /0

∧ t ∈MIP(Q) ∧ X∩ ran(t) 6= /0

 | ran(s)⊆ X}

⇒ [Lemma A.9]

∃z : Σ∗ • s ∈ {z}∗ ∧ z ∈MIP(P) ∧ X∩ ran(z) 6= /0 ∧ ran(s)⊆ X

≡ [Predicate Calculus and Set Theory]

s ∈ {s : MIP(P) | ran(s)⊆ X}∗

2

Lemma A.9. Let P and Q be two livelock-free CSP processes, and X a set of events.

Then,

∀z, t,s : Σ∗ • s ∈ z ‖〈z,t〉X t ∧ X∩ ran(z) 6= /0 ∧ X∩ ran(t) 6= /0 ∧ ran(s)⊆ X⇒ s ∈ {z}∗

Proof by induction on z:

• Base case: z = 〈〉

s ∈ z ‖〈z,t〉X t ∧ X∩ ran(z) 6= /0 ∧ X∩ ran(t) 6= /0 ∧ ran(s)⊆ X⇒ s ∈ {z}∗

≡ [z = 〈〉]

s ∈ 〈〉 ‖〈〈〉,t〉X t ∧ X∩ ran(〈〉) 6= /0 ∧ X∩ ran(t) 6= /0 ∧ ran(s)⊆ X⇒ s ∈ {〈〉}∗

≡ [Property of Sequences (ran〈〉= /0)]

s ∈ 〈〉 ‖〈〈〉,t〉X t ∧ X∩ /0 6= /0 ∧ X∩ ran(t) 6= /0 ∧ X∩ ran(t) 6= /0 ∧ ran(s)⊆ X⇒ s ∈ {〈〉}∗

≡ [Property of Sets]

s ∈ 〈〉 ‖〈〈〉,t〉X t ∧ /0 6= /0 ∧ X∩ ran(t) 6= /0 ∧ ran(s)⊆ X⇒ s ∈ {〈〉}∗

≡ [Property of Sets and Predicate Calculus]

s ∈ 〈〉 ‖〈〈〉,t〉X t ∧ false ∧ X∩ ran(t) 6= /0 ∧ ran(s)⊆ X⇒ s ∈ {〈〉}∗

≡ [Predicate Calculus]

false⇒ s ∈ {〈〉}∗

≡ [Predicate Calculus]

true

Induction Step
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Induction Hypothesis(1) :

∀z, t,s : Σ∗ • s ∈ z ‖〈z,t〉X t ∧ X∩ ran(z) 6= /0 ∧ X∩ ran(t) 6= /0 ∧ ran(s)⊆ X

⇒ s ∈ {z}∗

We need to prove:

∀z, t,s : Σ∗ • s ∈ 〈m〉a z ‖〈〈m〉
az,t〉

X t ∧ X∩ ran(〈m〉a z) 6= /0

∧ X∩ ran(t) 6= /0 ∧ ran(s)⊆ X

⇒ s ∈ {〈m〉a z}∗
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Proof by induction on t

Base case: t = 〈〉(
s ∈ 〈m〉a z ‖〈〈m〉

az,t〉
X t ∧ X∩ ran(〈m〉a z) 6= /0 ∧ X∩ ran(t) 6= /0 ∧ ran(s)⊆ X

⇒ s ∈ {〈m〉a z}∗

)
≡ [t = 〈〉](

s ∈ 〈m〉a z ‖〈〈m〉
az,〈〉〉

X 〈〉 ∧ X∩ ran(〈m〉a z) 6= /0 ∧ X∩ ran(〈〉) 6= /0 ∧ ran(s)⊆ X

⇒ s ∈ {〈m〉a z}∗

)
≡ [Property of Sequences (ran〈〉= /0)](

s ∈ 〈m〉a z ‖〈〈m〉
az,〈〉〉

X 〈〉 ∧ X∩ ran(〈m〉a z) 6= /0 ∧ X∩ /0 6= /0 ∧ ran(s)⊆ X

⇒ s ∈ {〈m〉a z}∗

)
≡ [Property of Sets](

s ∈ 〈m〉a z ‖〈〈m〉
az,〈〉〉

X 〈〉 ∧ X∩ ran(〈m〉a z) 6= /0 ∧ /0 6= /0 ∧ ran(s)⊆ X

⇒ s ∈ {〈m〉a z}∗

)
≡ [Property of Sets and Predicate Calculus](

s ∈ 〈m〉a z ‖〈〈m〉
az,〈〉〉

X 〈〉 ∧ X∩ ran(〈m〉a z) 6= /0 ∧ false ∧ ran(s)⊆ X

⇒ s ∈ {〈m〉a z}∗

)
≡ [Predicate Calculus]

false⇒ s ∈ {〈m〉a z}∗

≡ [Predicate Calculus]

true

Induction Step

Induction Hypothesis(2) :(
s ∈ 〈m〉a z ‖〈〈m〉

az,t〉
X t ∧ X∩ ran(〈m〉a z) 6= /0 ∧ X∩ ran(t) 6= /0 ∧ ran(s)⊆ X

⇒ s ∈ {〈m〉a z}∗

)
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We need to prove:

 s ∈ 〈m〉a z ‖〈〈m〉
az,〈m′〉at〉

X 〈m′〉a t ∧ X∩ ran(〈m〉a z) 6= /0

∧ X∩ ran(〈m′〉a t) 6= /0 ∧ ran(s)⊆ X

⇒ s ∈ {〈m〉a z}∗



Case Analysis:

First case: m ∈ X ∧ m′ ∈ X ∧ m 6= m′ s ∈ 〈m〉a z ‖〈〈m〉
az,〈m′〉at〉

X 〈m′〉a t ∧ X∩ ran(〈m〉a z) 6= /0

∧ X∩ ran(〈m′〉a t) 6= /0 ∧ ran(s)⊆ X

⇒ s ∈ {〈m〉a z}∗


≡ [Calculation of z ‖〈z,t〉X t ∧ m ∈ X ∧ m′ ∈ X ∧ m 6= m′](

s ∈ /0 ∧ X∩ ran(〈m〉a z) 6= /0 ∧ X∩ ran(〈m′〉a t) 6= /0 ∧ ran(s)⊆ X

⇒ s ∈ {〈m〉a z}∗

)
≡ [Predicate Calculus]

false⇒ s ∈ {〈m〉a z}∗

≡ [Predicate Calculus]

true

Second case: m ∈ X ∧ m′ ∈ X ∧ m = m′ s ∈ 〈m〉a z ‖〈〈m〉
az,〈m′〉at〉

X 〈m′〉a t ∧ X∩ ran(〈m〉a z) 6= /0

∧ X∩ ran(〈m′〉a t) 6= /0 ∧ ran(s)⊆ X

⇒ s ∈ {〈m〉a z}∗


≡ [Calculation of z ‖〈z,t〉X t ∧ m ∈ X ∧ m′ ∈ X ∧ m = m′] s ∈ {〈m〉au | u ∈ z ‖〈z,t〉X t} ∧ X∩ ran(〈m〉a z) 6= /0

∧ X∩ ran(〈m〉a t) 6= /0 ∧ ran(s)⊆ X

⇒ s ∈ {〈m〉a z}∗


≡ [IH 1]

s ∈ {〈m〉au | u ∈ {z}∗} ∧ ran(s)⊆ X⇒ s ∈ {〈m〉a z}∗

≡ [Property of Sets and Predicate Calculus]

s ∈ {〈m〉a z}∗ ∧ ran(s)⊆ X⇒ s ∈ {〈m〉a z}∗
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≡ [Predicate Calculus]

s ∈ {〈m〉a z}∗⇒ s ∈ {〈m〉a z}∗ ∨ ran(s)⊆ X⇒ s ∈ {〈m〉a z}∗

≡ [Predicate Calculus]

true ∨ ran(s)⊆ X⇒ s ∈ {〈m〉a z}∗

≡ [Predicate Calculus]

true



Appendix B

Auxiliary Lemmas for Binary
Compositions in BR I C

Lemma B.1. Let Ctr1〈〉 � 〈〉Ctr2 be an asynchronous composition of Ctr1 and Ctr2

(Definition 2.11). Then, the projection of the behaviour of this composition over the set of

communication channels, namely BCtr1〈〉� 〈〉Ctr2 � CCtr1〈〉� 〈〉Ctr2 , is described as follows:

 BCtr1〈〉� 〈〉Ctr2 � CCtr1〈〉� 〈〉Ctr2

=

(BCtr1 \ (Σ\CCtr1 ∪CCtr2)) ||| (BCtr2 \ (Σ\CCtr1 ∪CCtr2))


Proof

BCtr1〈〉� 〈〉Ctr2 � CCtr1〈〉� 〈〉Ctr2

= [Definition 2.11]

AsyncCompBin(BCtr1,BCtr2 ,{},{}) � ((CCtr1 ∪CCtr2)\ /0)

= [Definition 2.2.3]

((BCtr1 ||| BCtr2) ‖{} (|||c∈{} BUFF∞
IO)) � ((CCtr1 ∪CCtr2)\ /0)

= [Property of Sets]

((BCtr1 ||| BCtr2) ‖{} (|||c∈{} BUFF∞
IO)) � (CCtr1 ∪CCtr2)

= [Law 6 (Interleave/Skip)]

((BCtr1 ||| BCtr2) ‖{} SKIP) � (CCtr1 ∪CCtr2)

= [Law 8 (Parallel/Interleave)]

((BCtr1 ||| BCtr2) ||| SKIP) � (CCtr1 ∪CCtr2)

= [Law 7 (Interleave unit)]
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(BCtr1 ||| BCtr2) � (CCtr1 ∪CCtr2)

= [Definition 2.14 (P � Ch)]

(BCtr1 ||| BCtr2) \ (Σ\CCtr1 ∪CCtr2)

= [Law 2 (Hiding/Interleave distribution)]

(BCtr1 \ (Σ\CCtr1 ∪CCtr2)) ||| (BCtr2 \ (Σ\CCtr1 ∪CCtr2))

2

Lemma B.2. Let P be a CSP process, and A and B two sets, such that, A⊆ B. Then, divergences(P \ B) = /0

⇒
divergences(P \ A) = /0


Proof The proof is conducted by contradiction.

¬ (divergences(P \ B) = /0⇒ divergences(P \ A) = /0)

⇒ [Predicate Calculus]

divergences(P \ B) = /0 ∧ divergences(P \ A) 6= /0

⇒ [A⊆ B⇒ A∪B = B]

divergences(P \ (AUB)) = /0 ∧ divergences(P \ A) 6= /0

⇒ [Law 1 (Hiding join)]

divergences((P \ A) \ B)) = /0 ∧ divergences(P \ A) 6= /0

⇒ [Definition 2.5 divergences(P \ X)]

{(s \ B)a t | s ∈ divergences(P \ A)}∪ {(u \ B)a t | u ∈ Σω ∧ (u \ B)finite

∧ ∀s < u • s ∈ traces⊥(P)}= /0

∧ divergences(P \ A) 6= /0

⇒ [Property of Sets]

{(s \ B)a t | s ∈ divergences(P \ A)}= /0 ∧ divergences(P \ A) 6= /0

⇒ [Contradiction]

false

2
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Lemma B.3. Let Ctr1 and Ctr2 be two livelock-free component contracts, ic a communi-

cation channel in Allowed(Ctr1), and oc a communication channel in CCtr2 . Then;

 ic ∈ Allowed(Ctr1)

⇒
divergences(BCtr1[ic↔oc]Ctr2 � CCtr1[ic↔oc]Ctr2) = /0


We assume that ic ∈ Allowed(Ctr1) and prove that:

divergences(BCtr1[ic↔oc]Ctr2 � CCtr1[ic↔oc]Ctr2) = /0

Proof

divergences(BCtr1[ic↔oc]Ctr2 � CCtr1[ic↔oc]Ctr2)

= [Definition 2.19]

divergences(BCtr1〈ic〉� 〈oc〉Ctr2 � CCtr1〈ic〉� 〈oc〉Ctr2)

= [Lemma B.4]

divergences(((BCtr1 ||| BCtr2) ‖{ic,oc} BUFF∗IO) \ HCBin)

= [Lemma B.6, Lemma A.1 and Lemma B.5]

{(u \ HCBin)
a t | u : Σω ∧ ¬ (u \ HCBin) : Σω

∧ ∀s < u • s ∈ traces((BCtr1 ||| BCtr2) ‖{ic,oc} BUFF∗IO)}

= [Definition of tr∞(u,(BCtr1 ||| BCtr2) ‖{ic,oc} BUFF∗IO) (D.2)]

{(u \ HCBin)
a t | u : Σω ∧ ¬ (u \ HCBin) : Σω

∧ tr∞(u,(BCtr1 ||| BCtr2) ‖{ic,oc} BUFF∗IO)}

= [Lemma B.7]

{(u \ HCBin)
a t | u : Σω ∧ ¬ (u \ HCBin) : Σω

∧ tr∞(u,(BCtr1 ||| BCtr2) ‖{ic,oc} BUFF∗IO)

∧ u \ HCBin : Σω}

= [Property of Sets and Predicate Calculus]

{(u \ HCBin)
a t | false}

= [Property of Sets]

/0
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2

Lemma B.4. Let Ctr1〈ic〉 � 〈oc〉Ctr2 an asynchronous binary composition of Ctr1 and

Ctr2 (Definition 2.11). Then, the projection of the behaviour of this composition over the

set of communication channels, namely BCtr1〈ic〉� 〈oc〉Ctr2 � CCtr1[ic↔oc]Ctr2 , is described as

follows:

 BCtr1〈ic〉� 〈oc〉Ctr2 � CCtr1[ic↔oc]Ctr2

=

((BCtr1 ||| BCtr2) ‖{ic,oc} BUFF∞
IO) \ HCBin


Proof

BCtr1〈ic〉� 〈oc〉Ctr2 � CCtr1[ic↔oc]Ctr2

= [Definition 2.11]

AsyncCompBin(BCtr1,BCtr2,{ic},{oc}) � ((CCtr1 ∪CCtr2)\{ic,oc})

= [Definition 2.2.3]

((BCtr1 ||| BCtr2) ‖{ic,oc} BUFF∞
IO) � ((CCtr1 ∪CCtr2)\{ic,oc})

= [Definition 2.14 (P � Ch)]

((BCtr1 ||| BCtr2) ‖{ic,oc} BUFF∞
IO) \ (Σ\ (CCtr1 ∪CCtr2)\{ic,oc})

= [Definition D.1 (HCBin)]

((BCtr1 ||| BCtr2) ‖{ic,oc} BUFF∞
IO) \ HCBin

2

Lemma B.5. Let BP ||| BQ be a CSP interleave composition of two I/O Processes, BP

and BQ, that are divergence-free and BUFF∞
IO a livelock-free infinite buffer. Then, a CSP

parallel composition of (BP ||| BQ) and BUFF∞
IO, ((BP ||| BQ) ‖X BUFF∞

IO), is divergence-

free, formally

divergences((BP ||| BQ) ‖X BUFF∞
IO) = /0

Proof

divergences(((BP ||| BQ) ‖X (BUFF∞
IO)))

= [Definition 2.5 (divergences(P ‖X Q))]
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{ua v | ∃s ∈ traces(BP ||| BQ), t ∈ traces(BUFF∞
IO) •

u ∈ (s ‖ t) ∩ Σ∗ ∧ (s ∈ divergences(BP ||| BQ) ∨ t ∈ divergences(BUFF∞
IO))}

= [Lemma B.6]

{ua v | ∃s ∈ traces(BP ||| BQ), t ∈ traces(BUFF∞
IO) •

u ∈ (s ‖ t) ∩ Σ∗ ∧ (s ∈ /0 ∨ t ∈ divergences(BUFF∞
IO))}

= [divergences(BUFF∞
IO) = /0]

{ua v | ∃s ∈ traces(BP ||| BQ), t ∈ traces(BUFF∞
IO) •

u ∈ (s ‖ t) ∩ Σ∗ ∧ (s ∈ /0 ∨ t ∈ /0)}

= [Property of Sets and Predicate Calculus]

{ua v | false}

= [Property of Sets]

/0

2

Lemma B.6. Let BP and BQ be two I/O Processes. Then, a CSP interleave composition

of BP and BQ, (BP ||| BQ), is divergence-free, formally:

divergences(BP ||| BQ) = /0

Proof

divergences(BP ||| BQ)

= [Definition 2.5(divergences(BP ||| BQ))]

{ua v | ∃s ∈ traces(BP), t ∈ traces(BQ) •

u ∈ (s ‖ t) ∩ Σ∗ ∧ (s ∈ divergences(BP) ∨ t ∈ divergences(BQ))}

= [divergences(BP) = /0 ∧ divergences(BQ) = /0 by Definition 2.9]

{ua v | ∃s ∈ traces(BP), t ∈ traces(BQ) •

u ∈ (s ‖ t) ∩ Σ∗ ∧ (s ∈ /0 ∨ t ∈ /0))}

= [Property of Sets and Predicate Calculus]

{ua v | false}

= [Property of Sets]
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/0

2

Lemma B.7. Let Ctr1 and Ctr2 be two livelock-free contracts, ic a communication channel

in Allowed(Ctr1), and oc a communication channel in CCtr2 , such that CCtr1 ∩CCtr2 = /0.

Then,

∀uc : Σω • tr∞(uc,(BCtr1 ||| BCtr2) ‖{|ic,oc|} BUFF∗IO)⇒ (uc \ HCBin) : Σω

provided ic ∈ Allowed(Ctr1)

Proof

tr∞(uc,(BCtr1 ||| BCtr2) ‖{|ic,oc|} BUFF∗IO)

⇒ [Infinite traces of ((BCtr1 ||| BCtr2) ‖{|ic,oc|} BUFFIO)]

∃u1 : Σω • tr∞(u1,BCtr1) ∧ u1 in∞ uc

∧ ∃u2 : Σω • tr∞(u2,BCtr2) ∧ u2 in∞ uc

⇒ [Predicate Calculus]

∃u1,u2 : Σω • ((tr∞(u1,BCtr1) ∧ u1 in∞ uc)

∧ (tr∞(u2,BCtr2) ∧ u2 in∞ uc))

⇒ [Predicate Calculus]

∃u1,u2 : Σω • ((tr∞(u1,BCtr1) ∧ tr∞(u2,BCtr2))

∧ (u1 in∞ uc ∧ u2 in∞ uc))

⇒ [Predicate Calculus]

∃u1,u2 : Σω | ((tr∞(u1,BCtr1) ∧ tr∞(u2,BCtr2))

• (u1 in∞ uc ∧ u2 in∞ uc))

≡ [Property of Hiding for Sequences]

∃u1,u2 : Σω | ((tr∞(u1,BCtr1) ∧ tr∞(u2,BCtr2))

• (u1 \ HCBin in∞ uc \ HCBin ∧ u2 \ HCBin in∞ uc \ HCBin))

⇒ [Lemma B.8 and proviso]

∃u1,u2 : Σω | ((tr∞(u1,BCtr1) ∧ tr∞(u2,BCtr2))

• (u1 \ HCBin in∞ uc \ HCBin ∧ u1 \ HCBin : Σω
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∧ u2 \ HCBin in∞ uc \ HCBin))

⇒ [Property of Infinite Sequences (s : Σω ∧ s in∞ t⇒ t : Σω)]

∃u1,u2 : Σω | ((tr∞(u1,BCtr1) ∧ tr∞(u2,BCtr2))

• (uc \ HCBin : Σω ∧ u2 \ HCBin in∞ uc \ HCBin))

⇒ [Predicate Calculus]

∃u1,u2 : Σω | ((tr∞(u1,BCtr1) ∧ tr∞(u2,BCtr2))

• (uc \ HCBin : Σω)

⇒ [Predicate Calculus]

uc \ HCBin : Σω

2

Lemma B.8. Let Ctr be a livelock-free component contract, and ch a communication

channel in AllowedBric(Ctr). Then,

 ch ∈ AllowedBric(Ctr)

⇒
∀u : Σω | tr∞(u,BCtr) • (u \ HCBin : Σω)


Proof

ch ∈ AllowedBric(Ctr)

≡ [Definition 3.12 (AllowedBric(Ctr))]

ch ∈ (CCtr \{c : CCtr | ∃m : MIP(Ctr) • (ran(m)∩ evs(CCtr))⊆ {| c |}})

⇒ [Property of Sets (x ∈ (A\B)⇒ x ∈ A ∧ x /∈ B)]

ch ∈ CCtr ∧ ch /∈ {c : CCtr | ∃m : MIP(Ctr) • (ran(m)∩ evs(CCtr))⊆ {| c |}}

⇒ [Predicate Calculus]

¬ ∃m : MIP(BCtr) • (ran(m)∩ evs(CCtr))⊆ {| ch |}

⇒ [Predicate Calculus]

∀m : MIP(BCtr) • ¬ ((ran(m)∩ evs(CCtr))⊆ {| ch |})

⇒ [Property of Sets]
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∀m : MIP(BCtr) • ∃x : ran(m) • x ∈ evs(CCtr) ∧ x /∈ {| ch |}

⇒ [Property of Sets (x ∈ A ∧ x /∈ B⇒ x ∈ (A\B)]

∀m : MIP(BCtr) • ∃x : ran(m) • x ∈ (evs(CCtr)\{| ch |})

⇒ [Property of Sets]

∀m : MIP(BCtr) • (∃x : ran(m) • x ∈ (evs(CCtr)\{| ch |})

∧ x /∈ (Σ\ ({| CCtr |} \{| ch |})))

⇒ [Property of hiding for traces]

∀m : MIP(BCtr) • (∃x : ran(m) • x ∈ (evs(CCtr)\{| ch |})

∧ (x /∈ (Σ\ (evs(CCtr)\{| ch |})))

∧ (m \ (Σ\ (evs(CCtr)\{| ch |})) 6= 〈〉))

⇒ [Predicate Calculus]

∀m : MIP(BCtr) • (m \ (Σ\ (evs(CCtr)\{| ch |})) 6= 〈〉)

⇒ [Property of Sequences]

∀u : MIP(BCtr)
ω • (u \ (Σ\ (evs(CCtr)\{| ch |})) : Σω)

⇒ [((evs(CCtr)∩{| ch2 |}) = /0)⇒ evs(CCtr) \ {| ch |}= evs(CCtr) \ {| ch,ch2 |}]

∀u : MIP(BCtr)
ω • (u \ (Σ\ (evs(CCtr)\{| ch,ch2 |})) : Σω)

⇒ [HCBin ⊆ (Σ\ (evs(CCtr)\{| ch,ch2 |})) and Lemma B.12]

∀u : MIP(BCtr)
ω • ((u \ HCBin) : Σω)

⇒ [Property of MIP 3.4]

(∀u : MIP(BCtr)
ω • ((u \ HCBin) : Σω))

∧ (∀u : Σω • (tr∞(u,BCtr))⇒ (u ∈MIP(BCtr)
ω))

⇒ [Instantiation of ∀]

∀u : Σω • (tr∞(u,BCtr))⇒ ((u \ HCBin) : Σω)

⇒ [Predicate Calculus]

∀u : Σω | tr∞(u,BCtr) • (u \ HCBin : Σω)

2

Lemma B.9. Let Ctr1 and Ctr2 be two livelock-free component contracts, ic a communica-

tion channel in AllowedBric(Ctr1), and oc a communication channel in AllowedBric(Ctr2).
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Then,

∀uc : Σω | tr∞(uc,(BCtr1 ||| BCtr2) ‖{ic,oc} BUFF∞
IO) • (uc \ HCBin : Σω)

provided ic ∈ AllowedBric(Ctr1) ∧ oc ∈ AllowedBric(Ctr2)

Proof

tr∞(uc,(BCtr1 ||| BCtr2) ‖{ic,oc} BUFF∞
IO)

⇒ [Lemma B.10]

∃u : Σω | tr∞(u,BCtr1) ∨ tr∞(u,BCtr2) • uin∞ uc

≡ [Predicate Calculus]

∃u : Σω | tr∞(u,BCtr1) • uin∞ uc

∨ ∃u : Σω | tr∞(u,BCtr2) • uin∞ uc

≡ [Property of hiding for sequences]

∃u : Σω | tr∞(u,BCtr1) • u \ HCBin in∞ uc \ HCBin

∨ ∃u : Σω | tr∞(u,BCtr2) • u \ HCBin in∞ uc \ HCBin

⇒ [Lemma B.8 and proviso]

∃u : Σω | tr∞(u,BCtr1) • u \ HCBin in∞ uc \ HCBin ∧ (u \ HCBin : Σω)

∨ ∃u : Σω | tr∞(u,BCtr2) • u \ HCBin in∞ uc \ HCBin ∧ (u \ HCBin : Σω)

⇒ [Property of Infinite Sequences (s in∞ t ∧ s : Σω⇒ t : Σω)]

∃u : Σω | tr∞(u,BCtr1) • uc \ HCBin : Σω

∨ ∃u : Σω | tr∞(u,BCtr2) • uc \ HCBin : Σω

≡ [Predicate Calculus]

uc \ HCBin : Σω

2

Lemma B.10.

∀uc : Σω | tr∞(uc,(BCtr1 ||| BCtr2) ‖{ic,oc} BUFF∞
IO) •

∃u : Σω | tr∞(u,BCtr1) ∨ tr∞(u,BCtr2) • uin∞ uc
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Proof

∀uc : Σω | tr∞(uc,(BCtr1 ||| BCtr2) ‖{ic,oc} BUFF∞
IO) •

∃u : Σω | tr∞(u,BCtr1) ∨ tr∞(u,BCtr2) • uin∞ uc

≡ [Predicate Calculus]

∀uc : Σω • tr∞(uc,(BCtr1 ||| BCtr2) ‖{ic,oc} BUFF∞
IO)⇒

∃u : Σω | tr∞(u,BCtr1) ∨ tr∞(u,BCtr2) • uin∞ uc

We start from the left-hand side of the predicate and get the right-hand side.

tr∞(uc,(BCtr1 ||| BCtr2) ‖{ic,oc} BUFF∞
IO)

≡ [Definition of tr∞ (D.2)]

∀s < uc • s ∈ traces((BCtr1 ||| BCtr2) ‖{ic,oc} BUFF∞
IO)

⇒ [Lemma B.13]

∀s < uc • s ∈ traces(BCtr1 ||| BCtr2)

⇒ [Generalisation of Lemma B.11 for infinite traces]

∃u : Σω • (∀s < u • s ∈ traces(BCtr1)) ∧ uin∞ uc

∨ ∃u : Σω • (∀s < u • s ∈ traces(BCtr2)) ∧ uin∞ uc

≡ [Predicate Calculus]

∃u : Σω • ((∀s < u • s ∈ traces(BCtr1)) ∧ uin∞ uc)

∨ ((∀s < u • s ∈ traces(BCtr2)) ∧ uin∞ uc)

≡ [Definition of tr∞ (D.2)]

∃u : Σω • (tr∞(u,BCtr1) ∧ uin∞ uc) ∨ (tr∞(u,BCtr2) ∧ uin∞ uc)

≡ [Predicate Calculus]

∃u : Σω • (tr∞(u,BCtr1) ∨ tr∞(u,BCtr2)) ∧ uin∞ uc

≡ [Predicate Calculus]

∃u : Σω | tr∞(u,BCtr1) ∨ tr∞(u,BCtr2) • uin∞ uc

2
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Lemma B.11.

∀uc : Σ∗ • uc ∈ traces(BCtr1 ||| BCtr2)

⇒
∃u : traces(BCtr1) • uinuc ∨ ∃u : traces(BCtr2) • uinuc


Proof By induction on uc

• Base case: uc = 〈〉
We start from the left-hand side of the predicate and get the right-hand side.

〈〉 ∈ traces(BCtr1 ||| BCtr2)

⇒ [Property of traces(P)]

∃u : traces(BCtr1) • u = 〈〉 ∨ ∃u : traces(BCtr2) • u = 〈〉

≡ [Property of Subsequence and Predicate Calculus]

∃u : traces(BCtr1) • uin〈〉 ∨ ∃u : traces(BCtr2) • uin〈〉

Induction step

• Induction Hypothesis:

∀uc : Σ∗ •
uc ∈ traces(BCtr1 ||| BCtr2)

⇒
∃u : traces(BCtr1) • uinuc ∨ ∃u : traces(BCtr2) • uinuc

We need to prove:

uc
a 〈s〉 ∈ traces(BCtr1 ||| BCtr2)

⇒
∃u : traces(BCtr1) • uin(uc

a 〈s〉) ∨ ∃u : traces(BCtr2) • uin(uc
a 〈s〉)

We start from the left-hand side of the predicate and get the right-hand side.

Proof

uc
a 〈s〉 ∈ traces(BCtr1 ||| BCtr2)

⇒ [Property of traces (Prefix-closed)]
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uc ∈ traces(BCtr1 ||| BCtr2)

∧ uc
a 〈s〉 ∈ traces(BCtr1 ||| BCtr2)

⇒ [IH]

∃u : traces(BCtr1) • uinuc ∨ ∃u : traces(BCtr2) • uinuc

∧ uc
a 〈s〉 ∈ traces(BCtr1 ||| BCtr2)

⇒ [Property of Subsequence and Property of traces(P ||| Q)]

∃u : traces(BCtr1) • uin(uc
a 〈s〉) ∨ ∃u : traces(BCtr2) • uin(uc

a 〈s〉)

2

Lemma B.12. Let be u : Σω and Y ⊆ X, then,

(u \ X) is not finite

⇒
(u \ Y) is not finite

Proof by contradiction

¬ ((u \ X) is not finite⇒ (u \ Y) is not finite)

⇒ [Predicate Calculus]

(u \ X) is not finite ∧ (u \ Y) finite

⇒ [Y ⊆ X]

u \ (X∪Y) is not finite ∧ (u \ Y) finite

⇒ [Property of Sets]

(u \ X) is not finite ∧ (u \ Y) is not finite ∧ (u \ Y) finite

⇒ [Contradiction]

false
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Lemma B.13.

Let P be an I/O Process, with alphabet A, BUFF∞
IO an infinite buffer.

 traces(P ‖X BUFF∞
IO)

⊆
traces(P)


Proof

traces(P ‖X BUFF∞
IO)⊆ traces(P)

= [Definition of traces(P1 ‖X P2)]⋃
{z ‖X t | z ∈ traces(P) ∧ t ∈ traces(BUFF∞

IO)} ⊆ traces(P)

= [Property of Set Comprehension]

∀s • s ∈
⋃
{z ‖X t | z ∈ traces(P) ∧ t ∈ traces(BUFF∞

IO)}⇒ s ∈ traces(P)

= [Predicate Calculus]

∀s • (∃z : traces(P); t : traces(BUFF∞
IO) • s ∈ z ‖X t)⇒ s ∈ traces(P)

= [Predicate Calculus]

∀s • ¬ (∃z : traces(P); t : traces(BUFF∞
IO) • s ∈ z ‖X t) ∨ s ∈ traces(P)

= [Predicate Calculus]

∀s • (∀z : traces(P); t : traces(BUFF∞
IO) • ¬ (s ∈ z ‖X t)) ∨ s ∈ traces(P)

= [Predicate Calculus]

∀s; z : traces(P); t : traces(BUFF∞
IO) • s ∈ z ‖X t⇒ s ∈ traces(P)

= [Lemma B.14]

∀s; z : traces(P); t : traces(BUFF∞
IO) • s ∈ /0 ∨ s ∈ {z}⇒ s ∈ traces(P)

= [Property of Sets and Predicate Calculus]

∀s; z : traces(P); t : traces(BUFF∞
IO) • false ∨ s ∈ {z}⇒ s ∈ traces(P)

= [Predicate Calculus]

∀s; z : traces(P) • s ∈ {z}⇒ s ∈ traces(P)

= [Predicate Calculus]

∀s; z : traces(P) • s = z⇒ s ∈ traces(P)

= [Law one-point rule]

∀z : traces(P) • z ∈ traces(P)
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= [Predicate Calculus]

true

2

Lemma B.14.

Let P be an I/O Process, with alphabet A, BUFF∞
IO = BUFFIO[in← x1,out← x2], with

X = {x1,x2} ⊂ A. Then,

∀z : traces(P); t : traces(BUFF∞
IO) • (z ‖X t = /0 ∨ z ‖X t = {z})

Proof by induction on z:

• Base case: z = 〈〉

(〈〉 ‖X t = /0) ∨ (〈〉 ‖X t = {〈〉})

= [Calculation of z ‖X t ∧ ran(t)⊆ X]

( /0 = /0) ∨ (〈〉 ‖X t = {〈〉})

= [Predicate calculus]

true ∨ (〈〉 ‖X t = {〈〉}

= [Predicate calculus]

true

Induction step

• Induction Hypothesis (1):

∀ t : traces(BUFF∞
IO) • (z ‖X t = /0) ∨ (z ‖X t = {z})

We need to prove:

(〈m〉a z ‖X t = /0) ∨ (〈m〉a z ‖X t = {〈m〉a z})
Proof by induction on t

Base case: t = 〈〉
1.1 - m ∈ X

(〈m〉a z ‖X 〈〉= /0) ∨ (〈m〉a z ‖X 〈〉= {〈m〉a z})

= [Calculation of z ‖X t ∧ m ∈ X]
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( /0 = /0) ∨ (〈m〉a z ‖X 〈〉= {〈m〉a z})

= [Predicate calculus]

true ∨ (〈m〉a z ‖X 〈〉= {〈m〉a z})

= [Predicate calculus]

true

1.2 - m /∈ X

(〈m〉a z ‖X 〈〉= /0) ∨ (〈m〉a z ‖X 〈〉= {〈m〉a z})

=

[Calculation of z ‖X t ∧ m /∈ X]

({〈m〉au | u ∈ z ‖X 〈〉}= /0) ∨ ({〈m〉au | u ∈ z ‖X 〈〉}= {〈m〉a z})

= [Lemma B.15, induction hypothesis, and 〈〉 ∈ traces(BUFF∞
IO)]

true

Induction step

• Induction Hypothesis (2):

(〈m〉a z ‖X t = /0) ∨ (〈m〉a z ‖X t = {〈m〉a z})

We need to prove

(〈m〉a z ‖X 〈m′〉a t = /0) ∨ (〈m〉a z ‖X 〈m′〉a t = {〈m〉a z})

Case analysis:

First case: 〈m〉a z ‖X 〈m′〉a t ∧ m ∈ X ∧ m′ ∈ X ∧ m 6= m′

(〈m〉a z ‖X 〈m′〉a t = /0) ∨ (〈m〉a z ‖X 〈m′〉a t = {〈m〉a z})

= [Calculation of z ‖X t ∧ m ∈ X ∧ m′ ∈ X ∧ m 6= m′]

( /0 = /0) ∨ (〈m〉a z ‖X 〈m′〉a t = {〈m〉a z})

= [Predicate calculus]

true ∨ (〈m〉a z ‖X 〈m′〉a t = {〈m〉a z})

= [Predicate calculus]

true
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Second case: 〈m〉a z ‖X 〈m′〉a t ∧ m ∈ X ∧ m′ ∈ X ∧ m = m′

(〈m〉a z ‖X 〈m′〉a t = /0) ∨ (〈m〉a z ‖X 〈m′〉a t = {〈m〉a z})

= [Calculation of z ‖X t ∧ m = m′ ∧ m ∈ X]

({〈m〉au | u ∈ z ‖X t}= /0) ∨ {〈m〉au | u ∈ z ‖X t}= {〈m〉a z}}

Case 1: z ‖X t = /0 (IH I)

({〈m〉au | u ∈ z ‖X t}= /0) ∨ {〈m〉au | u ∈ z ‖X t}= {〈m〉a z}}

= [z ‖X t = /0 (IH I)]

({〈m〉au | u ∈ /0}= /0) ∨ ({〈m〉au | u ∈ /0}= {〈m〉a z})

= [Property of Sets and Predicate calculus]

({〈m〉au | false}= /0) ∨ ({〈m〉au | u ∈ /0}= {〈m〉a z})

= [Property of Sets]

( /0 = /0) ∨ ({〈m〉au | u ∈ /0}= {〈m〉a z})

= [Predicate calculus]

true ∨ ({〈m〉au | u ∈ /0}= {〈m〉a z})

= [Predicate calculus]

true

Case 2: z ‖X t = {z} (IH I)

(〈m〉a z ‖X 〈m′〉a t = /0) ∨ (〈m〉a z ‖X 〈m′〉a t = {〈m〉a z})

= [z ‖X t = {z} (IH I)]

({〈m〉au | u ∈ {z}}= /0) ∨ ({〈m〉au | u ∈ {z}}= {〈m〉a z})

= [Predicate calculus]

{〈m〉au | u ∈ {z}}= /0 ∨ {〈m〉a z}= {〈m〉a z}

= [Predicate calculus]

{〈m〉au | u ∈ {z}}= /0 ∨ true

= [Predicate calculus]

true

Third case: 〈m〉a z ‖X 〈m′〉a t ∧ m /∈ X ∧ m′ ∈ X
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〈m〉a z ‖X 〈m′〉a t = /0 ∨ 〈m〉a z ‖X 〈m′〉a t = {〈m〉a z}

= [Calculation of z ‖X t ∧ m /∈ X ∧ m′ ∈ X]

{〈m〉au | u ∈ z ‖X 〈m′〉a t}= /0 ∨ {〈m〉au | u ∈ z ‖X 〈m′〉a t}= {〈m〉a z}}

Case 1: z ‖X 〈m′〉a t = /0 (IH I)

{〈m〉au | u ∈ z ‖X 〈m′〉a t}= /0 ∨ {〈m〉au | u ∈ z ‖X 〈m′〉a t}= {〈m〉a z}}

= [z ‖X 〈m′〉a t = /0 (IH I)]

{〈m〉au | u ∈ /0}= /0 ∨ {〈m〉au | u ∈ /0}= {〈m〉a z}

= [Property of Sets and Predicate Calculus]

{〈m〉au | false}= /0 ∨ {〈m〉au | u ∈ /0}= {〈m〉a z}

= [Property of Sets]

/0 = /0 ∨ {〈m〉au | u ∈ /0}= {〈m〉a z}

= [Predicate calculus]

true ∨ {〈m〉au | u ∈ /0}= {〈m〉a z}

= [Predicate calculus]

true

Case 2: z ‖X 〈m′〉a t = {z} (IH I)

{〈m〉au | u ∈ z ‖X 〈m′〉a t}= /0 ∨ {〈m〉au | u ∈ z ‖X 〈m′〉a t}= {〈m〉a z}}

= [z ‖X 〈m′〉a t = {z} (IH I)]

{〈m〉au | u ∈ {z}}= /0) ∨ ({〈m〉au | u ∈ {z}}= {〈m〉a z}

= [Predicate calculus]

{〈m〉au | u ∈ {z}}= /0 ∨ {〈m〉a z}= {〈m〉a z}

= [Predicate calculus]

{〈m〉au | u ∈ {z}}= /0 ∨ true

= [Predicate calculus]

true
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Lemma B.15. Let be z : Σ∗ such that z ‖X 〈〉 ∨ z ‖X 〈〉= {z} . Then;

{〈m〉au | u ∈ z ‖X 〈〉}= /0 ∨ {〈m〉au | u ∈ z ‖X 〈〉}= {〈m〉a z}

provided z ‖ t = /0 ∨ z ‖ t = {z}
Base case: z = 〈〉

{〈m〉au | u ∈ z ‖X 〈〉}= /0 ∨ {〈m〉au | u ∈ z ‖X 〈〉}= {〈m〉a z}

= [z = 〈〉]

{〈m〉au | u ∈ 〈〉 ‖X 〈〉}= /0 ∨ {〈m〉au | u ∈ 〈〉 ‖X 〈〉}= {〈m〉a 〈〉}

= [Calculation of z ‖ t]

{〈m〉au | u ∈ {〈〉}}= /0 ∨ {〈m〉au | u ∈ {〈〉}}= {〈m〉}

= [Predicate calculus]

({〈m〉au | u ∈ {〈〉}}= /0) ∨ ({〈m〉}= {〈m〉})

= [Predicate Calculus]

({〈m〉au | u ∈ {〈〉}}= /0) ∨ true

= [Predicate Calculus]

true

Induction Step

Induction Hypothesis:

{〈m〉au | u ∈ z ‖X 〈〉}= /0 ∨ {〈m〉au | u ∈ z ‖X 〈〉}= {〈m〉a z}

We need to prove:

{〈m〉au | u ∈ 〈m′〉a z ‖X 〈〉}= /0 ∨ {〈m〉au | u ∈ 〈m′〉a z ‖X 〈〉}= {〈m〉a 〈m′〉a z}

Case analysis:

First case: m′ ∈ X

{〈m〉au | u ∈ 〈m′〉a z ‖X 〈〉}= /0 ∨ {〈m〉au | u ∈ 〈m′〉a z ‖X 〈〉}= {〈m〉a 〈m′〉a z}

= [Calculation of z ‖X t ∧ m ∈ X ∧ m′ ∈ X]

{〈m〉au | u ∈ /0}= /0 ∨ {〈m〉au | u ∈ /0}= {〈m〉a 〈m′〉a z}

= [Property of Sets and Predicate Calculus]
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{〈m〉au | false}= /0 ∨ {〈m〉au | false}= {〈m〉a 〈m′〉a z}

= [Predicate calculus]

/0 = /0 ∨ {〈m〉au | false}= {〈m〉a 〈m′〉a z}

= [Predicate calculus]

true ∨ {〈m〉au | false}= {〈m〉a 〈m′〉a z}

= [Predicate calculus]

true

Second case: m′ /∈ X

{〈m〉au | u ∈ 〈m′〉a z ‖X 〈〉}= /0 ∨ {〈m〉au | u ∈ 〈m′〉a z ‖X 〈〉}= {〈m〉a 〈m′〉a z}

= [Calculation of z ‖X t ∧ m′ /∈ X]

{〈m〉au | u ∈ {〈m′〉au | u ∈ z ‖X 〈〉}}= /0

∨ {〈m〉au | u ∈ {〈m′〉au | u ∈ z ‖X 〈〉}}= {〈m〉a 〈m′〉a z}

Case 1: z ‖ 〈〉= /0 proviso

{〈m〉au | u ∈ {〈m′〉au | u ∈ z ‖X 〈〉}}= /0

∨ {〈m〉au | u ∈ {〈m′〉au | u ∈ z ‖X 〈〉}}= {〈m〉a 〈m′〉a z}

= [z ‖ t = /0]

{〈m〉au | u ∈ {〈m′〉au | u ∈ /0}}= /0 ∨ {〈m〉au | u ∈ {〈m′〉au | u ∈ /0}}= {〈m〉a 〈m′〉a z}

= [Predicate Calculus and Property of Sets]

{〈m〉au | u ∈ false}= /0 ∨ {〈m〉au | u ∈ false}= {〈m〉a 〈m′〉a z}

= [Predicate Calculus]

/0 = /0 ∨ {〈m〉au | u ∈ false}= {〈m〉a 〈m′〉a z}

= [Predicate Calculus]

true ∨ {〈m〉au | u ∈ false}= {〈m〉a 〈m′〉a z}

= [Predicate Calculus]

true
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Case 2: z ‖X 〈〉= {z} proviso

{〈m〉au | u ∈ {〈m′〉au | u ∈ z ‖X 〈〉}}= /0

∨ {〈m〉au | u ∈ {〈m′〉au | u ∈ z ‖X 〈〉}}= {〈m〉a 〈m′〉a z}

= [z ‖X 〈〉= {z}]

{〈m〉au | u ∈ {〈m′〉au | u ∈ {z}}}= /0

∨ {〈m〉au | u ∈ {〈m′〉au | u ∈ {z}}= {〈m〉a 〈m′〉a z}

= [Predicate Calculus]

{〈m〉au | u ∈ {〈m′〉a z}}}= /0

∨ {〈m〉au | u ∈ {〈m′〉a z}}= {〈m〉a 〈m′〉a z}

= [Predicate Calculus]

{〈m〉au | u ∈ {〈m′〉a z}}}= /0

∨ {〈m〉a 〈m′〉a z}}= {〈m〉a 〈m′〉a z}

= [Predicate Calculus]

{〈m〉au | u ∈ {〈m′〉a z}}}= /0

∨ true

= [Predicate Calculus]

true



Appendix C

Auxiliary Lemmas for Unary
Compositions in BR I C

Lemma C.1. Let Ctr be a component contract and Ctr�
∣∣〈ic〉
〈oc〉 an asynchronous unary com-

position of Ctr (Definition 2.12). Then, the projection of the behaviour of this composition

over the set of communication channels, namely BCtr �
∣∣(ic)
(oc) � CCtr �

∣∣(ic)
(oc), is described as

follows:
BCtr �

∣∣(ic)
(oc) � CCtr �

∣∣(ic)
(oc)

=

(BCtr ‖{ic,oc} BUFF∞
IO) \ HCUnary


Proof

BCtr �
∣∣〈ic〉
〈oc〉 � CCtr �

∣∣(ic)
(oc)

= [Definition 2.12]

AsyncUnaryComp(BCtr,{ic},{oc}) � (CCtr \{| ic,oc |})

= [Definition 2.2.3]

(BCtr ‖{|ic,oc|} BUFF∞
IO) � (CCtr \{| ic,oc |})

= [Definition 2.14 (P � Ch)]

(BCtr ‖{|ic,oc|} BUFF∞
IO) \ (Σ\ (CCtr \{| ic,oc |}))

= [Definition of HCUnary D.3]

(BCtr ‖{|ic,oc|} BUFF∞
IO) \ HCUnary

2
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Lemma C.2. Let BP be an I/O process and BUFFIO a livelock-free infinite buffer. Then,

a CSP parallel composition of BP and BUFF∞
IO, (BP ‖{X} BUFF∞

IO), is divergence-free.

Then,

(divergences(BP ‖{X} BUFF∞
IO) = /0)

Proof

divergences(BP ‖{X} BUFF∞
IO)

= [Definition 2.5 (divergences(P ‖X Q))]

{ua v | ∃s ∈ traces(BP), t ∈ traces(BUFF∞
IO) •

u ∈ (s ‖ t) ∩ Σ∗ ∧ (s ∈ divergences(BP)) ∨ t ∈ divergences(BUFF∞
IO))}

= [divergences(BP) = /0 by Definition 2.9]

{ua v | ∃s ∈ traces(BP), t ∈ traces(BUFF∞
IO) •

u ∈ (s ‖ t) ∩ Σ∗ ∧ (s ∈ /0 ∨ t ∈ divergences(BUFF∞
IO))}

= [divergences(BUFF∞
IO) = /0]

{ua v | ∃s ∈ traces(BP), t ∈ traces(BUFF∞
IO) • u ∈ (s ‖ t) ∩ Σ∗ ∧ (s ∈ /0 ∨ t ∈ /0)}

= [Property of Sets and Predicate Calculus]

{ua v | false}

= [Property of Sets]

/0

2

Lemma C.3. Let Ctr be a livelock-free component contract, ic and oc two communication

channels in CCtr, such that in ∈ Allowed(Ctr), and {ic,oc} are independent in Ctr. Then;

 ic ∈ Allowed(Ctr)

⇒
divergences(BCtr[oc ↪→ ic]∗ � CCtr[oc ↪→ ic]∗) = /0


We assume that ic ∈ Allowed(Ctr) and prove that:

divergences(BCtr[oc ↪→ ic]∗ � CCtr[oc ↪→ ic]∗) = /0
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Proof

divergences(BCtr[oc ↪→ ic]∗ � CCtr[oc ↪→ ic]∗)

= [Definition 2.22]

divergences(B
Ctr�
∣∣〈ic〉
〈oc〉

� C
Ctr�
∣∣〈ic〉
〈oc〉

)

= [Lemma C.1]

divergences((BCtr ‖{ic,oc} BUFF∗IO) \ HCUnary)

=[Lemma A.1, Lemma C.2, and Definition of tr∞(u,(BCtr ‖{ic,oc} BUFF∗IO)) (D.2)]

{(u \ HCUnary)
a t | u : Σω ∧ ¬ (u \ HCUnary) : Σω

∧ tr∞(u,(BCtr ‖{ic,oc} BUFF∗IO))}

= [{ic,oc} are independent in Ctr, and Lemma B.8]

{(u \ HCUnary)
a t | u : Σω ∧ ¬ (u \ HCUnary) : Σω

∧ tr∞(u,(BCtr ‖{ic,oc} BUFF∗IO)) ∧ u \ HCUnary : Σω}

= [Property of Sets and Predicate Calculus]

{(u \ HCUnary)
a t | false}

= [Property of Sets]

/0

2

Lemma C.4. Let Ctr be a Livelock-free Component Contract, (ic,oc) a pair of communi-

cation channels in AllowedBricPair(Ctr). Then,

 (ic,oc) ∈ AllowedBricPair(Ctr)

⇒
∀u : Σω • tr∞(u,BCtr ‖{ic,oc} BUFF∞

IO)⇒ (u \ HCUnary : Σω)


Proof

(ic,oc) ∈ AllowedBricPair(Ctr)

≡ [Definition 3.13 (AllowedBricPair(Ctr))]

(ic,oc) ∈ {c1,c2 : CCtr | ¬ (∃m : MIP(Ctr) • (ran(m)∩ evs(CCtr))⊆ {| c1,c2 |})}

⇒ [Property of Sets]
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¬ (∃m : MIP(Ctr) • (ran(m)∩ evs(CCtr))⊆ {| ic,oc |})

⇒ [Predicate Calculus]

∀m : MIP(Ctr) • ¬ ((ran(m)∩ evs(CCtr))⊆ {| ic,oc |})

⇒ [Property of Sets]

∀m : MIP(BCtr) • ∃x : ran(m) • x ∈ evs(CCtr) ∧ x /∈ {| ic,oc |}

⇒ [Property of Sets]

∀m : MIP(BCtr) • ∃x : ran(m) • x ∈ (evs(CCtr)\{| ic,oc |})

⇒ [Property of Sets and Definition of HCUnary D.3]

∀m : MIP(BCtr) • ∃x : ran(m) • x ∈ (evs(CCtr)\{| ic,oc |}) ∧ x /∈ HCUnary

⇒ [Property of Hiding for Traces]

∀m : MIP(BCtr) • ∃x : ran(m) • x ∈ (evs(CCtr)\{| ic,oc |}) ∧ x /∈ HCUnary

∧ ((m \ HCUnary) 6= 〈〉)

⇒ [Predicate Calculus]

∀m : MIP(BCtr) • ((m \ HCUnary) 6= 〈〉)

⇒ [Property of Sequences]

∀u : MIP(BCtr)
ω • ((u \ HCUnary) : Σω)

⇒ [Property of MIP 3.4]

∀u : MIP(BCtr)
ω • ((u \ HCUnary) : Σω)

∧ ∀u : Σω • tr∞(u,BCtr)⇒ u ∈MIP(BCtr)
ω

⇒ [Instantiation of ∀]

∀u : Σω • tr∞(u,BCtr)⇒ (u \ HCUnary : Σω)

⇒ [Lemma B.13]

∀u : Σω • tr∞(u,BCtr ‖{ic,oc} BUFF∞
IO)⇒ (u \ HCUnary : Σω)

2



Appendix D

Auxiliary Definitions

Definition D.1. HCBin = (Σ \ CCtr1 ∪CCtr2)∪{ic,oc}

Definition D.2. tr∞(u,P)≡ (∀s < u • s ∈ traces(P))

Definition D.3. HCUnary =̂ (Σ \ CCtr)∪{| ic,oc |}

Definition D.4. Let P be a CSP processes.

traces⊥(P) = traces(P)∪divergences(P)

Definition D.5. Let s ∈ Σ∗ be a trace and X ⊆ Σ.

s \ X = s � (Σ\X)



Appendix E

Refinement Laws

Law 1 (Hiding join).
A \ (cs1∪ cs2) = (A \ cs1) \ cs2

Law 2 (Hiding/Interlerave distribution).
(A1 ||| A2) \ cs = (A1 \ cs) ||| (A2 \ cs)

Law 3 (True Guard).
true & A = A

Law 4 (False Guard).
false & A = STOP

Law 5 (Prefix Skip).
c→ A = (c→ SKIP) o

9 A

Law 6 (Interleave/Skip).
|||c∈ /0

A = SKIP

Law 7 (Interleave unit).
A ||| Skip = A

Law 8 (Parallel/Interleave).
A1 |[ /0]|A2 = A1 ||| A2
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